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Executive Summary 

At first, individual campus initiatives sought to improve university’s ecological footprint and, second, 

university sustainability committees emerged to design strategies, a third wave of sustainable 

universities has become the latest trend. This third generation, called the ‘sustainable university 

campus’ in the thesis, seeks to rethink current dominant university practices and redirect the core 

business of these educational institutions toward supporting more sustainable developments. This 

requires changing the institutional structure to span existing boundaries between disciplines, activities, 

and university-society. Due to the differences between the required practices for such a reorientation 

and current dominant practices, universities, which try to transform in this fundamental way, 

experience barriers. This thesis focuses on this challenge of how to best manage such a transition by 

answering the question how universities can transform into more sustainable organizations. 

Furthermore, the research seeks to provide recommendations to the Eindhoven University of 

Technology (TU/e) as it is currently exploring how to integrate sustainability goals into its core 

business and operations.   

Theoretical framework and methodology 

Sustainable university literature emphasizes the need for an institutional change by adapting 

university’s core and operational business. A key element for the change is to integrate disciplines 

(interdisciplinarity) and to learn the necessary competences for sustainability; to connect scholarly 

insights to society at large by creating multi-stakeholder partnerships (transdisciplinarity); to create an 

educational environment for university members on the subject of sustainability; and to realize 

sustainable campus operations serving as an example of education for others. In achieving this, 

universities need to have a structured approach with a clear vision that is backed-up by leadership and 

adapted into an evolutionary process (Robinson, 2011).   

To analyze such a transformation this research adopts a transition perspective and combines two niche 

theories – Strategic Niche Management (SNM) and Transition Experiments (TE) – to develop the 

theoretical lens. This is further complemented with insights from sustainable campus literature into a 

qualitative research framework which is used to analyze three case studies; Eindhoven University of 

Technology (TU/e), ETH Zürich (ETHZ), and Arizona State University (ASU). The cases are real-life 

experiments which implemented an initiative to integrate sustainability into the organization; they seek 

to realize change at the institutional level. The framework guides evaluation of these cases into the 

following four dimensions: visions, network, learning, and scale-up. 

Literature indicates that for transition experiments, such as sustainable university projects, to succeed 

it is important to have a vision that many different actors share (robust), provides sufficient guidance 

to the process of change (specific), and legitimizes action and protection (high quality). This vision 

should mobilize a network which includes all relevant actors (broad) and supports the project with 

financial and human resources (deep). Exploring universities are real-life experiments and therefore 

have the ability to learn about the project under real-world conditions; identify barriers and 

opportunities. A final insight from literature is that scale-up of the project needs to be ensured. In this 

process, universities can focus on optimizing elements of their current organization (system 

optimization) or they may radically try to transform these (system innovation). In scale-up, 
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universities furthermore need to make trade-offs regarding the three pillars of sustainable 

development; ecological, social, and economic.   

Analysis and conclusions 

In comparing and contrasting the three cases, I conclude that in the TU/e experiment, a small elite 

group outlined a vision that proposes an incremental approach to adopt sustainability. The vision has 

been able to attract interest from various stakeholders and provides specific guidance through a 

roadmap. Nevertheless, the vision is not yet shared university-wide or able to protect the project by 

providing a clear budget and space for experimentation. The network that should support the 

experiment is still in need for improvement because of the absence of: leadership, sustainability 

experts, a structured supporting network, inter-university collaborations, and ownership of the issue. 

Until now, this network only provided the initiative with limited financial and human resources. 

Learning at the experiment is limited to financial models and innovative teaching models. It seeks to 

learn about creating synergy between education, research, and campus operations but this is not (yet) 

incentivized. To achieve political support, the initiative seeks to connect to current strategies, thereby 

directing the project into a system optimization approach.  

The ETHZ experiment builds upon a bottom-up approach which has been able to mobilize community 

members to contribute on all university levels. At the ETHZ a network has been established, including 

sustainability experts, which has been able to realize financial and human resources from both internal 

and external partners. Additionally, ETHZ uses new institutional structures to support experimentation 

which enabled learning about barriers (sustainability research lacks incentives, requires specific 

capabilities, and entails a risky scientific career) and opportunities (make use of a Transacadmic 

Interface Manager to take away interaction barriers). Scale-up of the experiment is realized through 

the sustained interest of professors and students and pursues system optimization to retain disciplinary 

excellence.  

At the ASU a small group, mostly sustainability experts, outlined a vision to radically transform the 

university. The vision, extensively communicated by the president, mobilized a network able to 

support the sustainability project financially and with knowledge. The set-up of new radical 

institutions provides space for experimentation with sustainability in education, research and on 

campus. This realized important learning moments about institutional, collective, and personal barriers 

but also identified opportunities: hire young academics to stimulate sustainability research and use a 

community university liaison to facilitate interaction between different stakeholders. In contrast to the 

ETHZ and TU/e, the ASU vision pursues system innovation in transforming its organization.   

The cases indicate what successful experiments have in common:  

1. a vision which is robust, specific, and of high quality, and communicated widely by 

institutional leadership;  

2. a broad and deep network which provides the experiment the resources to facilitate learning. 

This network includes: university-members (students, faculty, and administrators), 

sustainability experts, and third parties (governments, businesses, and other universities); and 

provides financial and human resources to provide space for experimentation;     
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3. prioritize learning to rethink dominant values, assumptions, and practices (2
nd

 order learning), 

thereby gradually improving the experiment. This is mostly achieved through learning by 

doing;  

4. a strategically approach to scale-up the sustainable university project towards adopting 

sustainability in the organization. Even though approaches differ, they share the use of clear 

incentive mechanisms and aim for transparent and participative negotiation processes in 

making trade-offs; finding a balance between ecology, social and economic aspects of 

sustainable development.   

The recommendations should contribute to the following shortcomings of the TU/e experiment: the 

TU/e lacks behind compared to the ETHZ and ASU in developing a robust, specific, and high quality 

vision (especially due to the absence of dedicated management and ownership of the problem); 

mobilize more financial and human resources (realize a broad and deep network); create space for 

experimentation to enable learning; and to ensure structural embedding of sustainability within the 

organization.    
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1 Introduction 

“Higher education institutions bear a profound, moral responsibility to increase the awareness, 

knowledge, skills, and values needed to create a just and sustainable future” (Cortese, 2003) 

The citation above emphasizes that universities should not ignore the increasing environmental 

concerns. Universities need to step up and serve as an example to society at large by transforming their 

institutions and their campuses into organizations embracing sustainability. Since the 1990s, this 

statement has been adopted in many declarations, moving universities slowly into the direction of 

integrating sustainability in their mission.
1
 

The notion of integrating sustainability can be interpreted in a number of ways. Many universities are 

now showcasing sustainability initiatives by highlighting project-based campus operation 

improvements to reduce ecological footprint. Others take a more radical approach by redefining their 

vision, mission, purpose, and relevance to play an active part in the global transformation towards a 

sustainable future (Beringer & Adomßent, 2008; Stephens et al., 2008). In this latter approach 

sustainability is embedded in education, research, and knowledge transfer (outreach); it combines its 

core businesses with the support system of operations and administration. In my research, I refer to a 

university that integrates sustainability in accordance with this approach as a ‘sustainable university 

campus’. This term is used to capture both the institutional mission and its physical space in which 

sustainability is practiced. Such a definition also leaves room for interpretation differences. In this 

research the term ‘sustainable university’ is used as a synonym of the ‘sustainable university campus’.  

Achieving such a transformation of a university is a huge challenge: it requires fundamental changes 

in the deeply rooted nature of a university. Perhaps not surprisingly, then, worldwide only a few 

universities currently exist that experiment with changing institutional structures and practices to 

achieve adoption of sustainability in all activities and also seek to integrate them (Beringer & 

Adomßent, 2008; Sharp, 2002). Universities that take this system approach are the subject of analysis 

in this research and are referred to as experiments. For the purpose of my research, I have applied the 

terminology from transition theories to describe experimentation implemented in a real-life 

environment. Such a methodology enables observations under real conditions that cannot be controlled 

by the researcher. One university that has been exploring how to realize the transformation towards a 

sustainable university since 2011 is the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). Its approach 

seeks to improve knowledge concerning sustainability and to advertise this by creating a campus 

environment that provides space for practical experimentation. A few universities have been 

experimenting with a similar ambition over a longer period and are therefore more advanced: ETH 

Zürich (ETHZ) and Arizona State University (ASU) in particular have are a reputation in this regard. 

Both universities have taken a different approach; the ASU seeks to radically transform its institution 

taking mainly a top-down approach, whereas the ETHZ aims for a less radical transformation which 

has been realized through mostly bottom-up initiatives.  I have chosen these three universities to 

analyze the ‘sustainable university campus’ concept in order to understand how the process of 

transition from non-sustainability to sustainability may be improved.      

                                                 
1
 See, Grindsted (2011) for an overview of 31 declarations.  
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1.1 Research objective and questions 

The current challenge is that even though universities acknowledge their essential role they play in 

society, the change required to institutionalize sustainability has not been realized in most cases. Most 

universities engage in attempts that do not transcend projects level to make campus operations 

environmentally friendly. The current state of affairs indicates the complexity of embedding 

sustainability in universities’ core business and supporting operations in an integral fashion. There are 

many challenges: a sustainable university campus not only needs to overcome existing boundaries 

between academic disciplines, but also the divides between university and society. The current 

university organization and members are not accustomed to these practices.  

There is thus a conflict between the current university paradigm and the ‘sustainable university 

campus’ philosophy. This conflict causes friction if a university wants to transform. In efforts to 

transform, universities run into problems that arise from entrenched structures, assumptions, and 

practices. Because of the complexity of change there is no generic managerial model that can be 

applied to realize it. Universities aiming to transform therefore follow different pathways. The first 

objective of this research is to understand important processes that underlie and enhance the 

transformation of a university into a sustainable university campus.  

Main question 1  

How can universities transform into more sustainable organizations?  

The purpose of the research is to offer support in the transformation process of the TU/e into a 

sustainable organization. Because the TU/e initiative is still in a start-up phase, it could benefit from 

an investigation. Therefore, a second aim of this research is to contribute to the TU/e sustainable 

campus initiative by making recommendations. 

Main question 2 

What recommendations follow from this analysis for the TU/e sustainable campus 

initiative? 

In sum, the objective of this research is two-fold. First, it aims to contribute to understanding the 

process of becoming a sustainable university campus; secondly, it seeks to provide recommendations 

for the TU/e to improve its initiative. To answer these questions a set of sub questions are used as 

guidance. These can be found in section 2.3.  

1.2 Research methodology and approach 

The responsibility of universities and the need to transform these institutions to embracing 

sustainability drives this research. My problem-driven research uses a qualitative research design in 

which three case studies are part of a comparative research design. In order to answer the research 

questions the research follows three steps.   

 

Theoretical background & 
Research Framework 

Case study research 
Compare and 

recommendations 

Chapter 2 Chapter 3-5 Chapter 6 
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Step 1 

The first step is to provide the background to both the subject – ‘sustainable university campus’ – and 

the theory to analyze the case studies. Due to the emphasis on the transformation process, the research 

adopts a transition perspective, in particular the transition theory of the Multi-Level Perspective 

(MLP). This theory defines a socio-technical system consisting of three levels: regime, landscape, and 

niches (see section 2.2). Niches provide a protective space for radical (technological) innovations to 

develop. The ‘sustainable university campus’ is such an innovation. For this reason, the research is 

primarily concerned with developments at the niche level. Therefore, a theoretical lens is developed 

that combines two related niche theories, namely Strategic Niche Management (SNM) and Transition 

Experiments (TE). SNM primarily serves as the input for the analytical part, whereas TE provides the 

prescriptive elements to strengthen recommendations for the TU/e community. This theoretical lens 

combined with the findings on the ‘sustainable university campus’ provides a framework that guides 

the research into four elements: visions, network, learning, and scale-up (see section 2.3 for a more 

elaborate discussion on these four elements). In this research framework the most important concepts 

are stated and translated into specific interview questions (Appendix A).   

The first important insight into the transition process is that there should be a vision that many 

different actors share. This is a difficult process because different actors may have diverging interests 

and expectations about transforming a university. Developing a vision should provide sufficient 

guidance to the process of change and help legitimize courses of actions to adapt existing assumptions 

and practices of universities. The second insight is that there should be a broad network which is 

mobilized through this shared vision. In this network all relevant stakeholders should be involved to 

provide the necessary resources to experiment. These resources are not only investments but also 

human capital is needed to support the transition. A third important insight is that learning through an 

experiment in a real-life setting is crucial. Implementing a sustainable university experiment will 

enable learning on multiple-dimensions about barriers and opportunities under real-world conditions. 

The fourth insight into the necessary elements for true transformation is the need to ensure scale-up of 

the experiment. In scale-up, universities can focus both on optimizing their current organization 

(system optimization) or they may radically try to transform their main organization structure (system 

innovation). Another aspect of the scale-up process is that trade-offs have to be made in terms of 

sustainable development; finding a balance between social, economic, and environmental aspects.   

The data necessary for this first step will be mainly obtained from scientific articles, websites, and 

other documents.
2 
 

Step 2 

In niche development theory, real-life experiments play an important role because they enable to 

                                                 
2
 The following databases have been searched in: Sciencedirect, Emerald, Springerlink, and Taylor & Francis. 

Key journals that have been used are: Journal of Sustainability in Higher Education , Journal of cleaner 

production, and Sustainability Science. Key words used to describe the ‘sustainable university campus’ are (also 

in combination): university, higher education, campus, sustainable, sustainability, sustainable development , 

organizational change, institutional change, transition, assessment approaches, international declarations, 

interdisciplinarity, transdisciplinarity, and collaborations. For developing the theoretical lens most literature has 

been provided by the course Strategic Niche Management offered at the TU/e but additional search items are: 

strategic niche management, transition studies, niche theories, and transition experiments. 
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establish an open-ended search and learning process; they also support the adoption of an innovation 

in society (Hoogma, 2002). In this research, universities exploring how to become a sustainable 

university are taken as real-life experiments. The notion ‘experiment’ refers to the transformation at 

the institutional level of the university which is supported through various initiatives within the 

organization. These exploring universities help to identify important processes in achieving 

institutional change; they reveal barriers and opportunities in multiple dimensions. Three universities – 

Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e), ETH Zürich (ETHZ), and Arizona State University 

(ASU) - have been selected as the subjects of analysis. The TU/e has been chosen because its recent 

experiment could stand to benefit from an early analysis and insights from other pioneering 

universities. The two other universities – ASU and ETHZ – have been selected because they are 

considered leaders in the scholarly literature. Both have taken a different approach; ASU is radical and 

top-down, whereas the ETHZ is a less radical bottom-up experiment. Analyzing these three cases is 

the second step and will follow the research framework as developed in step 1. All elements of this 

framework will be discussed and scaled (0-5) for each case.  

The required data is gathered through a combination of documents and interviews (see table 1 for a list 

of interviewees). For practical reasons the information about the two universities outside the 

Netherlands have been based on written documents like scientific papers, university websites, 

sustainability charters, and publications from international campus networks.
3
 In addition, one Skype-

interview has been conducted with a professor related to the School of Sustainability (SOS) at ASU. 

The main source of data for the TU/e case has been a combination of interviews and strategy 

documents written by Urgenda.
4
 A total of seven people related to the TU/e sustainability initiative are 

interviewed. All interviews are semi-structured in order to guide the collection of data but with respect 

to keeping sufficient freedom. 

Name Institution Job title  Date 

Interviewee 1 TU/e Member sustainability taskforce 22-10-2012 

Interviewee 2 TU/e Member sustainability taskforce 31-10-2012 

Interviewee 3 TU/e Member sustainability taskforce 01-11-2012 

Interviewee 4 TU/e Practitioner; real-estate management 14-11-2012 

Interviewee 5 TU/e TU/e Innovation Lab 15-11-2012 

Interviewee 6 TU/e Member sustainability taskforce 15-11-2012 

Interviewee 7 TU/e Director 23-11-2012 

Interviewee 8 ASU Professor SOS 03-01-2013 

Table 1: List of interviewees 

Step 3 

The third step of my research has been to compare the case studies and to offer recommendations for 

the TU/e initiative. The important processes identified in the second step need to be compared in order 

                                                 
3
 The case analyses used sustainability charters (STARS, and ISCN-GULF) and data from international campus 

networks (AASHE, and ISCN). 
4
 Urgenda has written two document – Living Lab (2011) and ‘Naar de City of Tomorrow’ (2012) – to support 

TU/e’s transformation. These are retrieved from: 

http://w3.tue.nl/nl/diensten/dh/vastgoed/energiebeheer/living_lab_en_naar_de_city_of_tomorrow/ 
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to distinguish similar processes and to make interpretations of different but relevant processes. Due to 

the more developed state of the leading universities they will provide more aspects to compare. These 

findings combined with the analysis of the TU/e case will serve as the input for the recommendations. 

1.3 Relevance 

The research focuses on the development of three campuses to examine how to best integrate 

sustainability. It will be of relevance in three ways. First, scholarly literature’s claim that a large and 

increasing number of case studies are available; they have not been systematically treated. It has been 

difficult to generalize and compare outcomes of these studies. Using a theoretical lens, the research 

hopes to improve on this aspect; such an approach has the potential to contributing to the burgeoning 

literature on sustainable universities. Second, the theoretical lens contributes to the development of 

using the combination of a (mostly) analytical tool (SNM) and a prescriptive tool (TE). Thirdly, the 

TU/e experiment is in a very early phase in the transformation process compared to the other two cases 

and could therefore benefit from this research.        
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2 Theoretical background 

The main question this research aims to answer relates to the transformation process of three 

universities in their attempt to integrate sustainability into their core business. This integration requires 

universities to critically look at their organization. Different perspectives on what it means to adopt 

sustainability and on how this can be achieved exist. Therefore, I first characterize the ‘sustainable 

university campus’ to sketch what such a campus could look like and how this differs from 

mainstream university organizations. Furthermore, a background on achieving institutional change to 

adopt sustainability in universities is also provided in this section. In the second section theoretical 

lenses are explored that could be used to analyze the three cases. The primary source of these lenses 

relates to the field of transition studies, with a focus on niche theories. In the final section, I develop a 

research framework. In this, the characteristics of the ‘sustainable university campus’ are combined 

with a theoretical lens based on SNM and TE.   

2.1 The sustainable university campus 

As non-profit organizations, universities play a crucial role in creating a more sustainable future: they 

not only train experts who will enter the labor market but they also have unique academic freedom and 

knowledge with a great potential for experimentation with possible solutions for social challenges 

(Cortese, 2003). In the last few decades, university leaders have come to acknowledge their role; they 

have articulated a commitment to adopt sustainability in academia and campus operations by signing 

international declarations. Even though the declarations have been voluntary, they have resulted in 

rules and frameworks that guide universities in articulating their role and function (Grindsted, 2011).  

In adopting sustainability in universities, three waves can be distinguished (Sharp, 2009; Wals & 

Blewitt, 2010). Individuals or groups at different universities started to envision the green campus 

since the 1990s. This movement has been able to set up the first small campus projects and 

experiments. Common practices in this period were aimed at reducing waste and energy as well as 

recycling; it also included refurbishment or the construction of more energy efficient buildings. Later 

on - in the second wave - these initiatives were able to create sufficient momentum for follow-up 

projects, the establishment of sustainability committees responsible for coordinating efforts, and even 

the adoption of sustainability in strategies, goals, and in mission statements. The second wave started 

in 2003 and was still mostly concerned with greening the university campus. Current discussions of a 

sustainable university are still influenced by this wave as most efforts are still geared towards reducing 

ecological footprint by improving environmental management (Wals & Blewitt, 2010). This is also 

reflected by a study of Wright (2010), which found that university presidents and vice-presidents from 

Canada emphasize campus operations as the main element of the sustainable university. Research and 

education are seen as possible contributions but no participant mentioned the need to change the 

disciplinary structure. However, more recently there is a trend, in which universities start to 

experiment with re-orienting teaching, learning, research, and university-community relationships in 

such a way that sustainability becomes an emergent property of their core activities (Wals & Blewitt, 

2010). This third wave aims to transform universities into a new type, called the ‘sustainable 

university campus’, on which my research focuses.  
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How do we define the ‘sustainable university campus’? The main guiding principle is sustainable 

development (SD) (section 2.1.1) but there are different perspectives on the role of the university in its 

contribution to SD. Despite these different interpretations, they share the belief that the organizational 

structure of the university should change in order to support these perspectives (Edwards, 2009). In 

section 2.1.2 the characteristics of a ‘sustainable university campus’ are introduced, followed by a 

discussion on how to achieve institutional change (section 2.1.3) including the barriers and 

opportunities (section 2.1.4).  

2.1.1 The guiding principle: sustainable development 

The sustainable university is often used as a synonym for a university that is sustainable in its 

operations, the so-called green campus. But there is more to it. A sustainable university contributes to 

Sustainable Development (SD) through transferring knowledge and supporting social stakeholders 

with solutions, while improving its campus operations as well. The concept SD has been developed in 

response to the need to create a development pathway that is sustainable, both in developed and 

developing countries. SD gained momentum after the World Commission on Environment and 

Development (WCED) published its famous report Our Common Future, also known as the 

Brundtland report, in 1987 (WCED, 1987). Since its introduction, SD has often been shaped to fit 

certain purposes. The concept is used in local and in global contexts by various stakeholders (business, 

government, and NGOs). Despite the openness to interpretation, a core set of guiding principles has 

evolved as well as values based on the Brundtland Commission’s standard definition to meet the needs 

- both in the present and in the future - for human, economic, and social development within the 

restraints of the life support systems of the planet (Kates, Parris, and Leiserowitz, 2005).  

SD is known for its complex, normative, subjective, and ambiguous character (Kraker, van Laeken, 

and Cörvers, 2005). The concept is complex because it transcends various boundaries (geographical, 

knowledge, and institutional); normative because of its intergenerational- and intragenerational 

solidarity; subjective because of its openness to numerous interpretations; and ambiguous because it is 

unclear which balance between the three pillars – social, environment, economic (see figure 1) - 

reflects real SD. The lack of having a clear statement on how to weigh and measure the three pillars 

means that in any given situation involved stakeholders first should achieve agreement on what 

sustainability means; the goals in relationship to the agreement; and the methods on how to reach 

them. It is inevitable that trade-offs need to be made in finding a balance between the three pillars. 

Kemp, Parto, and Gibson (2005) therefore argue that governance should make use of specified rules 

for making trade-offs and compromises instead of waiting for a win-win-win solution. 

 

Figure 1: Three pillars of sustainable development 

(http://www.sustainability.umd.edu/content/about/what_is_sustainability.php) 
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2.1.2 Characteristics of the sustainable university campus 

Universities employ different ways to contribute to SD. The literature roughly distinguishes the 

following four perspectives (Stephens et al., 2008):  

1. Teaching and curriculum 

2. Problem oriented research 

3. Outreach and partnerships  

4. Using the campus as a model for society  

These approaches need to be discussed in turn: 

Teaching and curriculum 

The first perspective argues that through teaching and curriculum universities are able to promote and 

advance sustainability. Education addressing sustainability requires new methods to teach students 

more than the traditional knowledge base. Sustainability education needs to complement this in two 

ways (Stephens et al., 2008). First, it should enable interaction between the different disciplines 

because sustainability problems transcend traditional disciplinary boundaries. Second, students need to 

learn the competences needed to cope with real-world challenges. Lang & Wiek (2012) distinguish 

five key competences students need to learn: (1) system-thinking -, (2) anticipatory -, (3) normative -, 

(4) strategic -, and (5) interpersonal competence. System-thinking is the structured approach that does 

not reduce a sustainability issue into separate elements but analyses a problem within its full 

complexity (across different domains and across different scales). The anticipatory competence relates 

to the ability to analyze, evaluate, and develop scenarios of the future related to sustainability 

challenges. The normative competence is the ability to map, specify, apply, and negotiate 

sustainability values, principles, goals, and targets. The strategic competence is the ability to design 

and implement strategies towards a sustainability transition. The interpersonal competence is the 

ability to engage with all kinds of stakeholders to facilitate collaborative and participatory 

sustainability research and problem solving. 

Interdisciplinary and use-inspired research 

Comparable to the issue of education, research relating to sustainability deals with complicated 

problems. In this area, a holistic way of thinking is needed. Several universities have been 

experimenting with research approaches to include such a method. Such approaches, guided by the 

real-world problems it addresses rather than by disciplinary methods, are referred to as problem 

oriented- or use-inspired research. In sustainable university literature, there is thus a strong focus on 

interdisciplinarity when conducting sustainability research (Stephens et. al, 2008; Yarime et al., 2012). 

The call for interdisciplinarity is not always matched by application in research designs, showing how 

challenging the integration of such a cross-disciplinary approach is in the university setting. Its success 

depends on practices and processes that are still in an experimental phase; they often do not match 

current university practices that are steeped in disciplinary organizations, even if interdisciplinarity 

seeks to complement disciplinary research rather than to replace it. Furthermore, sustainability 

research emphasizes that non-academic knowledge should be incorporated through partnerships, as we 

will see.  
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Sustainability in campus operations 

Even though the need of making campus operations more environmentally friendly has been on the 

global agenda since 1990, it has been neglected by most universities for quite some time (Sharp, 

2002). Currently, however, most universities have addressed this issue and many initiatives have been 

launched. This greening the campus is mostly concerned with ecological aspects structured around the 

university campus.  

The literature identifies the campus as a potential testing ground that should inform society about its 

findings. Innovative approaches to environmental management and new technologies are then not only 

used to reduce emissions, but also should serve as models for the environment beyond the campus. 

One step further is to take a system-thinking approach to link education, research, external 

stakeholders, and campus operations together. In this way, campus operations should be linked to 

education and research, while serving as models for society at large (Stephens et al., 2008). This 

approach is also referred to as the whole-university approach (Mcmillin & Dybal, 2009) or a Living 

Lab.  

Partnerships and outreach 

The importance of partnerships and outreach has already been touched upon. First, students with 

competences to solve complex real-life problems can act as ‘social change agents’ later on; second, 

interdisciplinary approach is needed to provide answers on sustainability issues; and third, the campus 

environmental can act as a model for society. Partnerships and outreach are important strategic choices 

in two more ways: effective research should include different stakeholders and opening up the 

academic world through knowledge valorization.  

While universities generate a lot of knowledge, a gap exists between science and practice that needs to 

be overcome. In order to bridge the gap, interaction among scientists from different disciplines and 

non-academic stakeholders from businesses, governments, and the civil-society organizations is 

necessary to address sustainability challenges and to develop possible solutions (Stephens et al. 2008; 

Wiek, Farioli, Fukushi, & Yarime, 2012; Yarime et al., 2012). This type of cooperation is also referred 

to as transdisciplinarity. Key arguments for transdisciplinarity are: (1) input from various stakeholders 

ensures that essential knowledge from all relevant disciplines and actors groups is incorporated from 

the very start; (2) research on solutions needs knowledge production that provide guidance for 

transition and intervention strategies; (3) collaborative efforts promises to increase legitimacy for, 

ownership of, and accountability for the problem, as well as solution options (Lang et al., 2012). Thus, 

universities need to open up and need to increase their capacity by learning from external sources of 

knowledge. They need to become ‘learning organizations’ (Senge, 2000; Sharp, 2002).   

Universities have often been criticized for suffering from a ‘Ivory Tower’ syndrome. In this view, 

universities are too internally oriented, thereby losing the real-world challenges out of sight. 

Proponents of this view advocate that research should focus on impact. At the same time, opponents 

argue that research should be engaged in pure research efforts (long term, critical, and ‘objective’) 

without being subjected to politics. Outreach efforts aim to open-up this ‘Ivory Tower’; to realize 

knowledge valorization. There are many ways for universities to reach out to society. Knowledge can 

be transferred through meetings, workshops, and discussions in which universities allow different 
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kinds of stakeholders to participate. Academics can play an important role in informing policymakers 

from a more ‘objective’, long-term perspective. Another important instrument is the 

commercialization of science (patents, licenses), also referred to as ‘technology transfer’. Universities 

thus exchange knowledge with partners in the private, public, and the third sector (charities, NGOs, 

and social enterprises) and are therefore exposed to the interest of these partners.   

2.1.3 Achieving institutional change 

In scholarly literature, insights on how to achieve the ‘sustainable university campus’ are mainly 

provided by case studies. These case-studies are very complex, case specific and lack a systematic 

approach (Corcoran, Walker, & Wals, 2004); hence no managerial method exists on how to transform 

a university into a sustainable institution. However, general patterns among these case studies have 

been used to develop frameworks that could support universities in their endeavor. These frameworks, 

aimed at achieving an institutional change, have in common that they call for structured approaches 

that transform the core activities of the university; guided by an overall vision; backed by institutional 

leadership; and adapted in an evolutionary process (Robinson, 2011).  

Creating an institutional structure for sustainability 

It is useful to make a distinction between system optimization and system innovation in characterizing 

approaches to adopt sustainability. System optimization seeks to optimize existing elements and 

adding new elements, whereas system innovation aims for a more fundamental change of existing 

structures (Rotmans, Kemp & van Asselt, 2001). In the university context, a system optimization 

approach integrates sustainability through developing new structures (in addition to the existing 

disciplinary organization) and by creating specialized courses in teaching. System innovation aims to 

fundamentally transform programs and create interdisciplinary departments (Kueffer et al., 2012). The 

system innovation perspective argues that sustainability programs despite their interdisciplinary focus 

are still strongly influenced by disciplinary practices. Sustainability may only succeed if concepts and 

methods of established disciplines are modified. In education these approaches - add-on and 

fundamental transformation - are referred to as eclectic and genuine approaches to adopt sustainability 

(Wiek, Withycome & Redman, 2012).   

Incentive structures and instruments should also facilitate the adoption of sustainability. These need to 

encourage individual researches to conduct problem oriented research and collaboration with 

researchers from other departments and with non-academic stakeholders (Yarime et al., 2012). This 

requires changes in criteria for evaluating faculty members’ performance and for allocating grants.  

After all, the status of academics depends on their bibliometric impact that privilege disciplinary rather 

than interdisciplinary publications; this bibliometric bias produces barriers for young researchers to get 

involved in inter- and transdisciplinary research. A final incentive is to provide professional services 

and training in sustainability and inter- and transdisciplinarity (Kueffer et al., 2012). 

Leadership and bottom-up approaches 

Another aspect in achieving institutional change is successful leadership; it can trigger inspiration for 

students, faculty members, and staff. Leadership is not only limited to top-level management, although 

if sustainability is given priority at this level, funding for sustainability related activities will be more 

easily generated. The interplay between all three subcultures of a university (students, faculty, and 
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administration) is crucial in achieving change (Sharp, 2002; Shriberg, 2002). While students are often 

actively involved in addressing the issue of sustainability, they mostly lack resources, have limited 

understanding of how universities are managed, and are not involved in decision making. 

Nevertheless, students have power to drive organizational transformation and to be engaged in short-

term projects, providing the necessary spark. Academics concerned with the subject are important 

because they are able to mobilize the necessary resources and are key to successful implementation of 

sustainability initiatives. Finally, administration should be engaged because they are able to influence 

top-level management in their decisions.    

In practice, the charismatic individuals needed to envision the ‘sustainable university campus’ have, 

until now, failed to produce the leadership and vision required to make substantial change over the 

long run (van der Leeuw et al., 2012).  

Network activities 

Scholars also point to networking as an important element in achieving change. Experimenting 

universities should share knowledge with each other (Velazquez et al., 2006). Networking activities 

between universities could be very personal involving limited number of universities, but may extend 

to international campus networks as well. Two of these are worth mentioning here. The first is the 

Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education (AASHE), based in the United 

States, which international universities may join. The ASHEE network includes members from a 

diverse community (students, professors, staff, business, governments, NGO’s) engaged in sharing 

ideas, best practices, as well knowledge resources. The second popular network is the International 

Sustainable Campus Network (ISCN), an online global platform, which supports leading colleges, 

universities, and corporate campuses in the exchange of information, ideas, and best practices for 

achieving sustainable campus operations and integrating sustainability in research and teaching (ISCN, 

2012). ISCN has its own assessment method available online for its members. 

Assessment methods for the sustainable campus 

A final activity mentioned in the literature to support institutional change is to measure, assess, and 

compare efforts. Worldwide there are many different methods to measure performance; no common 

reporting method is shared by all universities. The STARS method, however, gained momentum in the 

United States and is currently increasing efforts to attract more international universities.
5
  

Assessment methods make it possible to compare universities but are sensitive to interpretation 

differences. Yarime & Tanaka (2012), for example, found that evaluation criteria of popular 

assessment methods relate most to governance (39%) and operation (44%), whereas education (8%), 

research (5%) and outreach (4%) receive less attention. The reason for this is that governance and 

operations are easy to measure and compare. Measuring the sustainable university is thus problematic 

as many characteristics are complex to measure and are only partly represented in current assessment 

methods.
6
 Universities are invested in developing university specific assessment methods because they 

                                                 
5
 STARS (Sustainable Tracking, Assessment and Rating System) is an initiative of AASHE to evaluate 

sustainability at universities. Currently 202 institutions, of which most are located in North-America, use the 

STARS method (STARS, 2012). 
6
 See, Yarime & Tanaka (2012) for more details on lacking elements of current assessment methods.  
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argue other weighting methods devaluate their educational efforts. There should thus be a balance 

between comparability and university specific contexts (Shriberg, 2004).   

2.1.4 Barriers and opportunities to transform into a sustainable university campus 

Scholars argue that the local environment in which a university is located could mediate the process of 

change (Stephens et al., 2008). Local environments have the ability to guide universities into a certain 

direction or even put pressure on prioritizing SD. Conversely, regions lacking an interest in SD may 

also function as a barrier. A second mediator is the global trend of private investment in the university 

domain which makes universities more dependent on business interest. These commercial pressures 

may guide research activities in a non-sustainable and short-term based direction. This pressure 

conflicts with the academic environment with its emphasis on intellectual, critical and long-term 

thinking. On the other hand, private funding also has the potential of offering opportunities. It is not 

only an additional resource flow which contains both knowledge and financial resources but 

academics can also influence business partners. In one case study, Stephens et al. (2008) found that in 

meetings academics have unique opportunities to explain to their industry partners their long-term and 

theoretically grounded perspectives on the challenges of climate change science, technology, and 

policy. 

Problems due to current university paradigm 

Until now, the reason for institutional change has not been properly addressed. The main argument for 

an institutional change is that universities are rooted in traditions and techniques of the past that will 

be ill-equipped in addressing the problems of the present and the future (van Weenen, 2000; Sharp, 

2002; Shriberg, 2002; Yarime et al., 2012). Practices deemed necessary for a ‘sustainable university 

campus’ cannot be, or only partly, reached under the conditions of the current university paradigm, so 

the argument goes. Literature mentions that the barriers that occur when transforming a university are 

mainly caused due to these current conditions. Several elements characterize the dominant university 

paradigm when it comes to integrating sustainability in universities, these are:   

Complexity 

Universities are multi-structured, complex organization that exists without any single observation 

point or any single control center from which university wide changes can be programmed and 

implemented (Sharp, 2002) unlike businesses. This often leads to improvements in certain buildings or 

initiatives undertaken by faculties themselves. Fragmentation and the absence of a long-term vision is 

reinforced by the lack of clear performance measures.  

Discipline structured 

Interdisciplinarity is hampered by university’s strong disciplinary identity and by individual 

competitiveness between professors, who compete for status, power, and even money (Senge, 2000). 

A current trend, however, is the establishment of educational programs that experiment with 

sustainability science and encourages students to work across traditional boundaries (van der Leeuw, 

et al., 2012). 

Rational university  

Universities believe they need to preserve organizational rationality to safeguard their status and 
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survival (Senge, 2000; Sharp 2002). Consequently, adaptive and on trust bases relationship are 

difficult to realize. This forms a barrier for sustainability (science) as this requires flexibility and 

multi-stakeholder collaborations. Therefore, in achieving a sustainable university there needs to be a 

breakthrough that involves accessing new levels of institutional openness, learning, and collaboration 

(Sharp, 2002). Achieving this openness is a big hurtle as it runs into issues such as language and 

cultural differences, power disparity, trust, and more. Even though academics currently have little 

experience, expertise, or incentives to conduct this type of research, interest in this field is growing. 

Frameworks that describe how to improve partnerships with community and industry in pursuit of 

solving sustainability issues can now be found in journals (van der Leeuw, et al., 2012). 

University as an ‘Ivory Tower’ 

Universities are perceived as ‘ivory towers’. This means that there is an artificial division between 

universities and the real world. This perception does not reflect reality as universities are certainly 

interconnected with the real world.  Therefore, universities need to perceive themselves as part of the 

whole planetary life support system (Sharp, 2002). 

2.1.5 Conclusion 

After several decades, the development of the sustainable university has seen several waves. While 

many university leaders and assessment methods are still skewed towards a focus on environmental 

campus improvements, recent trends show that universities are re-orienting their core and supporting 

activities to adopt sustainability. These are formed to contribute most to SD, thereby not limiting 

themselves to the environmental aspect of sustainability. Committing to this requires new practices. 

Education and research should be defined by real-world problems rather than by disciplines. It requires 

students to learn specific competences to confront these challenges such as system-thinking-, 

anticipatory-, normative-, strategic-, and interpersonal competences. Solving sustainability issues also 

need to involve practice through multi-stakeholder collaborations (i.e. transdisciplinary research). 

Outreach has also become increasingly important as universities need to be engaged in social 

discussions, and to prepare students to act as social change agents. Also campus operations need to be 

improved and used as a model for society. Also the Living Lab approach which aims to achieve 

cooperation between the core and supporting universities is an emerging field in the sustainable 

university niche. In order to achieve these practices an institutional change is needed. This could 

benefit from frameworks that describe structured approaches to transform a university organization. 

These frameworks are characterized by a clear vision that is backed by institutional leadership (on all 

levels; university members, charismatic individual, and top-level leadership), coordinated by 

sustainability committees, and adapted in an evolutionary process. There are two types of approaches 

that universities can take in achieving institutional change: system optimization and system 

innovation. Optimizing the institutional framework is a less radical approach that seeks to connect to 

current practices, whereas system innovation aims to transform the main organizational structure of 

the university. Realizing this institutional change is a complex task. Based on real-life experiences, the 

complexity of SD, the lack of incentive structures and financial aspects (the role of private funding and 

priorities) are important challenges and opportunities that have been listed. Many more challenges 

have been mentioned by individual universities but a general underlying barrier is the current 
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dominant structure which is complex (bureaucracy in universities), discipline structured, based on 

rationality and perceives the university as an ‘ivory tower’.        

2.2 Transition theory, and niche theories 

Society has seen transitions in many areas. In mobility, for example, horse carriages have been 

replaced by bicycles, trucks, and cars; in communication, telegraphs have been replaced by the 

telephone, teletext, fax, the Internet, and so on. Transition theory is concerned with these (historic) 

transitions and has developed explanations based on insights from both innovation studies and science 

and technology studies. One particular transition theory of interest is the Multi-Level Perspective 

(MLP).  

Using the MLP, transitions can be placed within a socio-technical system that consists of niches, 

socio-technical regimes, and socio-technical landscapes. The socio-technical regime refers to a stable 

situation in which a set of rules shaping technology design and market environment are widely shared. 

The term is an adaptation of the concept ‘technological regime’ that evolutionary economists Nelson 

& Winter (1982) used to capture a set of rules that direct innovation on a particular ‘technological 

trajectory’. In this way, the technical regime that is in place (the status quo) promotes incremental 

innovation embedded in regime practices. MLP scholars prefer to use socio-technical regime because 

the concept not only captures rules that guide technical design but also rules that shape both market 

developments and regulations (Schot & Geels, 2008). According to Smith (2007) socio-technical 

regimes have the following seven dimensions: (1) guiding principles, (2) technologies and 

infrastructures, (3) industrial structure, (4) user relations and markets, (5) policy and regulations, (6) 

the knowledge base for the regime, and (7) cultural, symbolic meanings underpinning practices. In 

niches, innovations are developed by actors that do not follow the set of rules established in the socio-

technical regime. These are radical innovations that, in their development, need to be protected from 

the status quo. The innovations developed in these protected spaces hold a promise to provide, with 

respect to the future, a better alternative to the dominant regime technologies. The final analytical level 

is the socio-technical landscape. This refers to an exogenous environment that is not directly 

influenced by niche- and regime actors (e.g. oil prices, climate change) but could pressure both niches 

and the socio-technical regime.  

According to the MLP transitions come about through the interaction between processes at all three 

levels (see figure 2). A transition could thus be the result of the following process: within the protected 

space niche innovations gain momentum and become an alternative for dominant regime technologies. 

At the same time changes in the landscape put pressure on the regime which could destabilizes the 

regime creating a window of opportunity for the niche innovations (Schot & Geels, 2008). 

The type of transitions the MLP is concerned with resembles for a large part the transformation the 

‘sustainable university campus’ seeks. In the literature study, I found that the incumbent university 

regime rests on practices and structures that retain the adoption of sustainability and that there are 

developments in the niche as universities experiment with re-orienting their organization. The only 

major difference is that the topic of sustainable universities is not technological transition; for which 

the MLP is employed. Transition scholars argue that non-technical innovations can be analyzed as 

long as they are: 1) socially desirable innovations serving long-term goals, and 2) radical innovation 
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that face a mismatch with regard to existing regime dimensions i.e. immature (Schot & Geels, 2008). 

The sustainable university innovation is of this nature. It seeks to transform universities to support the 

transition to a more sustainable world; it also differs significantly from incumbent universities (as it 

depends on research that is problem-oriented, embraces inter- and transdisciplinarity, and focuses on 

sustainable campus operations).  

 

Figure 2: Multi-level perspective on transitions (Schot & Geels, 2008) 

In order to nurture sustainability transitions, scholars have developed niche theories. These theories 

are concerned with the analysis and management of niches. Improving the development of radical 

innovations in these niches could facilitate the sustainability transition. However, niche development 

is not enough to achieve a transition because incumbent regimes select against radical innovations. 

Therefore pressure is needed that makes the regime instable. The niche theories that this literature 

study is concerned with are SNM and TE. These will be discussed in the following sections.  

2.2.1 Strategic niche management 

Many new technologies are developed, but only a small portion ends up in the consumer market. New 

technologies in their early stage of development cannot immediately compete with established market 

technologies. Not only the technology itself is not immediately market-ready, also the market 

environment tends to favors dominant technologies. This makes it problematic for technologies that 

are radical, i.e. technologies that deviate from dominant technologies. The same applies to the 

sustainable university that is still immature as the current system (university member evaluations, 
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grant systems, disciplinary structure, and more) does not favor sustainability. SNM emerged to address 

this problem; the theory argues that the replacement, i.e. sustainability transitions, can be facilitated by 

creating (technological) niches to provide protected spaces to allow nurturing of and experimentation 

with these new technologies in a real-life environment (Kemp, Schot, & Hoogma, 1998). The creation 

of protected space is a core element of SNM in which variations of the dominant design can be 

developed.  

Based on insights from innovation studies, which focuses on the co-evolution of technology and 

society, SNM scholars argue that within these niches variations can develop by shielding them from 

mainstream selection environments, nurturing innovation through real-life experimentation, and 

increase competitiveness for widespread diffusion by empowerment (Smith & Raven, 2012). These 

three elements - shielding, nurturing, and empowering – are necessary in providing an effective 

protection of the niche. Note that SNM is, similar to MLP, developed for sustainable technology 

governance. While discussing SNM in more detail it will reflect upon the use of a non-technical 

subject. 

2.2.1.1 Shielding 

Shielding aims at reducing pressures from the mainstream selection environment so that actors have 

the ability to experiment. Smith & Raven (2012) have distinguished two shielding processes. The first 

captures spaces that provide shielding but are not established as a strategy to support specific 

innovations (i.e. passive protective spaces). In these spaces niche actors make use of spaces that 

spontaneously emerge. The second kind of protective spaces represent those established as a strategy 

to actively shield radical innovations, and hence called active protective spaces. Active spaces are 

created by advocates of specific innovations like policy actors who implement policies such as 

regulations, subsidies, taxes, and so on, but also non-policy actors such as businesses and bottom-up 

social movements. Sustainable university experiments have shown that leadership, on different levels, 

turned out to be very important in creating space for experimentation (section 2.1.3). Active shielding 

is thus most prominent, but scholars also mention that universities located in areas confronted with 

sustainability issues open up the ability to experiment with new practices.  

2.2.1.2 Nurturing 

Nurturing is seen as the process that contributes to the development of a (technological) niche. In this, 

real-life experiments play an important role. This section will discuss two elements that provide 

insights on this contribution. First, SNM has distinguished three internal niche processes that 

contribute to successful development of a technological niche. These are expectations, learning and 

networking (Kemp et al., 1998). Second, the process of expectations, learning and networking operates 

at two levels: local and global niche level. Both elements will be discussed in more detail below. 

Internal niche processes 

Articulation of expectations and visions 

Expectations and visions are positive articulations about what the future could look like and what role 

certain (technological) innovations and actors are expected to play in this future. The sustainable 

university envisions an organization that is able to produce solutions for sustainability issues and 
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requires actors to set-up multi-stakeholder collaborations. These promises and visions about the future 

can appeal to people, and thus, give them reason to participate, to connect to each other, and to take 

action. In order for expectations to achieve this, they need to be shared by a large community so that it 

gains the necessary momentum (van Lente, 1993). This process of sharing a vision that legitimates 

action is a vital aspect of niche development because it helps guiding the search and development of 

activities as well as links and attaches roles to different actors. In other words, it legitimates the 

existence and continuation of protection and nurturing (Schot & Geels, 2008). Expectations contribute 

the most when they are: (1) more robust (shared by more actors), (2) more specific (if expectations are 

too general they do not give guidance), and (3) have higher quality (the content of expectations is 

substantiated by ongoing projects). 

Building of social networks 

New radical technologies cannot connect easily to existing social networks as they are shaped by 

dominant technologies and science. Moreover, most members of these social networks are not 

interested in giving up their dominant position. It is thus important to build a new social network with 

a broad spectrum of actors. People that support the novel technology need to become active and linked 

together to increase its attention and credibility. Not only supporters but also other important actors 

need be included in the network such as users of the technology and policy-makers. In the case of the 

sustainable university experiments the network needs to include actors from the following stakeholder 

groups: sustainability experts, internal university-members (students, professors, and staff), society 

(governments, businesses, and local community), and interested actors related to other universities.   

The social network also needs to facilitate interactions between these relevant stakeholders in order to 

align expectations and enable learning processes. This could be achieved through meetings, workshops 

and so on. Another important aspect is that they need to provide the necessary resources such as 

funding, and expertise. Clearly, expectations and promises about the technology as addressed earlier 

play an important role in connecting people; facilitate interaction; and providing resources. Following 

Schot & Geels (2008) social networks are most effective in contributing to niche development if: (1) 

the network is broad i.e. it includes multiple stakeholders that express multiple visions and involves 

outsiders, and (2) networks are deep i.e. should be able to mobilize commitment and resources. These 

outsiders are included because they are not directed by a dominant conceptual framework and thus 

enable second-order learning (see learning processes below). 

Learning processes 

Radical innovations face problems when introduced in the marked. It is therefore important to learn 

about the barriers and how to deal with them. In this, real-life experiments play an important role as 

they are exposed to the current selection environment and, therefore, provide the perfect situation for 

learning from and about barriers and possibilities. Learning would contribute most if it is not limited 

to a conceptual framework that consists of well-established theoretical insights and assumptions, but 

also aims at rethinking these dominant mental models and assumptions (second-order learning). There 

are many dimensions at which learning processes operate. On the one hand technical aspects and 

design specifications need to be experimented with, but on the other hand the market and user 

preferences are also subjected to learning. Learning related to the sustainable university is geared 
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towards new types of education, use-inspired research, improved campus operations, and embedding 

society.  

According to Kamp, Smits, & Andriesse (2004) learning as part of the innovation process can be 

distinguished in four types of learning. The first is ‘learning by searching’ which is aimed at 

increasing the pool of knowledge (know-why) and the direction of the search is guided by 

technological design, appropriate scientific theory, presence of standards and regulations. The second 

‘learning by doing’ aims at generating tacit knowledge i.e. practical knowledge about the technology 

that exists in people, organizations, and manufacturing processes. The third is ‘learning by using’ 

which enables learning about performance characteristics i.e. the more people use a technology the 

more is learned about the technology in use. The last is ‘learning by interacting’ which points to 

learning between users and producers. As the technology becomes more and more complex 

organizations are not able to produce all necessary knowledge themselves and rely on expertise of 

others.      

Local- and global niche level 

More recently the analytical core of SNM has been extended by distinguishing between a local and 

global niche level in order to explain niche development. In the local niche level actors are directly 

involved in projects that operate under the conditions of a specific location. The global level is referred 

to as an emerging field or community in which rules are shared. These rules relate to the creation of 

knowledge related to the new technology (technical design, abstract theories) but also to learning 

processes (guiding principles, rules of thumb). The findings presented in section 2.1 are the result of 

this knowledge creation in the sustainable university campus niche. These global cognitive rules form 

resources and guiding frames for activities in local practices, but leave room for variation in local 

practices (Geels & Raven, 2006). The local and the global niche level, however, are not independent. 

In contrast, they are highly interlinked as a sequence of local projects provides the input for the rules at 

the global level (figure 3).  

 

Figure 3: Emerging technical trajectory carried by local projects (Geels & Raven, 2006)     

2.2.1.3 Empowering 

SNM argues that it is unlikely that niches alone facilitate a regime shift. It is the result of interaction 

between the three levels distinguished by MLP scholars. If the niche is developed enough and the 

regime is unstable (due to landscape pressure) a transition can take place. In accordance with this 
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perspective SNM has been focusing on niche development in terms of shielding and nurturing. It has, 

however, not focused on the interaction between niche and regime and how this could be of 

importance in facilitating sustainable transitions.  

The pragmatic perspective of MLP on competition between niche and regime has recently been 

reduced by the articulation of co-evolution in translating niche practices into the regime (Raven, 2006; 

Smith, 2007). This co-evolution of niche and regime is part of making niche innovations more 

competitive with regime innovations. This improvement of the diffusion process has been referred to 

as empowering. Smith & Raven (2012) have distinguished two forms of this empowerment: (1) 

empowering to fit and conform, and (2) empowering to stretch and transform. 

The first type, empowering to fit and conform, is defined as processes that make niche innovations 

competitive within unchanged selection environments. This means that niche practices and rules need 

to be flexible so that they can be adjusted to the regime environment and become competitive in 

conventional regime terms. This flexibility could result in a disappointing outcome in terms of 

sustainability. Another challenge is that providers of protective shields might find it challenging to 

govern the performance improvements that allow protection to be removed. This approach is quite 

similar to the ‘system optimization’ approach universities take to realize the transformation as they 

don’t want to disrupt the existing organization too much.    

In the second type, empowering to stretch and transform, some features of the niche space are 

institutionalized as new norms and routines in a transformed regime (change its selection 

environment). Niche advocates have to come to present a realistic resolution to instabilities, conflicts 

and tensions experienced by actors within regimes. Reforming institutions or creating new institutions 

requires power, expressed through the mobilization of resources and collective action. It can become 

problematic when the incumbent regime tries to block incentives to improve the niche by protecting 

the current regime (protectionism). The approach taken by universities to change the rules of the game, 

similar to what the ‘stretch and transform’ approach seeks, is known as ‘system innovation’.  

2.2.1.4 SNM limitations 

SNM is seen as a managerial method that contributes to niche development, thereby aims to steer 

transitions in a certain direction. Even though SNM is designed to be used as a management 

instrument, it has mostly been used as an analytical tool. Using SNM as ex-post still reveals interesting 

insights on management of the niche or niche experiments but lacks a systematic approach that is able 

to construct an understanding of how actors should behave. Hence, no concrete management principles 

are available (Caniëls & Romijn, 2006). In practice this means that the process of involving and 

retaining relevant stakeholders is unclear.  

Furthermore, the aim to align expectations of different stakeholders is dependent on the negotiation 

process. In these processes there will be unequal power relations and different interpretations on what 

has to be achieved (Shove & Walker, 2007). These power and interest differences are evident in the 

sustainable university campus as there is a lot of competition between individuals (status and funding), 

faculties and universities. In the process of change, this could lead to possible conflicting situations. In 

their paper Smith and Raven (2012) acknowledge that there is a struggle between conflicting interests 
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and that the ability to take action is influenced by power. Niche actors as well as regime players 

advocate narratives that hold power (i.e. narratives are performative) to dominate innovation/change 

processes. Narratives that contribute to diffusing an innovation have the following characteristics: (a) 

positive expectations about the future that justify the niche to wider audiences; (b) explicit claims for 

present-day niche friendly institutional reforms (stretch and transform) or competitiveness claims 

within unchanged selection environments (fit and conform); and (c) statements that re-frame the past 

to criticize the prevailing regime in ways that emphasize future opportunities for the innovation. 

Depending on whether niche actors are taking a fit-and-conform approach or a stretch-and-transform 

approach, this will entail different political narratives for different audiences. Studying narratives thus 

contributes to understanding negotiation processes but they should be placed into existing institutional 

and relational settings as they also influence which narratives are more powerful than others. In a 

bureaucratic organization, such as a university, this plays of course an important role.     

Both Conceptual Niche Management (CNM) and Transition Management (TM) scholars mention that 

SNM focusses too much on the technology. By emphasizing the technical object, SNM neglects the 

importance of the social organization that is needed to achieve first- and second order learning. It is 

argued that this focus limits the range of actors that are involved and does not enable social 

experimenting in terms of vision, and concepts (Hegger, Van Vliet, & Van Vliet, 2007). CNM 

therefore, in similar vein as Transition Management, focuses on the end-goal and sees technology 

among the means to achieve this goal. In order to do this CNM proposes to re-direct the technology 

focus of SNM towards concepts and guiding principles. Thus instead of envisioning during 

experiments and building upon previous experiments CNM argues that this process precedes 

experiments. The concept, i.e. guiding principles that lead to an end-goal that is socially desirable, is 

the starting point and relevant actors need to be distinguished and brought together. This includes 

involving actors that belong to the dominant regime to create smart combinations between the 

conventional and alternative system.  

2.2.2 Transition experiments 

Another theory that aims to guide the process of transforming a socio-technical system is Transition 

Management (TM). This theory distinguishes the same levels as the MLP but uses transition 

experiments (TE) to manage and develop innovations at the niche level. These TE’s are innovation 

projects that have an explicit aim to contribute to a transition. Projects that relate to this need to have 

the following three characteristics: (1) social challenge, (2) radical innovation, and (3) emphasis on 

learning (Bosch, 2010). The social challenge needs to be centrally embedded within an experiment as 

a core element and not just as a secondary element. In this research the social challenge is to develop 

universities that contribute most to SD. There is thus no technological focus as in SNM. Moreover, 

innovations within a TE seek to radical change regime structure, culture and practices. Both SNM and 

TE emphasize that the innovations of interest are radical but TE has a strong focus on envisioning 

change of regime structure, culture and practices, whereas SNM emphasizes the importance of 

envisioning the innovation itself. Finally, learning processes of TE need to contain elements of both 1
st
 

and 2
nd

 order learning and is operated in a real-life societal context. Despite the differences mentioned 

there is still a large degree of overlap between TE and SNM. 
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Bosch (2010) developed a TE framework that consists of a descriptive and prescriptive part. The 

descriptive part can be used to evaluate whether and to what extent a project can be defined as a 

transition experiment, and identified the three mechanisms – deepening, broadening, and scale-up –

that indicate the effectiveness of the project in its contribution to the transition process. Deepening is 

defined as a mechanism which enables actors in a TE to learn about new ways of thinking (culture), 

doing things, habits, routines (practices), and shift in institutional change (structure). It constitutes 

experimenting and learning in a context that deviates from the regime (protected space) and can 

contribute to the niche-development. The second mechanism is broadening which aims at repeating – 

not without further variation – TE’s in different contexts and linking them with simultaneously 

operating TE’s to learn from each other. The final mechanism focuses on scaling-up which is defined 

as changing dominant ways of thinking (culture), doing (practices) and organizing (structure), at the 

level of a societal system, so that they reflect those that are shared by TE’s. Scale-up in TE focuses on 

the interaction between niche and regime and argues that it is important to involve key stakeholders or 

frontrunners, as they can support and encourage the process of scaling up.  

The prescriptive part distinguishes two types of criteria - process and substance – to evaluate TE’s. 

The process criteria relate to the quality of the project management and the substance criteria focus on 

the quality of the explored solutions. Only the process criteria are relevant in this research as these are 

related to the quality of the project management. The following elements serve as input for managing 

TE’s: 

- Room in budget: there should be resources available to facilitate an open search-and-learning 

process, to interact with other domains and partners, and to involve key actors at a strategic 

level. 

- Space in process: there should be space for reflection on and adjustment of the vision and 

learning goals, space for reflection on connection to the broader context, and building in 

strategic reflection on barriers and opportunities in dominant ways of thinking, doing and 

organizing. 

- Quality of learning processes: organizing a broad, reflexive and social learning process, also 

on how experiments can reinforce each other, and how learning experiences can be embedded 

in dominant ways of thinking, doing, and organizing. 

- Supportive incentives / accountability mechanisms: develop supportive incentives / 

accountability mechanisms that increase the quality of learning, that incentivize interaction 

with other domains and partners, that stimulate feeding back results to actors at a strategic 

level. 

- Competences of project participants: select project participants with an open mind and 

willingness to learn, participants that look outside the borders of their discipline and strong 

connectors, communicate at a strategic level. 

- Strategic Management: management should guarantee that project results relate to the societal 

challenge, that there is sufficient interaction with other domains and partners, and for 

connections to key actors and developments at strategic level. 
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Based upon the three mechanisms deepening, broadening, and scaling up Bosch (2010) has also 

framed several guidelines that can be applied by ‘project managers’ of TE’s, these are: 

Deepening is aimed at learning as much as possible from the experiment in the specific context, this 

can be achieved by: structuring the learning process (define learning objectives, regular learning 

meetings, reporting of learning experiences), involve different types of actors in the learning process 

(professionals who actually work with a new practice and the target group themselves), feedback 

learning results to strategic actors (directors, policy makers), and learn about all relevant aspects of a 

societal challenge (e.g. financial aspects, institutional aspects). Broadening focuses on repeating the 

experiment in other contexts or connecting to other experiments and should be aimed at: learn about 

similarities and differences in different contexts, connect to similar innovations with a different 

function, add a function to existing experiment, link to other transition experiments and niches. 

Scaling-up is concerned with embedding new practices in the dominant structure and related culture 

and practices of an organization. Management should in this case be aimed at: cooperation in a 

network with a shared aim, investigate how the experiment could be structurally financed and bring 

the experiment under the attention of the regime. 

2.2.3 Conclusion 

Despite the focus of SNM on technologies it can still be used to analyze universities that are exploring 

to transform into sustainable universities. This is because the innovation is both socially desirable and 

radical. As this research is interested in analyzing three case-studies the internal processes – 

expectations, network, and learning – are relevant. Translating these should be done with caution 

because envisioning in SNM is normally constructed around a technology. This is not the case when 

analyzing a sustainable university and therefore the focus should be re-directed to concepts and 

guiding principles as argued by CNM scholars. These concept and guiding principles are desirable and 

link relevant actors together. This focus on the social organization also applies to networking and 

learning.  

Another important element discussed is the interaction between niche and regime which could 

empower a niche innovation in two ways. Niche innovations could be embedded in dominant practices 

and structures (‘fit and conform’) or features of the niche environment need to be institutionalized and 

transform the status quo (‘stretch and transform’). In campus literature these approaches are known as 

‘system optimization’ and ‘system innovation’.  

Politics play an important role in this process of empowering. This is certainly the case in the 

transition process of a university as there are many different actors involved all defending their own 

interest. This could lead to conflicts or even failure. Analyzing this process should focus on narratives 

as they hold power to induce change. These are, however, subjected to their institutional and relational 

context which influences the balance of power as well. 

A limitation of SNM is the lack of management insights. TE on the other hand developed a framework 

that can be used ex-ante. This prescriptive element is important because the aim of this research is to 

make recommendations towards the TU/e. The TE framework has incorporated many insights from 

SNM, and due to this overlap it is also possible to extend SNM with TE elements.  
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2.3 Research design 

As the research is interested in capturing the process dynamics which underlie the transformation 

process it is necessary to create a framework for guidance. In this section such a framework will be 

developed to analyze and score the three case studies; which are framed as real-life ‘experiments’ 

aiming to transform the organization of the university at the institutional level. 

The research framework consists of a theoretical lens, complemented with insights provided by the 

sustainable campus literature. The theoretical lens contains elements from both SNM and TE: SNM 

will be used to analyze important niche processes of each case and TE should strengthen the 

recommendations that will be made towards the TU/e. This resulted in a research framework which is 

divided into the following four dimensions: visions, network, learning and scale-up. Each of these 

dimensions are framed into a separate question that aims to support answering the research questions 

as stated in chapter one.  

Visions 

How are visions and expectations negotiated and communicated at TU/e, ETHZ, and ASU? 

The first process of interest is the envisioning of the sustainable university project. In a university 

there are many different stakeholders that all have their own interests and expectations. Creating 

alignment between these stakeholders is an important but difficult process. This vision dimension is 

interested in what this aligned vision should look like. Following insights from SNM, a vision should 

be robust, which means that it should be shared by many actors. It needs to attract, link and mobilize 

people. Furthermore, a vision that is too general cannot provide the necessary guidance and, therefore, 

a vision should be specific. Finally, it should be of high quality so that it legitimates action and 

protection. In sum: a vision is powerful when it is characterized by being robust, specific and of high 

quality, thereby linking and mobilizing people, giving guidance, and legitimating action and 

protection.  

In addition, TE argues that the experiment should be structured in a way that the vision is able to 

create room for an open search-and-learning process and that there should be space for adjusting the 

vision.  

Network 

What kind of network is in place and how did this network facilitate (or not) the adoption of 

sustainability at TU/e, ETHZ, and ASU? 

A network also plays an important role in aligning visions by facilitating interaction between the 

different stakeholders. Furthermore, the network needs to contain the necessary resources to 

materialize the vision. SNM has framed a successful network as one that is broad and deep. Broad 

means that there are multiple-stakeholders involved in the process, including outsiders and the status-

quo. The network should include the following stakeholders/groups: sustainability experts, internal 

university-members (students, professors, and staff), society (governments, businesses, and local 
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community), and interested actors related to other universities. A deep network is able to obtain the 

financial and human resources to conduct an ambitious experiment.  

TE emphasizes that project managers should link to other experiments, and that there should be 

financial resources and incentives in place to support this interaction. Furthermore, it is important to 

include project participants with an open mind and willingness to learn, partners that dare to think 

outside of the box, that are strong connectors, and different types (professionals who actually work 

with a new practice and the target group themselves). To achieve this, there should be a strategic 

management in place that guarantees interaction, involves different types of actors and links to other 

experiments which should be enabled by incentives, financial resources, and a capable project 

manager. 

Learning 

What kind of learning processes contribute to nurturing sustainability at TU/e, ETHZ, and 

ASU and how can real-life sustainability experiments be fostered? 

As a radical innovation, universities aiming to integrate sustainability in their organization currently 

struggle with practical implementation. Learning should thus be aimed at identifying underlying 

values and assumptions that guide current regime practices and what fundamental changes to this are 

needed to achieve integration of sustainability at universities (2
nd

 order learning). In transforming 

universities the most important type of learning is ‘learning by doing’.  

TE emphasizes the importance of learning processes as well, and therefore argues that project 

managers should structure the learning process. This can be done by defining learning objectives, set-

up regular learning meetings, and reporting of learning experiences. Linking to other experiments also 

enables learning and should thus be incorporated into the learning design. This process should be 

supported by incentives / accountability systems that increase the quality of learning and enable 

feedback loops to strategic actors (directors, policy makers). TE mentions the importance of measuring 

impact of an experiment (monitoring) and to provide a strategic reflection on barriers and 

opportunities related to dominant ways of thinking, doing and organizing as well. 

Scale-up 

What kind of trade-offs have been made at TU/e, ETHZ, and ASU and how can they contribute 

to up-scaling the integration of sustainability? 

Scale-up can be defined as the process of translating learning moments about values, assumptions, 

practice, from initiatives into the university organization (the experiment). Scale-up in this report is 

limited to translating these experiences into the individual university system (institutional level). This 

anchoring of learning experiences could follow two different pathways (or a combination): system 

optimization and system innovation. The first approach aims to connect to the incumbent regime by 

optimizing what already exists (‘fit and conform’). This makes the transformation less radical and thus 

easier to adopt by regime players. A downside is that it needs to compromise on characteristics of the 

‘sustainable university campus’. The second approach aims to propose experiments as an alternative to 
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the dominant design. The dominant design needs to be reformed in accordance to principles attached 

to the experiment. Actors of the dominant design, however, complicate the process in their effort to 

keep the status-quo intact. This increases the risk that the innovation is not able to escape its initial 

niche-status. This approach corresponds to the ‘stretch and transform’ approach.  

This research focuses on the narratives to capture the negotiation processes that are evident in both 

approaches. In the case of ‘fit and conforming’ the negotiation process is aimed at finding a balance in 

niche- and regime actor’s interests. The politics related to the ‘stretch and transform’ approach are 

structured around niche actors that want to change the rules of the game and need to convince regime 

actors that change is necessary. The politics that mediate scale-up are thus important in explaining 

how and which trade-offs are being made (different interest, and power inequality). When discussing 

the cases, the terms system optimization and innovation will be used but these adopt the theory on 

empowering; correspond to respectively the ‘fit and conforming’ and ‘stretch and transform’ approach.  

Another important element needed to ensure scale-off is that trade-offs have to be made in terms of 

SD. SD is in search of a balance between social, economic, and environmental aspects. Finding this 

balance is a challenge and often means that at least one aspect should be compensated.  

TE adds to this that project managers should investigate how the experiment can be structurally 

financed, how to bring it under attention of the regime, and how learning experiences can be 

embedded.  
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Table 2: Research framework: four dimensions and its relation with analytical and prescriptive aspects, and insights from 

‘sustainable university campus’ literature. 

  

Dimensions Analytical (SNM) Prescriptive (TE) Sustainable University 

Campus literature  

Visions/ 

Expectations 

Vision is successful when:  

- Robust; 

- Specific; 

- High quality. 

 

Should lead to: 

- Linking and mobilizing people;  

- Give guidance; 

- Legitimates action and 

protection. 

Vision should be structured so 

that it can: 

- Create room for an open 

search-and-learning process;  

- Allow for adjusting vision. 

 

- Vision needs to be backed up by 

institutional leadership; 

- Guiding principle SD. 

Network Successful network is: 

- Broad: include sustainability 

experts, internal university-

members (students, professors, 

and staff), society (governments, 

businesses, and local community), 

and interested actors related to 

other universities; 

- Deep: financial resources and 

human capital. 

Project managers should: 

- Link to other experiments 

(financial resources and 

incentives should thus be 

available for interaction); 

- Include different types of 

actors, participants with an open 

mind and willingness to learn, 

partners that think outside of the 

box, and strong connectors. 

- Coordinated by sustainability 

committees; 

- Leadership is needed on all 

levels (charismatic university 

members: students, academics, 

administrators, and top-level 

leadership). 

Learning Learning should be aimed at: 

- Learn about barriers and 

opportunities that arise due to the 

current selection environment: 

o 1th and 2nd order 

learning; 

o Learning by searching, 

doing, using, and 

interaction.  

Structure learning process: 

- Defining learning objectives; 

- Set up regular learning 

meetings; 

- Reporting of learning 

experiences; 

- Enable supportive incentives / 

accountability systems that 

increase quality of learning, and 

stimulate feeding back results to 

actors at a strategic level; 

- Monitor the experiment. 

Learn about: 

- Education for the future;  

- Interdisciplinary and use-

inspired research; 

- Transdisciplinarity and opening 

up the ‘Ivory Tower’; 

- Sustainable campus operations. 

 

Keep in mind the dominant 

structure: 

Complex, disciplinary structured, 

based on organizational 

rationality, ‘ivory tower’ 

Scale-up Important in scale-up: 

- Empowerment: 

      - Fit and conform; 

      - Stretch and transform. 

- Role of agency and politics. 

- How can the experiment be 

structurally financed? 

- Bring the experiment under 

attention of the regime. 

- Embed learning experiences. 

- Two approaches: system 

innovation and system 

optimization; 

- Lack of incentive structures and 

financial aspects. 
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3 Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) 

Founded in 1956, the TU/e is one of the three universities of technology in the Netherlands and is 

located in the city of Eindhoven. The campus is a mixture of university and non-university owned 

buildings. At the TU/e more than seven thousand students are enrolled with only a limited amount of 

space for students to live on the campus. The TU/e has nine faculties offering 11 bachelor- and 22 

master programs. The university is governed by a four-headed board called ‘College van Bestuur’ 

(CvB). The current president of the University Board is Arno Peels. The CvB manages both the nine 

faculties and supporting services (communication, real-estate, and so on). There is also the supervisory 

board (“Raad van Toezicht”) that oversees, but does not govern, administration and management of 

the entire university.  

 

Figure 4: Visualization of the envisioned TU/e Science Park. Retrieved October 14, 2012, from 

http://www.tue.nl/fileadmin/content/universiteit/Over_de_universiteit/Duurzaamheid/EEP_2013-2016_TUE_def2.pdf 

The explicit interest in sustainability at the TU/e on a strategic level is only a recent development 

(2012). Nonetheless there have been earlier initiatives worth mentioning. In 1994, several professors 

initiated TDO to become the Technology for Sustainable Development center at the TU/e. In 2002, the 

TU/e installed one of the largest thermal storage facilities of Europe and in 2008 it signed the national 

MJA-3 covenant in which it committed to use energy more efficient and effective. As a result of 

bottom-up initiatives students have the possibility to pursue sustainability courses and a 

multidisciplinary master program called Sustainable Energy Technology (SET). Furthermore, research 

across the university faculties contributes to sustainability in areas such as solar panels, new fuels, 

carbon neutral building, and more. At the time, these independent initiatives lacked a university-wide 

vision and focus; they also did not receive central support from university leadership. The recent 

change of heart in terms of sustainability cannot be understood without understanding the larger 

context.    

Recently, faced with a shrinking market share in the educational landscape, the TU/e had to adapt to 

profound changes in society. The leadership decided to adopt a fundamental change in the way it 

approaches its core business. It realizes it lacked a strategic vision of growth and failed to attract more 

students. To meet the new challenges, the university adopted a long-term strategy – Strategy 2020 – in 

2011. The strategy vision seeks to (1) reshape education by offering a Bachelor College and develop a 

          © TU/e 
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University College; (2) strengthen research in the areas Energy, Health, and Smart Mobility; and (3) 

transform the campus into the TU/e Science Park.  

Bachelor College and University College 

As part of the strategy2020; the TU/e adopted the initiative to reform its educational system by 

introducing a Bachelor College. This structure gives students more freedom and offers a broader 

spectrum of general skills (from calculus and physics to humanities and social sciences) and is focused 

more directly on preparing bachelor students for contributing to society’s challenges. The same applies 

to master students in the planned University College. 

Strategic Areas 

To become more socially involved, the TU/e decided to bundle the strength of disciplinary research in 

three areas – Energy, Health, and Smart Mobility - to focus on social issues. This re-orientation should 

attract new students and contribute to acquiring external sources of investment.    

Campus2020 and TU/e Science Park 

In 2006, the real-estate management department developed a plan for the renewal of the campus, and 

planned four major building projects. This so-called Campus2020 plan focused on university owned 

buildings. Later on, in 2009, the plan became part of a larger initiative in which the TU/e and the city 

of Eindhoven developed a vision for the development of the campus in the context of regional 

planning. This is referred to as the ‘TU/e science park’. Its key elements are: (re)orientation towards 

the city; a compact, modern, and green campus; appeal to entrepreneurs; a better place for education; 

and more space for student housing (TU/e, 2012a). The first phase of transforming the TU/e campus 

started with a project to retrofit ‘W-Hall’ (renamed Metaforum); one of the oldest buildings at the 

TU/e. The decision to retrofit was not voluntary but the result of historic preservation groups that rose 

against demolition (see section 3.3). During this project, real-estate management experienced a lack of 

an overall vision (interviewee 4). This sparked the idea to make sustainability a central theme in the 

development of the TU/e campus.  

While real-estate had this idea, they had not been able to implement changes because they lacked 

university-wide and political support (interviewee 3). When developing the strategy2020, the 

University Board had not shown interest in sustainability. After Arno Peels replaced Armandus 

Lundqvist as the president of the CvB in 2009, leadership became receptive to some bottom-up 

sustainability initiatives. At the same time, sustainability advocates at the TU/e intervened by 

proposing a quick study to embed sustainability in TU/e’s current strategies (interviewee 3). The study 

has been executed with the help of Urgenda.
7
 In this proposal, Urgenda and the sustainability 

advocates envisioned the adoption of sustainability in the long-term strategy through a Living Lab 

concept. This attracted the interest of the CvB who commissioned Urgenda to develop a roadmap. 

Instructions given by the CvB clearly stated that the sustainability initiative should be adopted through 

                                                 
7
 Urgenda is an action-oriented organization for sustainability and innovation that aiming to make the 

Netherlands more sustainable. Personal connections between the director - Marjan Minnesma – and two TU/e 

professors – Ruth Oldenziel & Johan Schot – have been crucial in the acceptance, speed, and ultimate success of 

the intervention (interviewee 3).   
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the Living Lab concept and only enhance TU/e’s mission and current strategies; it should focus on the 

challenge to increase market share.   

3.1 Vision 

With the help of Urgenda, a vision document ‘TU/e Living Lab’ has been written in 2011; in which it 

envisions: 

The TU/e-campus will become an incubator for sustainable innovations, and an environment 

in which education and research in three strategic areas – Energy, Smart Mobility, and 

Health – will be implemented and tested on and around the campus (TU/e, 2011).   

The ‘TU/e Living Lab’ vision proposes to use the campus as a laboratory in which students and 

researchers collaborate with third parties to implement and test possible solutions for social 

challenges; hence the term Living Lab. The Living Lab concept is used as an integral, university-wide 

approach to support the adoption of sustainability. This requires the integration of the university’s core 

business and operating system. Should the TU/e experiment succeed, so Urgenda claimed, this 

element would distinguish it from other similar organization and brand the institution internationally 

as pioneering.  

Later on, in 2012, Urgenda developed a roadmap called ‘to the City of Tomorrow’ to structure the 

integration of sustainability at the TU/e; which must adhere to the instructions given by the CvB. The 

roadmap distinguishes three elements: education and research, campus sustainability, and synergy 

between education, research and campus.  

Education and research 

Urgenda’s ‘City of Tomorrow’ of 2012 envisions education on sustainability as innovative and of high 

quality. It is expected to be innovative because it focuses on the future and contributes in realizing the 

‘City of Tomorrow’ as it emerges on campus. In this vision future-oriented education like sustainable 

energy, mobility, and health plays an important role. This requires the increase of an interdisciplinary 

character in education. Due to horizontal structure of the new Bachelor College, opportunities arise for 

the adoption of sustainability themes. An important development is the design of USE courses (User, 

Society, and Enterprise) as part of the Bachelor College. In the USE approach students need to explore 

a subject, study it in more depth, and apply it in a project. This project-based and interdisciplinary 

character of the new education system makes it suitable for connecting it with business, local 

governments, and campus projects.  

Research at the TU/e in the field of sustainability takes place within most faculties; in addition, it is 

also embedded in the three Strategic Areas that makes cooperation between disciplines possible in 

principle. Sustainability is not formulated as one of the strategic areas nor an intention by the 

university’s leadership to create it in the future (interviewee 3). Given this political context, the 

mandate of the Urgenda report was to integrate sustainability within the existing Strategic Areas. 

Therefore, in its report Urgenda proposes research projects in all strategic areas related to current and 

new research suitable for experimentation on and around the TU/e campus. It cites several examples 

like solar fuels, solar roofs, smart energy glass, storage of electricity, and more (TU/e, 2012b).  
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Campus sustainability 

The Urgenda report projects a university always ten years ahead of current trends and continuously 

able to transform as new opportunities arise through its educational system and research projects. In 

creating sustainable campus operations the report offers two scenarios. In the most ideal situation, 

TU/e reduces its energy consumption and the remaining energy need will be generated on the campus 

(“energy neutrality”). Alternatively, the TU/e buys green energy or certificates for this remaining 

energy need (“climate neutrality”). Because of the MJA-3 covenant, the TU/e Board already 

committed to achieve “climate neutrality” by 2015 (purchase of electricity is already 100 per cent 

green). This strategy is not very progressive and the ‘City of Tomorrow’ therefore suggests that the 

TU/e should work towards “energy neutrality”. The report proposes several options for reducing 

energy need, generate sustainable energy, and compensate the remaining energy consumption, leading 

to various roadmaps. In a less detailed manner, the report suggests making the waste stream and 

catering service more sustainable.  

Living lab: synergy between education, research, and campus   

The main message advertised by Urgenda is to use the campus as a platform to connect the supportive 

activities of the TU/e with its core educational business. The report expects that the synergy between 

education, research, and campus will lead to an innovative campus that will appeal to students, 

employees, and businesses while also spurring sustainable innovation.  

3.1.1 Robustness of vision 

The literature study showed that it is important to have a clear vision on integrating sustainability, 

which is shared among all important stakeholders. In developing the vision the TU/e is supported by 

external (sustainability) experts from Urgenda. The Urgenda roadmap was written with input from 61 

university members. Among these university members were: professors and directors of educational 

activities, management and staff of the administrative services (e.g. finance, real-estate, and policy 

advisors), and the university board. It is unclear whether input from students has been used, but no 

student or group of students has been mentioned in the report.  

Interest in the ‘City of Tomorrow’ 

The intervention and the Urgenda report drew enough interest from the CvB to install top-level 

management stakeholders in a Sustainability Taskforce (Stuurgroep Duurzaamheid). The taskforce is 

asked to support implementation within the standing organization and strategies. It shows commitment 

of the CvB to adopt sustainability up to a point. Key players of the Strategic Area Energy welcome the 

idea to use the campus for experimentation and energy generation as well because, in line with 

proposals stated in the Urgenda report, they envision a future in which decentralized energy systems 

play an important role (interviewee 7); see also section 3.2.1. 

The report also attracted interest from other stakeholders groups, especially the notion living lab seems 

to trigger ambition to contribute to the initiative. For instance, interviewee 7 mentioned that testing 

and nurturing technologies and management of sustainable operations on the TU/e campus could be 

used to help answer social problems, thereby reducing the gap between universities and society. 

Furthermore, the TU/e Innovation Lab responsible for developing the TU/e Science Park also shows 
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enthusiasm in creating Living Labs.
8
 The general idea to create synergy and to use the campus as a 

breeding ground is shared by interviewees with different backgrounds, both inside as outside the 

taskforce. As one interviewee sums it up:    

I’m not part of the taskforce or closely related to the initiative but what I notice at the TU/e is 

that there is this idea that we can use the campus as a living lab in which technology can be 

developed and tested, this is something new (interviewee 5) 

At the same time, improving campus operations has appealed to another set of stakeholders less 

interested in Urgenda’s vision to create synergy between educational and administrative services: real-

estate employees and others committed to contributing to this subject (interviewee 4). 

Shortcomings of the vision 

Despite the agreement, the vision in its full detail as outlined in the Urgenda report has not generated a 

broad consensus. The negotiation processes needed for such a consensus are heavily influenced by the 

interest of the involved stakeholders.
9
 This becomes clear from the statements made by the 

interviewees on elements that are lacking in the Urgenda vision. 

The vision is criticized for being too simplistic and generalized; it is unclear what the unique selling 

point is or how progressive it is compared to other universities: 

It is hard to recognize any specific characteristics or culture of our university in the Urgenda 

report. The same report could also be used for transforming Delft University of Technology  

(interviewee 6)      

Interviewee 6 argued that in order to achieve international recognition it should be as progressive as a 

‘Living Tomorrow’ and include more cultural elements that characterize the TU/e to make the vision 

less generic.
10

 This interviewee mentioned that the regional initiatives in which the TU/e participates 

should be embedded in the sustainability project, including the High Tech Campus Eindhoven, 

Brainport Eindhoven Region, and Smart Energy Regions Brabant.
11

 The report, as commissioned by 

CvB, already builds on the current strategy2020 to integrate sustainability but other important 

developments also need to be taken into account. 

Another criticism, outlined by interviewee 7, is that the approach described in the Urgenda report is 

not critical enough towards the current organizational system that might hamper the sustainability 

ambition. This interviewee referred to how decisions are made and collaborations realized. For 

instance, the university’s bureaucracy makes it difficult to take decisions more than in businesses. 

Also institutionalization of reducing the gap between theory and practice is something the organization 

                                                 
8
 Based on personal observations and current initiatives employed by TU/e Innovation Lab (see section 3.1.3). 

9
 Explicitly mentioned by interviewee 6. 

10
 Living Tomorrow is a Belgian company aiming to create platforms (buildings) in which different innovative 

businesses and institutions can show and nurture their products and s ervices. This company presented a plan for 

the TU/e to create a Living Tomorrow platform but has been rejected by the CvB due to ownership and financial 

reasons (interviewee 6). 
11

 Brainport Eindhoven Region is a partnership between governments, businesses, and research institutions to 

develop the Brainport region. Using the same type of partnership, Smart Energy Regions Brabant seeks to 

develop and implement future-ready energy systems. 
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needs to move forward in. Indeed, questioning the current university structure is also a central theme 

in sustainable university literature. It is thus justifiable criticism which requires more attention.    

From an educational perspective the vision has shortcomings, according to some. Expectations for 

education are higher compared to research and campus operations because the effort is renewed each 

year. The vision calls for students to be engaged in improving the campus environment annually 

through the Living Lab approach but to one insider the Urgenda report overestimates the capability of 

students (interviewee 2) to do so. Students can be involved in smaller projects such as feasibility 

studies or development of applications, but they cannot be part of the larger initiatives as described by 

Urgenda. Moreover, a call by the Bachelor College to create new inter-faculty programs has not been 

able to attract many proposals (interviewee 2). This could indicate that the teaching staff at the TU/e is 

not yet interested in developing these kinds of programs, communication is lacking, or the new 

bachelor program requires already a lot of its energy. 

In campus improvements, real-estate management practitioners even argue that the City of Tomorrow 

vision is too narrow because it does not include business processes such as the use of paper and tender 

processes (interviewee 4).  

These somewhat conflicting remarks underpin that certain elements of this vision are not (yet) shared 

by important stakeholders. There are three reasons that could explain this: (1) all stakeholders pursue 

their own interest; (2) the difficulty of creating synergy could be underestimated or could be valued 

differently by the stakeholders; or (3) the Urgenda vision has not (yet) been developed in a 

participatory and transparent way to include campus staff and students. Inputs have been provided on 

personal basis without much reflection. Also no interactive workshops have been organized to open-up 

discussions and to realize cross-fertilization of ideas. It may also have been produced in a hurry, to 

meet managerial demands from some top-level administrators in the university or to connect to the 

strategy2020.   

Communication 

The sustainable university campus literature indicates that a vision needs to be backed by institutional 

leadership. In the TU/e initiative most of the top-level management stakeholders and the CvB are 

included in the taskforce without taking a leadership role in envisioning a sustainable living lab, 

however. Their role can best be described as supportive. There is also no person who acts as a 

representative of the vision, or someone who is responsible for the implementation of the ‘City of 

Tomorrow’ (interviewee 3). Combined with a lack of a widely shared vision this has resulted in 

limited external communication efforts. At the moment, the TU/e has chosen to refrain from widely 

communicating the vision externally because the university first needs to be clear internally about 

what goals should be reached, how it can be achieved, and how the project relates to other (inter) 

national university projects (Interviewee 1). An expert has therefore been commissioned to make an 

extensive benchmark to situate the TU/e’s sustainability initiative.   

3.1.2 Specific and guidance  

According to the scholarship, the vision developed in transition experiments should be specific enough 

to provide overall guidance. In the case of the TU/e sustainability experiment guidance is provided by 
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the Urgenda roadmap. The roadmap addresses several important preconditions to emphasize new ways 

of thinking: system thinking and social embedding. New practices are addressed as well: Total Cost of 

Ownership (TCO), Energy Service Company (ESCO), and interdisciplinarity.
12

 

The 2012 report has a very specific focus on creating a Living Lab environment and discusses three 

separate supporting elements (education, research, and campus operations) that should be linked 

together. Three levels of ambition are proposed for each element. On the basis of this roadmap, the 

Board decided to pursue ambition level two (out of three).
13

   

Urgenda’s roadmap provides guidance to create the synergy by proposing opportunities in education 

and research projects that can be executed on the campus. The TU/e offers already several 

sustainability courses and a related master SET that are in need for visibility; and for education to 

connect with campus operations new initiatives need to arise. The report focuses on project-based 

learning and therefore links to the possibilities of the Bachelor College to embed these in the USE 

structure. Along the same lines, the Bachelor College is currently developing a program in which 

students will be challenged with complex problems (including sustainability issues); preferred is to 

formulate these assignments in collaboration with campus practitioners, businesses or (local) 

governments.
14

 This program aims to let students work on complex problems in an interdisciplinary -, 

and if possible, transdisciplinary setting. 

Research could benefit from experiments on campus as well. Through small pilot projects on campus 

(‘proefveldjes’) research can be conducted in a real-life environment (see section 3.1.3). There is also 

room to include education in these projects.  

Campus operation improvements are guided by Trias Energetica: (1) reduce energy need; (2) generate, 

or buy green energy; and (3) aim not to use, or as little as possible, fossil fuels. The first steps to 

develop strategies and goals are already taken due to the participation in the MJA3 covenant. As part 

of the covenant, the TU/e committed to improving energy efficiency by 2% each year; which is 

embedded in the energy efficiency plan (2013-2016). The overall energy vision described in this 

efficiency plan states that the TU/e needs to (TU/e, 2012c): 

- Reduce 50 per cent of its energy use; the remaining 50 per cent should be generated with 

sustainable energy technologies on the campus (by 2030). 

- Implementing an EPC (allowable energy consumption) 40% lower than national requirements 

for new buildings. 

Even though these guiding principles are stated in the report, at this moment no one is responsible for 

implementing the document or communicating its principles. Hence, stakeholders in the taskforce 

could thus be selective in choosing the principles. This could also mean that the term Living Lab can 

be interpreted in different ways than referred to in the report. 

                                                 
12

 TCO supports large investment decisions by focusing on investment cos ts, maintenance costs, and other 

running costs over the entire life cycle. An ESCO is a business that develops, installs, and arranges financing for 

projects designed to improve the energy efficiency and maintenance costs for facilities over a certain time  

period. 
13

 See, TU/e (2012b) for the different roadmaps . 
14

 This program is still in development (program name unknown); mentioned by interviewee 2. 
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SD is in sustainable campus literature recognized as an important guiding principle for universities 

seeking to become more sustainable. The Urgenda report, however, does not provide a working 

condition on sustainability nor does the taskforce share an interpretation of sustainability. This latter 

became clear from the interviews, especially in the discussion on the campus sustainability goals. Only 

one interviewee mentioned that the recently completed Metaforum building could be seen as a 

sustainable building, perhaps not in terms of environmental sustainability, but in keeping the structure 

and culture of one of the oldest building intact and creating a vibrant place in which people can meet 

each other (interviewee 6). 

3.1.3 Quality of vision 

Historical experiments have shown that success depends on a vision that is substantiated by on-going 

projects and legitimated by action and protection. Because the TU/e initiative just started, it is hard to 

assess whether the vision is of high quality in terms of adoption in follow-up initiatives. There are 

several projects coined as living lab projects which succeeded one another. It started with an autarkic 

filling station to produce biofuels on the campus, followed by an urban wind turbine (IRWES) 

experiment, and more recently an EV charging station that runs on solar power.  

More insights can be provided on whether the vision is able to legitimize action and protection of the 

initiative. For one, the vision Urgenda offered was able to convince the University Board to establish a 

taskforce to realize the ‘City of Tomorrow’. The taskforce and the Board should provide the needed 

protection for the initiative. Most protection has been realized in making campus operations more 

sustainable; in which actions have been legitimized that are not been necessarily economic feasible 

(see chapter 3.4). Room for experimentation can be found in developing an ESCO and to use TCO in 

assessing large investments as well. Finally, in the field of education support has been realized through 

an innovation grant that is used to support new programs (see section 3.2.2) and the Bachelor College 

currently develops a project-based learning program.  

The most important element of the ‘City of Tomorrow’, to create a certain synergy between the 

different TU/e activities, has realized only a limited amount of protection and legitimization for 

experimentation. Urgenda mentions the need of a project manager who is responsible for facilitating 

and supporting the interaction. This project manager should be someone who is a sustainability expert 

and who can communicate on the same level as professors. The University Board has opted not to 

select such a project manager, suggesting the limits for a search-and-learning environment of the 

initiative.  

3.2 Network 

Core network 

The taskforce ‘Stuurgroep Duurzaamheid’ has been created to support the initiative. This taskforce is 

comprised of the most relevant stakeholders at a strategic level; including members of the University 

Board. Most of the members care about sustainability, even though it is not their primary task. 

Members of this taskforce are: Arno Peels (President of the University Board and Taskforce Chair), 

Rozemarijn Schalkx (Taskforce Secretary), Jo van Ham (member of the University Board), Lex 

Lemmens (Bachelor College Dean), Arjeh Cohen (Dean of the Graduate School), Emile Aarts (Living 

Labs Director), Veronique Marks (Director University Real-estate), Martin Boers (Head Business 
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operations), Sabine van Gent (Head Communication), Ruth Oldenziel (Professor and Advisor CvB on 

the sustainability theme), Edwin Hermkens (student), and Thomas Reijnaerts (student). The group 

plans to meet three times a year to discuss the subject and to share developments with each other. The 

secretary of this group, Rozemarijn Schalkx, is appointed to work part time (two days a week) to bring 

people together, to identify current sustainability efforts, and to making sustainability more visible.  

Supporting network 

The taskforce mainly exists to maintain the university’s commitment and outline milestones. There is 

also an important role for other university members to design strategies in detail (policy makers) and 

to feed-into the taskforce from the bottom-up (real-estate practitioners/other staff, professors, and 

students). They need to provide sufficient information to and convince the Board in making the right 

decisions (interviewee 4). As the initiative is embedded in current strategies there are several TU/e 

specific stakeholder groups/networks that could contribute. These are:       

- TU/e Innovation Lab: this institution seeks to support and encourage knowledge valorization 

and innovation through partnerships with business (small, medium, and large enterprises) and 

governments. The lab is also tasked to encourage entrepreneurship by supporting and guiding 

TU/e start-ups and responsible for implementing the TU/e Science Park. It is willing to 

contribute and initiate Living Lab projects.  

- Strategic Areas: the Strategic Areas – Energy, Smart mobility, and Health – are important. In 

particular, Eindhoven Energy Institute (EEI) and KIC InnoEnergy which are structured around 

the strategic area Energy. The EEI is a research center at the TU/e that conducts research 

which contributes to creating a sustainable society. Another important partnership in this area 

is KIC InnoEnergy. This is an alliance of top European players that has a strong focus on 

enhancing sustainable energy.   

- Campus 2020 and TU/e Science Park: there are two taskforces that relate to the transformation 

towards the TU/e science park. The first is the Campus 2020 taskforce that is tasked with the 

overall development of revamping the campus into a compact campus for educational 

purposes. The other, the TU/e Science Park taskforce, articulates a game plan for the business 

area of the new campus. 

- University members: professors, students, and staff are primary stakeholders who have 

relevant knowledge to offer to the initiative.  

3.2.1 Broad 

Members of the taskforce cover most activities relevant in developing and implementing strategies and 

policies at the TU/e. Most members are top-level management actors in the key areas identified by 

Urgenda: campus operations, education, research, and communication. The structure of this taskforce 

shows that the University Board recognizes that integrating sustainability is a complex process that 

includes many university activities. Furthermore, the composition of the taskforce shows the CvB 

seeks to use the standing organization for putting sustainability into place rather than introducing a 

separate and parallel structure. For the experiment it is important that these members are open-minded 

because adopting sustainability means adjusting some of their entrenched practices. The Board 

showed that it dares to take risk by setting up the Bachelor College and the Graduate School according 
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to these governance principles. It indicates the Board is not a conservative body; with respect to the 

sustainability initiative, however, it has taken a less radical approach with a lower priority (interviewee 

3).
15

 Still, there is a lot of enthusiasm in the taskforce and University Board creating opportunities in 

the future for more progressive change; if expectations are aligned (interviewee 4).  

The choice to include mainly top-level management in the taskforce could limit the focus on the need 

to change practices because management is still guided by entrenched working methods. Because 

sustainability is a complex concept and adoption in universities demands changes in structures it 

would be beneficial to have a sustainability expert on board. At this point, such an expert is not 

included in the Taskforce. Within the university there are few such experts because most academics 

have a narrow specialized expertise; these are, however, not directly involved in the initiative 

(interviewee 3).  

There is also a supporting network that has the potential of contributing to the development of the 

initiative. These are connected to the taskforce mostly through personal ties; there is no structure that 

links university members interested in sustainability to the taskforce, initiative or to each other (i.e. no 

structured supporting network which ensures close connections).
16

 Thus far, the taskforce does not 

actively seek interaction with possible contributors in creating an overarching vision that can be 

propagated by the supporting network as well. There is a large overlap between the Strategic Area 

Energy in envisioning a decentralized sustainable energy generation and the Urgenda report’s vision. 

Moreover, the Strategic Area Energy cooperates with the TU/e Innovation Lab to communicate this 

vision and to embed the Energy subject into the TU/e Science Park.
17

 An outcome of these outreach 

efforts is the establishment of the “Smart Energy Regions Brabant” initiative, in which businesses, 

research institutions, and (local) governments are clustered to articulate the vision of decentralized 

sustainable energy. The collaboration Strategic Area Energy and TU/e Innovation Lab also seeks to 

include students in projects related to the TU/e Science Park like the student housing project 

(interviewee 7).
18

 The Strategic Area Energy thus seeks a leadership role in promoting decentralized 

sustainable energy generation, with the help of the TU/e Innovation lab.     

Because adopting sustainability in universities is a complicated process it would be mutually 

beneficial to link to other experiments. At the moment, there are only limited efforts taken to achieve 

co-operation with other universities on the subject but the TU/e has the intention to increase efforts in 

the future.
19

 The taskforce’s first articulated priority is to achieve an initiative that is solid and of 

sufficient quality to warrant collaboration or exchange to other universities.  

3.2.2 Deep 

Financial resources 

The University decided to focus on implementing scenario two; not overly enthusiastic but progress 

                                                 
15

 That the board is not a conservative body is mentioned by Both interviewees 4 and 7 as well.  
16

 The lack of close connections is mentioned by interviewee 4 as well. 
17

 Efforts have been taken to focus on Energy as the theme for the TU/e Science Park but the Board stressed to 

include all three Strategic Areas. 
18

 The student housing project is part of the TU/e Science Park, see TU/e (2012a).   
19

 The TU/e is involved in the Greenmetric of the universitas Indonesia and the taskforce secretary, Rozemarijn 

Schalkx, is currently writing a report for ISCN and is evaluating the STARS assessment method (as part of an 

international pilot project of STARS).  
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will be made. For realizing scenario two, the TU/e has budgeted 33 to 36 million euros for the period 

2013-2030.
20

 The decision for this investment is based on TCO and is expected to become beneficial 

after 30 years (TU/e, 2012d). This budget is based on Urgenda’s roadmap (ambition level 2) but it is 

still unclear whether this money will be actually available (interviewee 1). Therefore, no clear budget 

is available for reaching the goal but those aiming to contribute can achieve funding through 

submitting proposals (interviewee 3). TU/e sustainability initiative is thus funded through evaluation 

of individual proposals.  

Most of this budget is reserved for campus sustainability. To generate energy on-campus, investment 

will be used to optimize the thermal storage system and install solar panels, reaching 10% of the total 

energy consumption in 2015; and even more generation is needed to achieve the 2030 goal of 50%. 

The decision to use solar panels is not economically driven as the payback period is too long, 

especially if commercial panels are combined with experimental panels (interviewee 4).   

Aside campus operations, also research projects that serve as examples of Living Lab projects have 

peaked the interest of the CvB and the TU/e Innovation lab in supporting the SD vision. Developing 

education for sustainability has benefited from a 250 thousand euro innovation fund. Even though this 

fund is not developed solely for adopting sustainability in education it is able to provide space for new 

educational models (interviewee 2). Each year this fund will issue a call. Last year’s call was aimed at 

interfaculty initiatives; this year’s call focuses on new and innovative education methods. This has the 

bottom-up potential in creating sustainability programs because it primarily depends on the academics’ 

support. Thus far, the interest is still lacking. For instance, stakeholders of the Strategic Research Area 

Energy failed to respond to the call or proposed an insufficient program to the interfaculty call 

(interviewee 2).  

These findings indicate that sustainability is mostly taken up in separate elements. Achieving the ‘City 

of Tomorrow’ goals, however, requires interaction between these stakeholders. In creating this 

synergy less support can be found. Real-estate management department aims to include education but 

thus far most efforts have focused on developing strategies to make campus operations more 

sustainable.
21

 Still, real-estate does create projects for the master SET and put forward two case-

studies for the program Smart Energy Buildings & Cities (SEB&C).
22

 The SET projects, however, 

lack an interactive process, while the SEB&C program is not part of the main institutional structure 

and offers projects to only a limited group of people. 

Human capital 

Furthermore, the TU/e initiative has shortcomings when it comes to human resources. There are real-

estate practitioners and professors at the TU/e, who are knowledgeable in certain aspects of 

sustainability and could support the initiative with their expertise. Most are willing to contribute but 

there is no clear path towards embedding them in the network; little participation, no designated tasks 

                                                 
20

 Budgeted for the TU/e sustainability initiative: 8 to 9 million euros for the period 2013-2015, 10 to 11 million 

euros for the period 2016-2020, and 15 to 16 million euros for the 2021-2030 (TU/e, 2012d).  
21

 Both interviewee 4 and the TU/e energy efficiency plan (TU/e, 2012c) address the need to include students but 

reveal that it is not a priority. 
22

 The SEB&C is new international multi-disciplinary post-master engineering hosted at the TU/e (Architecture. 

Building, and Planning) and is the result of a partnership between several universities and KIC InnoEnergy. 
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(interviewee 4). There are only a few sustainability experts at the TU/e who could contribute to the 

initiative at a strategic level; even so they have not been actively involved (interviewee 3). Interaction 

with other universities has not yet reached a level in which knowledge is being transferred.  

Furthermore, interviewee 3 mentioned that there is no expertise on facilitating the interaction between 

the different activities and insufficient scientific knowledge on sustainability issues at the TU/e that 

could help communicate with society at large (e.g. life-cycle analysis of technological products). 

Interaction could benefit from a project manager that could steer, coordinate, and create the synergy 

but the University Board decided against such a manager.   

3.3 Learning 

Because the TU/e initiative is in an early phase it is difficult to assess what lessons have been learned. 

Therefore learning related to this initiative will be focused upon previous initiatives that contain 

elements of sustainability or what is expected to become relevant in the future.  

Historical experiences (learning by doing) 

In making operations more sustainable the TU/e real-estate management already experienced some 

implications. In the first building project, the department was confronted with the use of technologies 

from start-ups. Most start-ups are still in a turbulent phase, meaning a high risk that these companies 

might fail. The original design for the Metaforum building (formerly the W-Hal) included the 

construction of a roof with a new type of solar panels. Due to the suppliers’ bankruptcy, the plan could 

not be executed or even replaced with alternative experimental or commercial solar panel companies 

(interviewee 4). The lesson learned here is that in case of using new types of technologies risks need to 

be better assessed and a back-up plan should be available. The department also learned from this 

building project that it is important to include all stakeholders in the development process. The idea 

was to demolish the old building (W-Hal), but a foundation called ‘Stichting Wederopbouw Erfgoed 

Eindhoven’ argued that W-Hal had historic value as a symbol of post-war Dutch modernism. This 

realized listing the building as a monument, which forced the TU/e and the city against demolishing 

the W-Hal at the cost of an extra three million euros (interviewee 3). 

To incorporate sustainability into the educational system there should be a structure that integrates 

different disciplines. The first TU/e experience with such a multi-disciplinary program is the master 

SET. The aim was to develop a program in which different disciplines cooperate on an equal basis. It 

was not possible to create such a program in the normal faculty structure. With the help of a precursor 

of the EEI, an informal structure was realized to set-up the SET program. The head of this institution 

and dedicated professors from different faculties formed a partnership, mostly on voluntary basis, to 

develop the program; hosted by the precursor of the EEI. This functioned well, until the program 

became too popular. The partnership could no longer continue hosting the program because the 

hosting institute lacks the same facilities as a department. In order to proceed, SET needed to be put 

back into the formal structure by integrating it into one of the partner faculties. Eventually the 

department mechanical engineering was chosen to host SET resulting in the disengagement of other 

faculties (interviewee 2). The main lessons learned are: new multi-disciplinary education methods 

need to be set-up outside of the existing educational structure; dedicated people need to ensure the 

necessary drive; and embed informal structures into a hosting department from the very beginning 
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(interviewee 2). The SEB&C post-master, which allowed the real-estate management to design two 

case-studies, drew lessons from the experience by combining an informal structure with different 

participating departments and organizations within a single faculty (Architecture, Building, and 

Planning) as the host. If necessary, this flexibility allows the program to scale up by using the 

available facilities from the hosting faculty. 

The intention to create partnerships with businesses and governments for developing student projects, 

as part of the TU/e sustainability initiative, might benefit from prior initiatives. The multi-disciplinary 

design project, which ended several years ago, is such an initiative.
23

 This initiative experienced that 

cooperation with third parties, especially businesses, is difficult and out of habit (interviewee 2). It 

requires specific skills from both students and professors. Thus to realize successful cooperation more 

needs to be learned. To avoid problems, cooperation with governments is preferred in the new project-

based programs as this turned out to be easier (interviewee 2). Partnering with the EEI and KIC 

InnoEnergy can also enable learning because they have recently initiated a minor in which students 

collaborate with businesses. Students in these minors experience unusual working methods that can be 

confronting but constitutes a high level of learning (interviewee 7).   

Expectations on future learning 

Based on sustainable university literature expected is that the initiative will run into barriers and 

establishing a learning structure would be beneficial to succeed and scale-up the project.   

As proposed by Urgenda, the real-estate management department is currently setting-up a project that 

uses the method EPC (Energie Prestatie Contract) to finance energy efficiency improvements.  The 

EPC is a service in which existing installations will be improved or replaced; an agreement is made on 

the profit distribution of the costs savings.
24

 The first EPC is a pilot project used to improve the HVAC 

installation in the chemistry building. The managers at the department hope these learning moments 

will be translated into the development of a more universal ESCO for the university at large 

(interviewee 4).  

Another important element that should be learned about is the creation of interaction between the 

different activities. At the moment, interaction between important stakeholders is lacking. The 

interviews show that there are several barriers that can be expected in realizing interaction. On the side 

of education it is argued that if real-estate management wants to include students, than it should be 

challenging enough and should fit into the current time frames (interviewee 2). On the other hand, 

real-estate managers acknowledge that they have challenges that could be interesting for students to 

solve; at the same time the department needs results on short notice which makes it difficult to involve 

education and research (interviewee 3). Active interaction and flexibility is demanded on both sides in 

order to actually achieve collaboration between both activities.  

3.4 Scale-up 

The TU/e sustainability initiative considers the university’s strategy2020 document as a window of 

opportunity for adopting sustainability. The Bachelor College offers a horizontal structure that 
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 For more information on the multi-disciplinary design projects , see: Kirkels et al. (2002). 
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 The service provider makes the investment but receives a percentage of the expected cost savings.  
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embraces different disciplines, the Strategic Areas relate to social challenges, and the TU/e Science 

Park seeks to express what the future is about. Not only these ingredients offer opportunities, the 

Board clearly stated that the initiative should enhance this strategy2020. The TU/e experiment thus 

aims to connect to the current strategy and not to radically change the organization in order to adopt 

sustainability; it thus takes a ‘fit and conforming’ approach.  

System optimization  

Through the use of the Bachelor College structure it is possible to experiment with and adopt new 

educational initiatives; this applies also to the planned University College. Most of the current 

sustainability courses and programs can be conceived as eclectic because of the strong disciplinary 

background in developing (hosted by one particular faculty). The master Innovation Sciences (IS) 

comes closest to future-ready education as it teaches competences that correspond to those of 

sustainability education. Most competences like system-thinking, anticipatory, normative, strategic, 

and interpersonal are treated but not used as criteria to evaluate the IS program. In university’s 

educational system there were also calls for inter-faculty programs which resulted in a few and limited 

number of sustainability packages. These calls are used to encourage professors but are not financial 

instruments that can structurally finance the adoption of sustainability; these calls cannot even be used 

each year to promote sustainability education (interviewee 2). This requires adaption in evaluation 

criteria for university members, but this is not something that finds support.      

Also with respect to research there is already a structure that makes it easier to combine different 

disciplines. Due to the three Strategic Areas new possibilities for partnerships arise related to relevant 

social themes. An important element here is that creating partnerships not only depends on the 

organizational infrastructure but also on faculty members. In recent years there have been several calls 

for interdisciplinary research; these were able to create new partnerships, even between beta and 

gamma (interviewee 2).  

System Innovation 

Creating the ‘The City of Tomorrow’ in which a synergy is created between the core business and 

supporting activities of a university could reflect a ‘system innovation’ approach if it is able to realize 

a high level of experimentation. In scaling-up the living lab element of the initiative many hurdles still 

need to be taken. If the campus aims to become a breeding ground for innovation, than the 

infrastructure should respond to the experimental character of this real-life laboratory. Interviewee 5 

mentioned that this immediately interferes with the objective of real-estate management as their main 

interest is to use current infrastructure as efficient as possible and should stay unnoticed by the users. 

Experimenting with the infrastructure, as the Living Lab proposes, also means that people will start to 

experience the workings of a new innovation. Hence, the Living Lab element makes real-estate more 

complex than management would like it to be (interviewee 5). There is thus a trade-off between 

experimenting and adapting infrastructure, and reliability. Urgenda therefore proposes to create certain 

areas for experiments to be conducted in. Flexibility is also demanded from education in contributing 

to the Living Lab as it requires more effort and different competences from both professors as 

students. It is, however, not yet clear whether flexibility can be realized and if experimenting will be 

allowed that could pressure reliability. Given the cautiousness of the CvB with respect to 
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sustainability, it is questionable whether system innovation can be reached. Furthermore, interaction 

will not increase significantly if evaluation criteria of university members do not stimulate this and if 

there is no one responsible for ensuring coordination and cooperation.    

Sustainable Development 

In the negotiation process towards adopting sustainability it is important to find a balance between the 

three pillars of SD, and if necessary support the pillar that receives too little attention. The CvB and 

taskforce play an important role in this and should be transparent on developments.  

The CvB needs to decide whether an initiative contributes sufficient to the mission so that financial 

resources can be made available. This decision is influenced by priority and expert knowledge. It is 

clear that priorities influence investment distribution and in the case of the TU/e, sustainability is not 

one of the top-priorities (interviewee 3). A university needs to advertise that its main focus is 

education and research, and should therefore be cautious with sustainability investments that can be 

seen as a waste of money. The experts that advise the CvB are aware of what is available on the 

market for a certain price and therefore the end-result regarding sustainability can only be a little more 

than average (interviewee 7). The CvB could deviate from the advice given by experts if there is a 

good narrative that justifies this. In the case of the Metaforum there was no good story that could 

convince the CvB to make the building more sustainable (interviewee 7). The absence of solar panels 

and the additional costs to retrofit W-Hal limited environmental ambitions. On the other hand, the new 

energy efficiency plan shows that ambition has been able to prioritize the use of solar panels over 

economic reasoning (interviewee 4).  

In the ‘Groene Loper’ project, the process of trade-offs was not very participative.
25

 The 

environmental and cultural aspect legitimated the investment. However, in the development process 

important stakeholders are not heard or involved. One of the outcomes of this project is a car-free 

zone, but eliminating parking spaces will negatively affect professors that live in areas that have poor 

access to public transportation and these people are not compensated for this.    

3.5 Conclusion 

Vision 

At the TU/e, problems with realizing change to adopt sustainability called for an intervention by real-

estate and TU/e’s sustainability advocates to find university-wide and political support. Together with 

Urgenda, the ‘TU/e Living Lab’ has been envisioned to support transforming the TU/e- campus into 

an incubator for sustainable innovations. The vision has until now not linked or mobilized sufficient 

actors or stakeholder groups (i.e. not yet robust). Even though it finds consensus on the idea to create a 

Living Lab, there is not yet a specific and overarching vision shared by all relevant stakeholders. In 

aligning expectations, current negotiation processes are mediated by stakeholder interest; 

underestimate the difficulty of creating synergy; and are not very participatory.  
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 The ‘Groene Loper’ is a (sustainability) project, unrelated to the sustainability project because it was initiated 

earlier. This project redesigns the compact university area into a car-free zone to encourage walking; 

incidentally, it has the potential to make the living lab character of the university visible. 
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The roadmap ‘to the City of Tomorrow’ is used to define preconditions (e.g. interdisciplinarity) and to 

provide guidance. It primarily focuses on realizing synergy between the campus, and education and 

research. Education should include project-based learning, the campus needs to have experimental 

areas to conduct research, and campus operations should be based on Trias Energetica to work towards 

energy neutrality. This provides specific search heuristics. There is, however, little focus on changing 

the current system and there is no one responsible to ensure progress in line with the report. Moreover, 

stakeholders in the TU/e experiment have no shared definition of sustainability. 

The vision has realized only limited protection (i.e. not yet of high quality) until now. The absence of 

a clear budget and lack of support for creating synergy retain the facilitation of an open search-and-

learning process. Only real-estate management has been able to experiment with new practices such as 

TCO and ESCO’s, and an innovation fund provides space for developing new teaching programs. 

Even though protection lacks, action has been legitimated in the form of several Living Lab projects 

and there is interest in adopting the idea in the development of the TU/e Science Park.  

Network 

The network is not yet broad because the core network, sustainability taskforce, is an open-minded 

elite group which lacks a real sustainability expert, the supporting network is not structured (limits 

collaboration and communication), professors interested in sustainability play only a limited role, and 

little collaboration with external universities exists. The taskforce has been created to ensure 

commitment towards embedding sustainability within current strategies and acts mostly as a reflector. 

This supportive role limits communication and envisioning, especially outward. At the same time, 

involvement of mainly status-quo related to different strategic activities (top-level management) 

makes it possible to realize changes at the institutional level.   

The commitment of the Board to implement scenario 2 has been able to realize several financial 

resources in contributing to sustainability. These resources, of which most are geared towards 

lowering TU/e’s campus ecological footprint, are made available for each task (no clear budget). 

Support for initiating Living Lab projects has been found as well. More resources have been made 

available through the network by directing the innovation fund call to sustainability related methods. 

At the same time, the network is not able to provide sufficient resources to support the collaboration 

between activities and interaction (no incentives/responsibilities/project manager to ensure synergy). 

Another resource the network does not provide in is the necessary expertise. There is no sustainability 

expert to support the transformation and there is only little internal sustainability expertise. Also inter-

university collaborations for sharing knowledge are still in an early phase.     

Learning 

Through ‘learning by doing’ the TU/e experienced that the development of a multi-disciplinary 

program has to be set up outside of the structure and that enthusiastic people need to be involved to 

ensure the necessary drive, the use of new technologies from start-ups is risky, and an earlier multi-

disciplinary project revealed that is quite out of habit to cooperate with external stakeholders, 

especially with businesses. The latter requires certain skills from both the professors and students (2
nd

 

order learning). Current attempts to develop real-life project for project-based learning therefore need 

to learn about this.   
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There are also barriers expected in creating the interaction between TU’s core- and supporting 

activities. The TU/e still needs to learn about how to facilitate this interaction and what competences 

the involved actors need to possess. At this moment it can be expected that learning about creating this 

synergy will be minimal due to the lack of expert knowledge, incentives, and responsibility. The 

experiment could also benefit from ‘learning by interacting’ but this is still limited as there is 

insufficient internal and external interaction.  

From a prescriptive perspective it becomes clear that the TU/e experiment has not structured the 

learning process because there are no clear learning objectives; meetings of the taskforce serve as 

reflection; and there is no reporting on the development of the experiment (no monitor or assessment 

method in place yet). Furthermore, there are only limited supportive structures developed for learning 

(TCO, ESCO, innovation fund) and there is no one responsible for implementing the vision.  

Scale-up 

Because real-estate efforts failed to achieve implementation of changes without leadership support, an 

intervention sought to connect to the existing strategies to find this support. The TU/e sustainability 

initiative thus seeks to ‘fit and conform’ in order to realize scale-up; the “TU/e Living Lab” narrative 

is employed to connect to regime players. It should make use of existing structures and needs to 

optimize collaboration between different institutions to adopt sustainability.  

Even though members of the Board are open-minded and enthusiastic they are still constrained by the 

institutional system as it is conservative and bureaucratic. This influences the scale-up process in two 

ways. First, the project can only be mediocre because the CvB does not prioritize sustainability; there 

is no structural finance for the project; and the initiative should not interfere with education and 

research efforts. This means that project initiators need to have a good narrative to convince the CvB 

to prioritize ambition over economic reasoning. Second, it is difficult to achieve change in practices if 

the current system is not criticized enough. There is little emphasis on changing institutional structures 

to embrace a genuine adoption of sustainability or to facilitate extensive interaction between the 

activities. The latter is difficult to reach without sufficient support, and requires commitment and 

flexibility of both the involved actors as well as the infrastructure (experimentation versus ‘cheap’ and 

stable infrastructure). Making these trade-offs should be transparent and include all stakeholders to 

lead to an acceptable outcome; which was not the case in the ‘Groene Loper’ project were a certain 

group was not compensated for the discomfort caused by the project. 

Furthermore, up-scaling sustainability in education, research, and embedding in the campus 

infrastructure should be supported by incentives to attract the interest of faculty members. At the 

moment, the incentives to achieve this are lacking (no hiring criteria, no additional support for project-

based learning, and no sustainability criteria for evaluating university members). It is also important to 

translate learning experiences but the lack of resources and a structured learning process restrain this.  
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Table 3: Research framework completed for TU/e (the abbreviation SU stands for Sustainable University literature).  

TU/e Theory Indicator Score 

(max. 5) 

Remarks 

Vision 

  
  

  

  

  

  

SNM Robust 2,5 No shared vision and limited communication. 

SNM Specific 3 Clear search heuristics but no one is responsible for keeping 
the experiment in line with these. 

SNM High Quality 2,5 Not yet, but already some Living Lab projects and in campus 

operations. 

TE Open search-and-
learning 

2,5 Mainly for financial models and a little room for new 
educational models. 

TE Adjusting vision 3 Vision has been adjusted twice, and there is room to develop a 

shared vision. 

SU Backed up by 

leadership 

3 Close involvement of top-level management but as a 

reflector/supportive role. 

SU Guidance by SD 2 No clear definition. 

Network 

  
  

  

  

  

  

SNM Broad 2,5 Status quo actors, but no sustainability expert and an 

unstructured supporting network (with little involvement from 
university members and society). 

SNM Deep 3 There is no clear budget for the experiment (separate aspects of 

which campus operations most), internally oriented, and a lack 
of expert knowledge. 

TE Link to other 

experiments 

2 Not yet. 

TE Include competent and 

different actors 

2,5 Open minded taskforce members but their minds need to be set 

in the same direction. Limited variation of actors. 

SU Coordinated by sust. 

committee 

2 Sustainability taskforce, but no committee (only part-time 

function for one person). 

SU Leadership on all levels 2,5 No real leadership (most efforts from real-estate management, 

and strategic area energy). No professors or students take upon 

this role yet. 

Learning SNM Learn about barriers 2 Most learning until now 1th order (risky using new 

technologies, new initiatives should be set-up outside the 
structure) and less 2nd order (collaborations with business is 

out of habit). Learning about creating the synergy is expected 

but until now underdeveloped. 

TE Learning 
objective/meetings/ 

reporting 

2 No clear learning objectives are stated, taskforce only gathers 
three times a year, and progress is not yet documented. 

TE Incentives for learning 2,5 Limited to financial models (TCO and ESCO) and innovation 

fund and not for creating synergy. 

TE Feedback to strategic 

actors 

4 Direct feed-back loop to strategic management due to 

involvement in taskforce. 

TE Monitor experiment 2 No efforts yet. 

SU New educational 

models  

2,5 Project-based learning (USE structure). 

SU Use-inspired research 3 Through real-life experiments and research field related to 
strategic areas. 

SU Outreach 2 Limited interaction with external environment. 

SU Sustainable operations 3,5 Focus on on-site power generation. 

Scale-up 

  

  

  
  

  

  

SNM Empowerment 3 Fit & Conform approach: process is driven towards 

environmental aspects, sustainability is not a priority, and it is 

difficult to achieve change. The involvement of status quo 

actors makes it easier to adopt. 

TE Structural finance 2,5 No clear budget (no priority). 

TE Bring under attention 

of regime 

3 Through secretary, but strong connection already due to top -

down approach. 

TE Embed learning 2 No one is responsible for coordinating and previous learning 

moments have not been embedded. 

SU System optimization / 

innovation 

3 Mainly System optimization. 

SU Incentive structures 2 Not yet established.  
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4 ETH Zürich (ETHZ) 

The ETH Zürich (ETHZ), in German Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule, is a university situated 

in the city of Zürich, Switzerland. It is founded in 1855 and is one of the two federal institutions of 

technology in Switzerland. It teaches and conducts research in the areas of engineering, architecture, 

mathematics, natural sciences, system-oriented sciences, and management and social sciences. 

Currently, over 17.000 students from approximately 80 countries study at the ETHZ. The ETHZ is 

part of the ETH domain, which consists of two federal institutions (ETHZ, EPHL) and four research 

institutions including EAWAG (aquatic research), WSL (forest, snow and landscape research), PSI 

(natural and engineering sciences), and EMPA (material sciences). The board of the ETH domain is 

responsible for strategic management, the allocation of federal funds to the institutions, and 

supervision. The current president of the EHTZ is Ralph Eichler.      

The university has two campuses. The main university building has been built in the center of Zürich 

and due to the need to expand a second campus ‘Hönggerberg’ has been built outside of the city. Since 

2003 the ‘Hönggerberg’ campus has been transformed based on the principle of sustainability into the 

Science City. The development of the Science City is in close cooperation with the city of Zürich. 

 

Figure 5: Hönggerberg Campus. Retrieved October 04, 2012, from http://www.ngpowereu.com/news/newsscience-city-

storing-summer-heat-for-the-winter 

At the ETHZ there are various initiatives implemented in the last 20 years that relate to sustainability. 

In 1987 the ETHZ started with the department Environmental Sciences in response to environmental 

disasters that occurred in the 1980s, such as the nuclear power plant accident at Chernobyl, the dioxin 

contamination at Seveso, and the chemical industry’s accidental contamination of the Rhine River 

(Scholz & Tietje, 2002). It was not possible to master this type of complexity with traditional natural 

sciences or social sciences as they are abstract and segregated. In 1997 the Alliance for Global 

Sustainability (AGS) has been set up to help develop the global research agenda and provide scientific 

knowledge that will enable society to address global sustainability. The ETH established in 1999 a 

department for the management of environmental resources (RUMBA) with the aim to reduce 

environmental impact, ensure efficient energy consumption, and to become a role model in 

environmental management (Wolf, Troxler & Hansmann, 2011).
26

 Campus operations became even 

more sustainable when sustainability had become a central theme in creating the Science City in 2003. 

In 2008 the ETH board decided that the university should contribute more to the subject sustainability 

and that coordination between different initiatives is needed. Therefore they included sustainability in 

their mission statement and set up the ETH sustainability office which is responsible for coordinating 
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 This department has been developed in accordance with the Swiss national RUMBA program. 
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and initiating sustainability initiatives. The approach taken to adopt sustainability is influenced by 

safeguarding the ETHZ status as one of the world-leading universities, as we will see in section 4.4.     

4.1 Vision 

The president describes ETHZ as a university that is not only one of the leading research universities 

in the world but also wants to contribute to solving most pressing social problems (Bratrich, 2010). 

The development of sustainability at ETHZ is strongly embedded in this and is one of the core topics 

at the university. There is no clear vision document that is used to govern the process. However, 

perspectives of various stakeholders find consensus on the following definition:
27

 

 “The ETHZ will become a university in which sustainability is at the core of all three main 

areas of business – education, research, and knowledge transfer – as well as in its own 

operations”  

This is based on the shared expectation that the university has the ability to actively contribute to SD 

by conducting research for the future, prepare students to become “agents of change”, open up the 

“ivory tower”, and to show what sustainability is all about at its own campus. Each element will be 

discussed in more detail below.  

Education 

The ETHZ uses two different approaches to integrate sustainability in education (Kueffer et al., 2012). 

The first is to create specialized courses or programs. For example, the ETHZ created several bachelor 

and master courses, it initiated the interdisciplinary ETH summer- and winter school program on 

sustainability, and developed an interdisciplinary case-study approach to teach students the 

competences to conduct problem oriented research (see section 4.3).
28

 The second approach relates to 

integrating sustainability in existing courses across the curriculum. The ETHZ uses a model called 

Seed Sustainability. This is a project platform in which students from all departments have the 

opportunity to do their study-related research in interdisciplinary teams and in close collaboration with 

practice partners, also from outside academia such as the private sector, public domain, or non-

governmental organizations. The ETHZ uses these new models to teach students the skills they need 

for problem solving and analyzing; system thinking skills, as well as solid academic knowledge. In 

this way students are trained to become “change agents” (AGS, 2010). 

Research 

The ETHZ has established separate institutions to facilitate inter- and transdisciplinary research. These 

relate to either the entire ETH domain (competence centers) or the ETHZ (internal centers), see 

section 4.2. In this way the ETHZ retains its disciplinary-based organizational structure. These new 

structures not only support research but also teaching and outreach efforts.   
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 The vision is derived from: ETH sustainability vision (ETH, 2011a), the new energy concept for Science City 

(ETH, 2012a), and the president’s perspective on sustainability (Eichler, 2010).   
28

 The ETH Sustainability Summer Schools provide young researchers with the opportunity to work on current 

and sustainability-related topics in interdisciplinary and intercultural teams . The CCES Winter School supports 

and enhances young scientists in fostering interactions beyond the scientific community. 
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Campus operations 

Both campuses have awareness campaigns, optimizations of operations, and a specific energy concept 

guiding campus improvement. Due to the vision of the Science City to become a small city district that 

connects science, business, and the public in a sustainable manner, this campus achieves most 

attention. On this campus, new buildings should be built in accordance with Minergy certificates, a 

dynamic underground storage system should reduce a substantial amount of CO2 emissions, and over 

90 per cent of students and staff reach the campus by public transport (ETH, 2010a).
29

 The strategies 

aimed at improving campus operations mainly focus on energy efficiency and reducing energy needs.  

There are also efforts to create synergy between education, research, and campus operations by 

supporting projects at its own institution. Two initiatives that set-up such projects are Seed 

Sustainability and Ecoworks. The latter provides a platform that offers the opportunity for students 

and staff to submit ideas on how to minimize the ecological footprint of the ETHZ and to get involved 

in their implementation. 

Outreach 

There are several outreach elements important in the ETHZ project. The first, in a more traditional 

sense, is the transfer of knowledge. The ETHZ is able to produce radical technological innovations, 

produce relevant scientific knowledge, and educate future leaders that could contribute to finding 

solutions for a more sustainable future (Bratrich & Brem, 2009). The second element is that ETHZ 

aims to play the role of honest broker by making science available and usable to society (i.e. open up 

the ‘ivory tower’, see section 4.1.2). Thirdly, the ETH also acts as role model for the decarbonisation 

of society by sharing their own operation management techniques and fostering a sustainable 

environment for working and living. Finally, transdisciplinary case-studies and projects can also be 

conceived as outreach instruments. 

Furthermore, in close private-public collaborations between the ETH domain and several Swiss cities, 

real-life experiments are implemented in these cities to work towards a 2000 Watt society (see section 

4.1.2). 

4.1.1 Robustness of vision 

At the ETHZ, interest in sustainability has been able to mobilize actors in contributing to education 

and research (interdisciplinarity), to participate in developing the Science City, and to connect students 

and academics with practitioners. Even more, active involvement of the ETHZ president and top-level 

management contributes to the integration of sustainability and supports the process of envisioning (by 

articles and presentations).  

In the field of education and research, students and academics are linked to the initiative due to their 

interest and belief in the need for new research methods to confront complex environmental 

challenges. Because sustainability scholars share this expectation, universities tend to unite on this 

subject. The ETHZ for instance joined forces with MIT, Tokyo University, and Chalmers University 

of Technology in AGS to globally address the issue of sustainability and more partnerships have been 

made since. At the ETHZ, the Environmental Sciences department has been involved most in 
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 Minergy is a Swiss label for energy consumption in buildings. 
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improving interdisciplinary research. Initially, this department was seen controversial because it 

questions the ability of a disciplinary structure to solve complex environmental problems. Only 15 

years later, after being evaluated as absolutely crucial, the department has been able to convince 

academics from other departments and to increase interest in interdisciplinarity (ETH, 2007). Later on, 

this interest mobilized the creation of competence centers and internal centers to foster 

interdisciplinarity. 

The Science City envisioned a small lively city district that creates a synergy between businesses, 

university, and society. In order to achieve this, the project uses a participative design method and 

focuses on SD as a design principle. It created so called “echo rooms” in which students, teachers, 

local residents, businesses, governments and other interested actors could participate in the project. In 

total, more than 500 participants contributed to the process (Salzmann, 2007). This has been 

complemented by an international competition for sustainability at Science City.  This approach has 

gained international allure and the Science City became a leading example (Newman & Robbins, 

2011). Further developing the Science City also found the interest of students who work on projects 

initiated by Seed Sustainability and ECOWORKS.  

Furthermore, the idea that transdisciplinary case-studies and projects could be used to analyze 

complex problems has also been able to attract various stakeholders. Students, teachers, and both 

internal (RUMBA) and external (policymakers, businesses) stakeholders have been collaborating in 

real-life projects. For instance, the ETHZ partners with the municipality of Umäsch to investigate the 

regional SD potential and designed, in collaboration with the Swiss Alpine Club SAC, a sustainable 

building with a self-sufficiency rate of 90 per cent (Bratrich et al., 2010). The ETHZ wants to open up 

the debate on sustainability as well and aims to provide the necessary scientific input to fuel these. The 

ETHZ therefore initiated the ETH-Klimablog in which 30 professors, students, and representatives 

from industry and the national parliament communicate online. Also the vision of the 2000 Watt 

society has been able to attract interest of cities (Zürich and Basel) to co-create a sustainable urban 

environment.  

4.1.2 Specific and guidance  

In developing the ETHZ experiment, SD is used as a guiding principle and several search heuristics 

are used to give direction; they aim to define the role ETHZ should play with respect to sustainability. 

These are used to develop a university that seeks to serve society. 

Sustainable Development 

The ETHZ has clearly stated that sustainability is not limited to environmental issues but that it 

encompasses more. Therefore a strong focus on SD can be found in the ETHZ initiative. The ETHZ 

emphasizes diversity in the student body, faculty, and staff and works towards a sustainable workplace 

in which there is much social interaction between different kinds of actors (ETH, 2011a). In 

evaluating, the ETHZ uses a charter which combines ISCN with social indicators from GRI (Global 

Reporting Initiative) to reflect on SD. This charter is used to increase transparency to all stakeholders; 

include all aspect of sustainability; to increase internal and external awareness; and being a pioneer 

among universities (Bratrich & Brem, 2011). It also launched important and interesting discussions on 

what to consider relevant for sustainability within an academic environment. Despite this focus on SD, 
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Bratrich and Brem (2011) mention that more discussion is needed to inform what sustainability 

exactly means for the ETHZ (what and how to measure).   

The ‘New Energy Concept’ is a compass to guide the ETHZ towards the energy future, of which the 

campus is part. This concept presents specific areas for action and clear objectives in order to 

implement it in practice.
30

 For example, the Science City campus should reduce CO2 emission by 50% 

by 2020 (4000t/year). It provides guidelines to seven areas of interest: research, education, raising 

awareness, construction and refurbishment of buildings, infrastructure, mobility, and reporting and 

communication. In addition to what already has been mentioned, it includes as well: awareness 

programs and incentives to motivate university members; sustainability criteria in tenders; investment 

in major projects will be assessed over the entire life-cycle; and ETHZ should promote on-campus 

flagship and pilot projects.    

Inter- and transdisciplinarity  

The ETHZ sustainability experiment has a strong focus on inter- and transdisciplinarity. The first 

professors who gained competences and created knowledge in this field belonged to the department of 

Environmental Sciences. Currently, these specialized professors are among the leaders in the field of 

inter- and transdisciplinary research. Even more has been done to link academics from different 

disciplines, academic institutions and to set up partnerships with third parties as discussed previously 

(case studies, competence centers, and more). 

2000 Watt Society and 1-ton CO2 Society 

To provide all global citizens with equitable access to energy while at the same time protecting the 

climate, ETHZ researchers propose to pursue a 2.000 Watt Society (ETH, 1998). For most First World 

citizens this means that they should reduce their overall energy usage to no more than 2.000 Watt by 

the year 2050, without lowering standard of living. This is possible with current technologies (Jochem, 

2004). The concept was developed with the aim to drive a long-term, sustained approach to the 

management of energy resources in Switzerland (Morrow & Smith-Morrow, 2008). This vision has 

been adopted by the Swiss government and Cantons. Currently pilot and demonstration projects have 

been initiated in the cities Zürich and Basel to co-create the future city. It has also been used to direct 

energy research at the ETH domain but has been replaced by the 1-ton CO2 Society (1t CO2 per person 

per year) vision in 2007.
31

 Even though this vision is used to co-create the future city and to guide 

energy research it has not been used as a guideline for developing the ETHZ campus (Science City). 

ETH’s role as honest broker and role model for society 

A more recent search heuristic, which also links to the ones mentioned above, is the aim to take upon 

the role of honest broker; by making sense of science in policy and politics and by playing a positive 

role in society (Bratrich & Brem, 2009). Science can be an honest broker by informing - through new 
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 See, ETH (2012a) for the new energy concept. In creating this document the ETHZ president has set -up a 

working group of students, professors, university staff, and business representatives under the supe rvision of the 

vice president of planning and logistics.  
31

 The 1-ton CO2 Society vision coincides with the 2000-Watt Society vision in that increased energy efficiency 

while maintaining adequate energy services should be promoted, but focuses on 1-ton CO2 per capita because a 

technology transformation can only occur if it is accompanied by the required  economic and social framework 

(ESC, 2008). 
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media - society and industry from an ‘objective’ perspective (also address shortcomings of science and 

assumptions that have been made). With respect to this the EHTZ calls for a ‘trialogue’ between 

science, industry, and society (Batrich, et al., 2010).  

4.1.3 Quality of vision 

According to SNM the quality of a vision is high if it is able to create sufficient momentum that 

provides room for subsequent initiatives. In the ETHZ experiment, room is created through a bottom-

up approach which resulted in the adoption of sustainability in the organization as a core value.  

The evolutionary process has resulted in the adoption of sustainability in the strategy and development 

plan of the ETHZ for the first time in 2008. This plan contains ten strategic goals, of which the fifth 

goal has been aimed at sustainability. The fifth goal is stated in the report as:  

“Maintain and improve ETH Zürich’s reputation as an excellent center for research and 

education in energy, environment and sustainability” (ETH, 2008a). 

The topic thus gained momentum and in order to support this goal the board created the ETH 

sustainability office. After this period, the board continued and even increased interest in sustainability 

by giving it a prominent role in the new strategy and development plan (2012-2016). In this plan 

sustainability is one of the core values and the thematic focal area “Sustainable Worlds” has been 

created.
32

 This thematic focal area allows cross-departmental research to be set up in dynamic 

institutional structures (temporary competence centers or even an entirely new department). These new 

structures are able to provide protection to education and research devoted to a certain focal area; 

without interfering with the main disciplinary organization structure. This approach is very much in 

line with the perception of the ETHZ as a strong believer in a bottom-up approach when determining 

future research areas (EUA, 2007).  

The use of these dynamic institutional structures builds upon previous experiences with competence 

centers. The first four temporary competence centers have been created in 2006 as pilot projects 

(CCES, 2010). These have shown their value as they have been extended (until 2016) and translated 

into the design of the thematic focal areas. The most recent center, Future Cities Laboratory, is 

established in 2012 as a partnership between the ETHZ and Singapore’s National Research 

Foundation (NRF). This is a transdisciplinary research center focused on urban sustainability in a 

global frame. 

Also the Science City has been able to create sufficient momentum to initiate on-going projects 

contributing to its vision. The largest project is the building of a dynamic underground storage system 

which should heat and cool the buildings at the campus with practically zero CO2 emissions. New 

buildings are built in accordance with progressive sustainability criteria in order to achieve their 

commitment to reduce 50% of CO2 emissions and students help to design plans to refurbish buildings. 

There is, however, only little room for on-site power generation (in 2011 only 1% of electricity 

consumption is produced on-site).
33

  

                                                 
32

 See, ETH (2011b) for the development plan (2012-2016). 
33

 See, ETH (2012b) for the annual report. 
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4.2 Network 

The network plays an important role in supporting the initiative. Bottom-up approaches that relate to 

sustainability have been initiated for over more than 20 years without any coordination (Bratrich & 

Brem, 2009). This has led to the emergence of islands within the ETHZ organization. Increasing 

interest in sustainability made the board decide to set-up the ETH sustainability office to break up 

these islands and to make efforts visible. It has become the central hub of sustainability and links to 

important institutions and stakeholders on four different levels (see figure 6). These levels are: top-

level management, ETHZ, ETH domain, and external partnerships.  

4.2.1 Broad 

Top-level management 

Top-level management is involved in the form of a sustainability steering committee which enables a 

direct connection with ETH sustainability. The chairman of this steering committee is the president of 

the ETHZ, Ralph Eichler. Further included are five professors and the associate vice president for 

sustainability, René Schwarzenbach. The latter advices president on sustainability issues and policies 

and is involved in the interplay between bottom-up and top-down support structures.  

 

Figure 6: Network of ETH sustainable for coordination and exchange (Bratrich & Brem, 2009). 

ETHZ 

Important ETHZ organizations or stakeholders are: 

- RUMBA/environmental manager: RUMBA is the department for the management of 

environmental resources. It aims to reduce environmental impact, to ensure efficient energy 

consumption, and to become a role model in environmental management. 

- Science City: the Science City provides room for university members to contribute to its 

development by initiating projects in collaboration with third parties.  

- Energy Science Centre (ESC): the ESC is a cross-departmental institution that gears research 

at the ETHZ towards the goal of 1-ton-CO2 society; by contributing to the development of a 

sustainable energy system. 

- Climate KIC: the Climate KIC is a European initiative to bring together academic institutions 

and business partners to support Europe in its mission to mitigate and adapt to the challenges 

of climate change.  

- Seed Sustainability/Ecoworks: organizations that initiate projects primarily for students in 

cooperation with business, governments, or the ETHZ campus staff.  
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- University members: professors, students, and staff are primary stakeholders who have 

relevant knowledge to offer to the initiative.  

ETH domain 

The two universities and four research institutes belonging to the ETH domain are able to cooperate 

closely through competence centers. These facilitate interdisciplinary research in which all ETH 

domain partners can participate. For sustainability, the most important competence center is the, at 

ETHZ hosted, CCES (Competence Center Environment and Sustainability). The CCEM (Competence 

Center Energy and Mobility) is relevant as well because of its research contributions to the 

development of a more sustainable energy system. Another ETH domain institution of interest is 

Novatlantis. Novatlantis applies scientific knowledge, produced within the ETH domain, in real-life 

projects designed to promote SD in major urban settlements. For instance, they represent the 2000 

Watt society vision by acting as a mediator between cities and the ETH universities and research 

institutions.  

External partnerships  

The ETHZ focuses on strong global partnerships to take on the challenge of sustainability as well. On 

an international level it cooperates with four leading technology research universities to frame global 

efforts in sustainability research (AGS).
34

 Furthermore, the ETHZ is involved in the Future Cities 

laboratory and initiated the network ISCN (International Sustainable Campus Network) to facilitate 

collaboration between universities on developing the sustainable university. More external 

partnerships emerged due to efforts of ETH sustainability (ETH-Klimablog), through other networks 

(Science City, Novatlantis), or based on personal ties. 

4.2.2 Deep   

Financial resources 

Many sustainability initiatives have been able to attract sufficient resources but it is a time consuming 

process that often depends on multiple sources of investment. The ETHZ invested a significant 

amount of money in setting-up different institutional structures (ETH sustainability, and competence 

centers) and initiatives (Seed Sustainability, ECOWORKS, Summer and Winter School) to support 

integrating sustainability. Despite the investment of ETHZ, these initiatives still require additional 

sources to sustain. For instance, the CCES needs to attract funding from three sources: ETH board 

(26%), participating institutions (42%), and external sources (32%). The need for additional funding 

also applies to the development of the Science City. In this project it was already clear from the 

beginning that additional sources of money needed to be found. Hence, the design was very flexible 

and consists of several phases. In this case, the focus on sustainable development turned out to be one 

of the most important reasons for sponsors to invest (Schmitt, 2009).  

Human capital 

The initiative needs to have or create sufficient knowledge to support the transformation. At the ETHZ 

much of the knowledge can be found internally. The Environmental Sciences department has more 
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 In 2009 there was an AGS conference at the ETHZ on the subject “defining the role of universities in 

achieving sustainability”. All participants shared expectations and discussed new methods of teaching and 

research. See, AGS (2010). 
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than 20 years of experience on the subject, believes in the strengths of interdisciplinarity, and has been 

experimenting with transdisciplinary case-studies since 1993 (see section 4.3). At the ETHZ several 

individuals try to take the lead by setting the university on the right track. In the field of education and 

research René Schwarzenbach plays an important role. As the associate vice president on 

sustainability he is committed to increase integration of sustainability and has already been involved in 

the set-up of the CCES and in ETH sustainability. Before this, he has already been involved in 

sustainability for a long period of time as the head of the Environmental Sciences department and as 

delegate of the steering board of the CCES. This enabled him to learn about the complexity of 

understanding real-world problems and has developed a strong focus on inter- and transdisciplinary 

research. In the Science City, this leadership role is taken by Gerhard Schmitt, a professor of 

architecture. Due to his believe that universities have the duty to enhance and expand knowledge, 

teach it as a public good, and share it with society he refused to allow the Hönggerberg campus to 

become isolated (ETH, 2010a). Another important source of knowledge (and funding) is provided by 

the international networks the ETHZ is engaged in. The ISCN supports the ETHZ in its transformation 

and the AGS contributes to defining the role universities need to play and how they can achieve this.  

4.3 Learning  

Learning by doing 

The ETHZ has been learning about new methods of education, new institutional structures and by 

sharing knowledge with partner universities. In creating a supportive structure to facilitate this 

learning it is important that the board expresses their commitment and supports these with a clear 

mandate and strategies (Bratrich & Brem, 2009). 

The roots of inter- and transdisciplinarity at the ETHZ can be traced back to the Environment Sciences 

department. An outflow of this department is the transdisciplinary case-study (TdCS), also known as 

the NSSI-case study. This TdCS starts with a complex, ill-defined, and social relevant real word 

problem which has to be analyzed. Supervised by a professor, a group of students from various 

disciplines collaborate with non-academic actors to find solutions for these problems. Over the years 

the ETHZ has mastered methods to facilitate and form collaborations among research and practice 

based on co-leadership, mutual learning, and collaboration on equal footing (Bertolini et al., 2010). 

Even more, ETHZ researchers were able to initiate and support the application of similar approaches 

in different universities across the world. From these efforts the ETHZ learned that tutoring TdCS is 

very difficult, while poorly rewarded from a traditional science perspective (Stauffacher et al., 2006). 

Other learning moments are:  

- Students should become owners of the problems by giving them a partial responsibility;  

- The relationship between teacher and student is more complex than in traditional procedures; 

- For teachers there is no clearly structured approach on how a tutor should behave in every 

possible situation; 

- Group processes are essential and a tutor should be skilled in this; 

- Students need to be motivated to deal with pressures from many sides.  

Universities thus need to develop stronger incentives for faculty and students to implement and foster 

real-life case studies. It is also argued that these could benefit from a TIM (Transacademic Interface 
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Manager) who facilitates collaboration among students, academics, and practitioners (Brundiers & 

Wiek, 2010). Potential contribution of a TIM is not only limited to the TdCS. It can support all 

initiatives in which professors and students need to cooperate with external partners or with 

practitioners at the campus itself. A final observation is that developing new teaching methods 

depends on volunteer initiatives and picking the right opportunities such as climate KIC (Bratrich & 

Brem, 2009).   

The CCES shared some of its experiences related to the new institutional structures. They argue that 

the potential in the field of sustainability has not yet been fully exploited because: there is not enough 

information available on potential partners (there are a lot of different areas and disciplines); there are 

too little incentives; and the lack of capabilities and/or the required energy to conduct inter- and 

transdisciplinary is a stumbling block (Schwarzenbach, 2011). Furthermore, the CCES experiment 

revealed several factors that complicate education, research, and cooperation with non-academic 

stakeholders (Bratrich & Brem, 2009; Schwarzenbach, 2011):  

- There is a lack of appreciation in the academic system for inter- and transdisciplinary research. 

- It is difficult to obtain scientific resources (there are no new instruments needed, but 

evaluation criteria should be adapted and the capabilities of the research community should be 

improved to assess the quality of inter- and transdisciplinary projects adequate).  

- It is difficult to obtain long-term funding, and there are not enough people that can and want to 

manage large and time consuming projects.  

- There is also a lack of (academic) juniors because in this area it is difficult to achieve a 

successful scientific career.         

Learning by interacting 

The campus is seen by the ETHZ as a fascinating potential to demonstrate initiatives, that 

sustainability is more than infrastructure, and that it is a learning environment for all university 

members (Bratrich & Brem, 2009). There are also campus projects in which students can participate. 

At the ETHZ, there are two platforms, Seed Sustainability and Ecoworks, which initiate such projects. 

These projects are based on mutual learning processes between students, which are at the same time 

users of the campus, and the environmental manager of the campus. The environmental manager is 

concerned with improving the campus environment and seeks to include students in this process. The 

platforms aim to set-up real-life projects in which students can collaborate with practitioners to 

contribute to SD. All participants in the project agree that students are able to act as a driver for 

change on campus but in order to succeed, ideas and initiatives need to be supported by staff and 

faculty, and results must made visible and shared with others (Vogt & Räber, 2009). An outcome of 

this mutual learning process is that the coordinators task is to balance the participation fairly, keep the 

ideas fresh, and sustain the momentum to a successful end. There are also barriers that project 

initiators have run into. For instance, preparation of the project takes time as different stakeholders are 

included but students are limited by their educational activities. Moreover, it is difficult to implement 

such projects because many people involved are reluctant to change the student’s curriculum; to fit the 

project into the educational plan. This is mainly due to administration work and the difficulty of 

finding funding. It is therefore important that results are made visible to achieve a breakthrough in the 
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resistance to change (Vogt, 2009). Ecoworks has also been experimenting with new types of 

conferences to spark ideas on campus improvement. This new method, called “unconferencing”, is 

participant driven and aims to create an environment in which experts do not dominate “conventional” 

participants. At the ETHZ this method has been able to link partners from different areas and 

disciplines, create a power-free environment, stimulate mutual-learning between participants, and 

produced many (17) high quality project proposals in only 24 hours (Wolf, Hansmann & Troxler, 

2011).     

4.4 Scale-up 

Establishing an overarching vision that is shared by many stakeholders is difficult to achieve. At start, 

there are several fragmented visions that encompass sustainability and eventually these should be 

melted together and sustainability should become self-evident. At the moment, sustainability at ETHZ 

is not yet self-evident but involvement of top-level management has been attracted and bottom-up 

approaches enabled a certain degree of momentum. As will be discussed below, findings indicate that 

scale-up mainly follows a ‘fit and conform’ approach. The ETH board plays an important role in 

taking this approach because they want to safeguard their status as one of the world-leading 

universities; based on disciplinary excellence. 

System optimization 

The ETHZ uses dynamic institutional structures to foster sustainability science. These need to enhance 

inter- and transdisciplinary education and research without interfering with the main disciplinary 

organization (system optimization). In organizing these institutional structures the ETHZ has taken a 

bottom-up approach which is guided by the interest of researchers. In accordance with this, the ETHZ 

allows the creation of new competence centers or even departments related to five thematic focal 

areas. Sustainability initiatives have thus been able to realize a certain scale-up in two ways: (1) 

increasing interest in sustainability has been able to realize “sustainable worlds” theme as one of the 

five focal areas, and (2) the idea to use new institutional structures (e.g. competence centers) to foster 

sustainability science has been translated into the design of the focal areas. At the same time, using 

these temporary competence centers creates a new challenge as it is difficult to find an appropriate 

structural embedding within the ETH domain. For instance, the ETH decided to continue CCES but 

decreases its financial support leading to a complete phase out of the ETH board funding in 2016 

(CCES, 2010). Therefore the CCES made the decision to use these funds for those activities that 

encounter difficulties obtaining funds from regular resources (SNF, public and private partners).
35

 For 

instance, scientific management of inter- and transdisciplinary projects receive ‘glue money’ for 

realization. This comes at the expense of funding PhD positions.  

Another institutional structure is ETH sustainability which coordinates and supports sustainability 

initiatives and links together all activities of the university. This is an instrument that improves 

visibility and due to their network that has many close connections, especially with the president, it 

provides a good opportunity for implementing new initiatives and to structure the process. Ecoworks 

and Seed Sustainability, also part of ETH sustainability, are seen as an important instrument for 
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 Swiss National Science Foundation (SNF) is Switzerland’s leading institution for the promotion of scientific 

research. 
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connecting students to campus initiatives or external partners. Even though these initiatives have 

proven their value, these are still relative small and can only reach out to a limited amount of students. 

They already identified barriers that retain them for being adopted in curriculum programs. 

Overcoming these barriers is thus still a challenge for these initiatives in scaling-up.  

System innovation 

Only the TdCS can be conceived as a system innovation approach because it aims to create continuous 

engagement between academics, and society (governments, businesses, and NGO’s). This bottom-up 

approach is guided by interest and is less influenced by the need to ensure disciplinary excellence.   

Sustainable Development 

The main argument put forward by the ETHZ is that greening the campus is more than only the 

ecological aspect, and this alone is thus not a priority. This is present in both the Science City project 

and the new energy concept and is reflected by using SD indicators to assess campus sustainability.  

For projects to be accepted in the Science City they need to have a good narrative, that goes beyond 

the ecological aspect, to convince top-level management. This is noticeable in the most prominent 

projects at ETHZ. The underground storage and distribution system is seen as an experimental project 

of which the concept could be used throughout Switzerland. This decision is risky but at the same time 

it is very financially attractive according to the advisor of the project, Hansjürg Leibundgut; Professor 

of Building Services at ETHZ (ETH, 2010b). The construction of the HIT building, which received the 

first ‘Minergie Eco Standard certification’, was supported by a significant donation from an alumnus  

(ETH, 2008b). Until now, there are thus very limited trade-offs made by the ETHZ board related to the 

economical aspect. This is noticeable in the new energy concept as well. The ETHZ board made a 

decision in 2010 to revert back to a system that uses a lot of nuclear energy in order to save money, 

which is then used for energy research. The ETH board argued that investing the money in research 

and education will make a significant greater contribution towards transforming the energy system. 

This decision has been criticized by many ETHZ students and politicians. Partly thanks to this 

pressure, a workgroup has been set up to revise the energy concept (into the new energy concept). As a 

result, the share of electricity from renewable energy sources increased. Despite this renewal, the 

target is still not very progressive.
36

 There is thus a trade-off made between buying electricity from 

renewables (also on-site power generation) or investment in education and research of which the ETH 

board favors the latter. Aside this conflict of using funds for new technologies versus using for own 

research, more areas of conflict that could possibly interfere with the energy goals have been 

addressed in the new energy concept: growth and development vs. energy use; global orientation vs. 

CO2 emissions; technical feasibility vs. financial frameworks; and requirements of research and 

teaching vs. measures to enhance energy efficiency (change the evaluation of university members). To 

cope with these issues the ETHZ already created incentives for videoconferencing and uses life-cycle 

costs analyses to frame large investments but negotiation processes on these conflicts are still 

underdeveloped. It is, however, communicated that these should be transparent and decisions should 

be broadly supported through a consultation of an expert body.  
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 From 2013, the share of electricity from renewables at the ETHZ should be at least equal to or greater than the 

total Swiss production mix. This proportion should increase each year and in 2035 the electricity from renewable 

resources should be 100% (ETH, 2012a).  
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4.5 Conclusion 

Vision 

The process of envisioning at the ETHZ started through bottom-up approaches. These were able to 

attract and mobilize people to a certain point. The participatory planning process and focus on an open 

by SD inspired design of the Science City has been able to attract various stakeholders from 

university-members (professors, students, administrators) to businesses, governments and community 

groups. In the area of education and research the focus on inter- and transdisciplinarity has been able 

to link academics and students (also from other universities), sparked the creation of new education 

models (TdCS), and initiated the development of competence centers. Furthermore, the focus on 

opening up the university has been able to realize various collaboration efforts between academics and 

third parties (ETH-Klimablog, 2000 Watt society).  

Initially, visions were aimed at various objectives but after the creation of ETH sustainability these 

were translated into a shared vision. In this vision, SD is the main guiding principle and several search 

heuristics (inter- and transdisciplinarity, 2000 Watt society and 1-ton Co2 society, and honest broker 

and role model for society) define ETHZ’s role regarding sustainability. These have been able to 

provide guidance but are not clearly documented. There is also still discussion on which SD indicators 

are of importance.  

The adoption of sustainability in subsequent development strategies, the support from top-level 

management (president as well), coordination through ETH sustainability, and the dynamic structures 

for enhancing cross-departmental research reveal the devotion of the ETHZ towards sustainability. 

The vision creates room for experimenting with new institutional structures and practices as long as 

they do not interfere with the main disciplinary structure. Therefore, the vision is not able to provide 

space for radical system innovation. 

Network 

The ETHZ developed ETH sustainability to become the central sustainability hub. This team is 

supported by a sustainability steering committee in which experts are teamed-up under the leadership 

of the president. The institution created a broad network in which top-level management is involved, 

university members are included and linked, and sustainability experts help designing strategies to 

support the interplay between top-down incentive structures and bottom-up approaches. Part of this 

network are as well: research collaborations (AGS); connections to other campus experiments (ISCN); 

and partnerships with businesses and governments.  

The network has been able to financially contribute to the initiative by supporting new institutional 

structures (ETH sustainability and Competence Centers) and projects for students. But it is time 

consuming to secure funding, requires enthusiasm, and financial resources are in most cases not solely 

provided by the ETHZ. For instance, the success of the Science City very much depended on 

additional sources of investment that have been attracted by the focus on SD. It also became clear that 

people need to take upon a leadership role. The president is closely related to the initiative; the vice 

president of sustainability promotes inter- and transdisciplinarity; professor Gerhard Schmitt 

envisioned the Science City; and Seed Sustainability and Ecoworks are committed to include students 

in the process. In terms of human capital the ETHZ experiment has been able to support the 
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development of Science City by including professors, researchers gained competences regarding 

sustainability research, and through international networks knowledge is generated that contributes to 

defining the role EHTZ should play and how this can be achieved.  

Learning 

Much has been learned through ‘learning by doing’ which enabled both 1
st
 and 2

nd
 order learning. 

From an 1
st
 order learning perspective, the experiment revealed that it is crucial to have enthusiasm; 

pick the right opportunities (Climate KIC); that including SD indicators increases awareness and 

opens up the debate on sustainability; and that commitment should be expressed through clear 

mandates and strategies. There are several findings that contribute to 2
nd

 order learning. In developing 

the project-based learning method TdCS several barriers have been encountered. It revealed that 

tutoring these projects is very difficult (relationship student-professor more complex, no guidance on 

how to behave in each situation, and students receive much pressure from various stakeholders) but 

are poorly rewarded from a traditional science perspective. The TdCS could benefit from someone 

who is responsible for facilitating collaboration among students, academics, and practitioners (TIM). 

Furthermore, experimenting with new institutional structures has shown that the full potential of 

sustainability has not yet been fully exploited because: there is not enough information on potential 

partners; there are too little incentives; and there is a lack of capabilities and/or the required energy to 

conduct inter- and transdisciplinary research. Cooperation between academics and non-academic 

stakeholders is problematic as well due to the lack of appreciation in the academic system; difficulty 

of obtaining scientific resources; and absence of (academic) juniors as it is difficult to achieve a 

successful scientific career in this area.   

There is also some ‘learning by interacting’ as student platforms for sustainability projects (Ecoworks 

and Seed Sustainability) and the environmental manager undergo a mutual learning process. This 

revealed that these projects face problems due to the educational schedule of students, it requires much 

effort from professors, and there is a lack of structural funding.  

In evaluating prescriptive elements, the ETHZ has learning objectives that relate to each search 

heuristic and the ETH sustainability takes upon the role to learn about the interaction between these. 

The ETHZ also host or attends annual conferences to learn about and share experiences related to the 

adoption of sustainability in the university environment (ISCN and AGS). The findings are 

documented and papers have been written by involved professors. Feedback on the learning moments 

as addressed above is facilitated through ETH sustainability to the sustainability steering committee. 

Furthermore, the experiment is evaluated through international assessment methods (ISCN and GRI) 

and in the annual report of ETH sustainability.  

Scale-up 

The aim to integrate sustainability by setting up institutional structures that do not interfere with the 

disciplinary main structure represents a system optimization approach. The development of these 

institutions depends on bottom-up approaches. Initiatives continuously improve and convince the 

regime of its importance, thereby realizing scale-up to a certain degree (focal area “sustainable 

worlds” and competence center structure). The decision to set-up separate institutions results in a 

challenge as well because it is difficult to find structural finance for the experiment. This is evident in 
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the competence centers as these are temporarily and if they want to continue they need to find a way to 

receive structural finance (decrease in funding has already limited PhD positions). It also complicates 

embedding learning experiences because findings have shown that the current main organization does 

not appreciate sustainability research and lacks incentives for integrating sustainability. Even though 

findings have been communicated, most have not been translated to support the experiment. The TdCS 

is a more radical attempt to sustainability education and has been realized because it is less influenced 

by the need to ensure disciplinary excellence.  

Furthermore, projects aiming to contribute to the development of the Science City need to be 

financially attractive, find support from additional sources, or make sufficient linkages to education or 

research. In the process of accepting these projects the ETHZ aims to be transparent and participatory. 

The ETHZ experiment already revealed that with respect to campus operations limited economical 

trade-offs are made and that they focus on reducing energy need instead of generating power on 

campus. This decision is based on the argument that research towards sustainability systems will 

contribute more to sustainability than using new technologies. 

 

ETHZ Theory  Indicator Score 

(max. 5) 

Remarks 

Vision 

  

  

  

  
  

  

SNM Robust 3,5 To a certain degree: focus on SD and inter- and transdisciplinarity 

attracted a broad range of actors. 

SNM Specific 3 Enabled through bottom-up approach. 

SNM High Quality 3 Continuous development strategies, ETH sustainability, dynamic 
structures, and Science City. 

TE Open search-and-

learning 

3,5 Experiment with new institutional structures and practices as long as 

they do not interfere with the disciplinary structure. 

TE Adjusting vision 3 Bottom-up approaches shape the broader vision. 

SU Backed up by 

leadership 

3,5 Close collaboration with the president. 

SU Guidance by SD 4 Includes SD as guiding principle, but there are still debates on which 

indicators to use. 

Network 
  

  

  

  

  
  

SNM Broad 3 Top-down involvement, internal networks, collaboration in ETH 
domain, and external involvement (universities, governments, and 

businesses).  

SNM Deep 3,5 Funding available through network (mostly multiple sources). Expert 

knowledge internal and through partnerships. 

TE Link to other 

experiments 

4 Yes (ISCN and AGS) 

TE Include competent 

and different actors 

3 Open-minded president and sustainability experts. Few regime 

players. 

SU Coordinated by 
sust. committee 

4 ETH sustainability and sustainability committee. 

SU Leadership on all 

levels 

3,5 President contributes to communicating the vision, sustainability 

vice-president (strategies), professors (Science City, TdCS), and 

students (Seed Sustainability and Ecoworks). 
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Table 4: Research framework completed for ETHZ (the abbreviation SU stands for Sustainable University literature). 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Learning 
  

  

  

  

  
  

SNM Learn about 
barriers 

3,5 Learned about the need for enthusiasm, pick the right opportunities 
(Climate KIC), SD increased awareness, and real commitment is 

needed (1th order). More is learned about difficulties of TdCS and 

competence centers (2nd order learning). 'Learning by interacting' is 

facilitated through unconferencing and co-development of 

Ecoworks/Seed Sustainability and campus practitioners. 

TE Learning 

objective/meetings/ 

reporting 

3,5 Separate learning objectives. There are conferences on sustainability 

and reports can be found on learning (related to these separate 

learning objectives). 

TE Incentives for 

learning 

3 Competence Centers and Science City. 

TE Feedback to 

strategic actors 

3 Through ETH sustainability. 

TE Monitor 

experiment 

4 ISCN incl. SD indicators 

SU New educational 

models  

3,5 TdCS, Seed Sustainability, and Ecoworks 

 SU Use-inspired 

research 

4 Competence centers and ETHZ internal centers 

 SU Outreach 3,5 ETH Klimablog, co-creation of urban city (2000 Watt).  

 SU Sustainable 

operations 

3 Focus on reducing energy need. 

Scale-up 

  

  
  

  

  

  

SNM Empowerment 4 Fit & Conform approach: it should not interfere with disciplinary 

structure.  

TE Structural finance 3 To find structural finance is still a challenge (as in the case of 
CCES). 

TE Bring under 

attention of regime 

4 Through ETH sustainability. 

TE Embed learning 3 TdCS 

SU System 

optimization / 

innovation 

3 Mainly system optimization. 

 SU Incentive structures 3 Focal areas 
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5 Arizona State University (ASU) 

Arizona State University (ASU) is a public research university located in the Phoenix Metropolitan 

Area of the US state Arizona. It is founded in 1885 as the Tempe School and has been renamed in 

1958 after it achieved the status of a university. ASU has four different campuses: Tempe campus, 

West campus, Polytechnic campus, and Downtown Phoenix campus. It even has a fifth campus, a 

virtual one, which is called ‘ASU online’. The ASU is governed by a 12-member board which is 

called the Arizona Board of Regents (ABOR). This board governs the public university system of the 

State Arizona, gives policy guidance to the state universities, and selects the presidents of the 

universities. The current president is Michael M. Crow who was appointed by the ABOR in 2002. 

 

Figure 7: School of Sustainability building at ASU campus. Retrieved October 14, 2012, from 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:ASU_Main_-_School_of_Sustainability_-_2009-01-30.JPG 

Currently more than 72 thousand students are enrolled in the “schools and colleges” that are offered at 

ASU. The term “schools and colleges” is used to indicate that it is structured around a theme or 

objective which then links faculties and students. Many of these schools and colleges (group of 

schools) are familiar such as engineering, journalism, law, innovation and technology, and so on. Less 

common is the school that is concerned with the theme sustainability. This school of sustainability 

(SOS) is the first in the US which offers PhD, bachelor and master degrees in sustainability, and a 

minor open to all undergraduate students. 

The ASU is especially susceptible to sustainability because it is located in a desert area while booming 

through unsustainable growth, like other fast growing cities. Implementing change, at an institutional 

level, to adopt sustainability started when Crow became the president. Even before Crow’s 

appointment the ASU contributed to sustainability and multi-disciplinary research by creating a Center 

for Environmental studies in 1972 and was involved in the set-up of the Translational Genomics 

Research Institute (TGen) in 2002. These were, however, not aimed at changing ASU’s organization. 

At his arrival, Crow outlined a vision for transforming the ASU into a ‘New American University’, in 

which sustainability is strongly embedded. According to the vision the ASU should represent a new 

university model that is committed to excellence, access and impact (Crow, 2010). It should at the 

same time include people instead of excluding them and improve the quality of research. This quality 

should not only measured in terms of academic output (papers, cites, etc.) but also how research 

impacts society. This is a real challenge, as in most cases student growth has resulted in deterioration 

of research and measurement of societal impact is very complex.  

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/af/ASU_Main_-_School_of_Sustainability_-_2009-01-30.JPG
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Even though Crow had a mission to transform the university into one that is able to come up with 

solutions for real-world problems, at start it was not yet clear how the ASU should be organized so 

that it can address these daunting social, economic and environmental challenges. Therefore, in 2004 

Crow brought together a group of international sustainability scholars and practice experts to discuss 

how to bring sustainability into the university system (Melnick, 2012). At this meeting in Temozon 

(Mexico), eight design aspirations have been developed (see section 5.1.2) and new institutional 

structures have been envisioned to transform the traditional education. This resulted in the set-up of 

the Global Institute of Sustainability (GIOS) to coordinate all sustainability initiatives (see section 5.2) 

and the SOS to embrace sustainability education. 

5.1 Vision 

Overcoming the stone-age-logic of “find it, burn it, bury it” will require reconceptualization and 

reorganization of our knowledge enterprise; the ‘New American University’ aims to transform a 

university so that it becomes a place where knowledge informs decision-making, research and study 

transcend academic disciplines, students learn from the world around them, and local solutions have a 

global impact (Crow, 2008). The rationale behind the design of this type of university is inspired by 

sustainability. Hence, sustainability is not a separate element but is embedded in, or better it runs 

parallel, to the initiative. With respect to sustainability the vision of ASU can be stated as:
37

 

At ASU, research and education will be organized so that it seeks solutions to the grand 

challenges associated with sustainability, its operations will be the standard for sustainability 

practices in Higher Education, and it will contribute to the sustainability transition in society. 

In short, the ASU envisions a university that actively contributes to creating a more sustainable world. 

To cope with sustainability challenges ASU developed a strategic framework that builds upon four 

cornerstones - education, research, business practices, and global partnerships and transformation – 

that span disciplines, campuses, and institutional boundaries.  

Education 

ASU uses two different models to integrate sustainability at the same time. The first model is 

described as a genuine approach to sustainability in which students can get degrees in sustainability. It 

is genuine because it aims to rethink, adapt, and combine existing theoretical lenses of different 

disciplines. In line with this model, the ASU developed in 2006 the SOS which is the first 

transdisciplinary degree program in the US. In the second approach, also known as eclectic, 

sustainability is embedded in single faculties; keeping a disciplinary background. For example, the 

ASU created the School of Sustainable Engineering and the Built Environment to develop sustainable 

infrastructures, and the School of Business offers courses on how to align sustainability with a 

profitable approach to business planning.  

Research 

GIOS aims to advance interdisciplinary research regarding environmental, economic and social 

sustainability by making multi-stakeholder collaborations to share knowledge and develop solution to 
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real-world problems. Currently 408 research projects are running that relate to sustainability (GIOS, 

2012).  

Business practices 

ASU has developed four long-term goals to become a leader in operational practices:
38

 

Carbon neutrality 

In 2025, the ASU needs to become carbon neutral (transportation emissions not included). This will be 

reached by: reducing energy consumption, generate on-site (35%) and purchase off-site (65%) energy 

from renewable energy facilities, and mitigate transportation emissions related to the university fleet. 

In 2035 also all transportation emission (air/business travel included) need to be reduced and balanced 

with offsets.     

Zero waste 

Through reducing consumption and by recycling, repurposing, reusing, and composting practices, 90 

per cent of campus solid waste from the landfill should be eliminated. The final 10 per cent will be 

covered by new techniques and approaches that still need to be developed. In order to achieve zero 

water waste the ASU needs to use the minimum amount of water in the most efficient way possible.  

Active engagement  

ASU sees its members as potential change agents and aims to engage these (60 per cent of campus 

community by 2015) by using the campus as a living laboratory. 

Principled practice 

ASU needs to integrate sustainability in campus operations and functions through incorporating its 

sustainability-based value system into day-to-day operations. To this end, ASU distinguishes four 

types of strategies: practices mandates and guidelines (e.g. green construction -, green event -, green 

office -, green labs, and more), products (90 per cent of trademarked wear include organic, recycled, 

fair trade, or other eco-friendly contents by 2020), operations (ASU sustainability practices integrated 

into 80 per cent of all campus operations by 2018), and quality of life (safe and healthy working, 

learning, living and playing environment).     

Global partnerships and transformation 

Research is aimed at contributing to both the local community of Phoenix and the global community. 

Researchers are therefore connected to practitioners from business, industry, municipalities and 

government to collaborate on planning for sustainability challenges of urban growth, environmental 

protection, resource management, and social and economic development. The ASU is also engaged in 

lectures that are open to the public and created a program in which primary and secondary school 

students are lectured on sustainability.  
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 All strategies that should support the ASU in making its campus operations more sustainable can be found in 

the Carbon Neutrality Action Plan, see ASU (2009). 
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5.1.1 Robustness of vision 

Together with sustainability experts, Crow envisioned the ‘New American University’ and its eight 

design aspirations which are considered to be based on a profound basis. Hence, many feel connected 

to the initiative and are willing to engage in activities that are guided by them:  

‘Even though not all may agree upon the design aspirations as they are stated, or how they 

need to be reached, they have been able to connect people, enabled discussion, and let people 

think along these aspirations’ (Interviewee 8).  

The GIOS and SOS have been created to transcend conventional academic boundaries by supporting 

learning, research, campus operations, and outreach activities to engage in sustainability. These 

structures are important instruments to attract sustainability experts as it creates a suitable environment 

for conducting inter- and transdisciplinary research.  

The initial steps taken to outline a vision within a small group reflect a very top-down management 

approach but later on, the vision was picked up by middle management and now it is a university-wide 

collective effort (Bentzin, 2010). For instance, Crow envisioned the SOS but faculty took over the 

leadership role to design the program in detail (interviewee 8). The most important element which 

bounded the initial faculty of SOS was the strong believe in the need for a more interdisciplinary and 

aggressive approach to solve current challenges (Redman & Wiek, 2012). For these programs it is also 

important that students can relate to vision because they need to take a risk to participate in a new 

program; as business opportunities are unknown. The program is seen successful in attracting students; 

87 applicants in the first year, 150 in the second, and 250 in the third and fourth year (Redman & 

Wiek, 2012). Also in the field of campus operations the vision has been adopted. Through developing 

a sustainability prospectus and creating a campus environment that constitutes learning (Living 

Laboratory) university members are involved.   

Communication 

The main representative of the ‘New American University’ vision is ASU’s president. His main 

playing field is to raise the flag about bold reform, to get politicians and philanthropist on board, sign 

up star academics, and build interdisciplinary centers to house them (Macilwain, 2007). Even though 

the ‘New American University’ is broader than the sustainability initiative, it is strongly embedded in 

its vision and thus supported and communicated by Crow. In his attempt to seek broader support Crow 

wrote many articles on the New American University, attained various conferences, and spread many 

video messages in which he underpins the vision. This was not without success. It created a strong 

connection between ASU and the community of Phoenix, and million dollar investments from several 

philanthropists have been attracted (more in section 5.2.2). He was also one of the founding members 

of the American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment (ACUPCC) which calls for 

colleges to take leadership in the battle against global emissions.  

5.1.2 Specific and guidance  

The eight design aspirations developed by Crow and sustainability experts should guide the ASU in its 

transition to a ‘New American University’. These aspirations are (ASU, 2008):  

- Leverage our place: embrace cultural, socioeconomic, and physical setting. 
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- Transform society: become actively involved in transforming society. 

- Value entrepreneurship: use knowledge and encourage innovation. 

- Conduct use-inspired research: research should have a purpose and impact. 

- Enable student success: diversify student body and focus on the success of each unique 

student (outcome oriented). 

- Fuse intellectual disciplines: create knowledge by transcending academic disciplines.  

- Socially embedded: connect with communities through mutual beneficial partnerships. 

- Engage globally: engage with people and issues locally, nationally, and internationally. 

These design aspirations are often mentioned in articles and have been embedded in sustainability 

initiatives at ASU (interviewee 8). The most important example in which these aspirations have been 

formed into a practical implementation is the SOS. It was not just built around some of the principles, 

but it rather is an exemplar of how these aspirations could be achieved (Redman & Wiek, 2012). 

Initiatives can also relate to a selection of design aspirations, as for example the partnership between 

ASU’s Downtown Phoenix campus and the city of Phoenix which focuses upon use-inspired research 

and social embeddedness (Friedman, 2009). Also campus operations are inspired by these aspirations 

as they aim to engage 60% of faculty, staff, and students in supporting sustainability practices by 

2015, and create an environment in which sustainable operations are aligned with and support 

education, research and student life programs at ASU (ASU, 2009). Even the shops located on the 

ASU campus came up with their own ideas because they were charged to think along with the 

program (Pinney, 2010).  

Despite the complexity of measuring these aspirations (which is also not yet the case at ASU), they are 

used as search heuristics. Sustainability is strongly embedded in these aspirations because they define 

the role of ASU regarding its contribution to a brighter future. However, there is no working definition 

on sustainability that is shared among all university members (Interviewee 8). This does not mean that 

the people involved do not have a clue on what sustainability means; many sustainability functions 

(e.g. inter- and intragenerational aspect) are shared between most stakeholders. But some university 

members refer to ‘economic’ sustainability and ‘environmental’ sustainability in ways that neglect the 

importance of the interlinkages between different elements of sustainability.   

5.1.3 Quality of vision 

Due to the involvement and communication of the vision by the president and the shared belief of the 

importance of the vision among university members it has been able to legitimize actions and provide 

protection. The process of change already started in 2002 as an idea, and after 10 years the same vision 

(with some minor adaptations to the design principles) is still used to continue supporting and 

nurturing the ASU experiment.  

Legitimation for such a long period, and more years to come, cannot be sustained without any success. 

The director campus sustainability practices mentioned for instance that the ASU was not ready to 

write a strategic plan regarding sustainable practices until success stories created sufficient momentum 

(Bentzin, 2010). In the field of campus operations a multitude of initiatives have contributed to this. 

For example, a student project has led to the development of ASU Campus Metabolism. This is a 

website that tracks real-time and historic data on energy use of the buildings on the ASU campus. 
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Through Campus Metabolism the ASU is able to identify areas where they can save energy. Another 

success is the development of an on-site 18.2 MW solar power plant. After realizing momentum, the 

ASU currently uses the following instruments to support adoption of sustainability in campus 

operations:  

- Sustainability criteria to evaluate university staff (ASU, 2012a).  

- Policies that relate to the principled practice. These policies already led to changes in practice. 

For example, the sustainable design policy stated that all new buildings and major renovation 

projects should be LEED certified. Since this policy emerged, 17 buildings on campus have 

achieved a LEED certification (ASU, 2012a). 

- Each mentor of the facility management leadership team is charged with assuring that each 

program is fully engaged in ASU sustainability values by seeking new technologies, 

processes, and products (Pinney, 2010). 

More support can be found in the area of education and research. Both the GIOS and SOS seek to 

radically change institutional structures and thus need to be protected to realize progress. The 

continuous improvement and resources provided to these since respectively 2004 and 2006 reflect an 

on-going support in achieving the vision. Several incentive mechanisms used are (interviewee 8):  

- GIOS and SOS have created policies creating workable conditions for the people involved. 

For example: due to the complexity, researchers engaged in real-world problems have more 

time for their investigation. 

- GIOS has a grant program to fund certain types of research (e.g. participatory research) which 

are unlikely to be funded through normal grant programs. 

- GIOS and ASU established criteria for hiring new staff. 

5.2 Network 

The ASU is very much involved in communicating the vision and in including the necessary 

stakeholders to make the New American University a reality. These efforts have led to a broad range 

of networks that either contribute to on-campus sustainability initiatives or are linked to a more 

(inter)national playing field.  

5.2.1 Broad 

The ASU sustainability project has a strong direct connection with the president Crow, who is mainly 

involved in envisioning the project and to convince others of its importance. In developing the vision, 

its guiding principles, and strategies, Crow gathered a group of external sustainability experts and a 

limited amount of internal administrators and faculty members. To outline the vision within a select 

group of people has been criticized for lacking a participatory process by interviewee 8. In order to 

achieve sufficient support it is important to include all important stakeholders in this process but status 

quo actors and most academics of ASU, even those in the field of sustainability, have not been 

included (interviewee 8). Nevertheless, this lack of including different stakeholders in outlining the 

vision does not mean that university members are not involved in the initiative itself. On the contrary, 

they are essential in developing and implementing strategies. For instance, the SOS is one of the 

strategies conceived by Crow but the design has been handed over to the faculty. Several meetings 
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have been organized which linked people, either interested in sustainability or recommended by their 

unit chair, from various disciplines. The professors that contributed most during these meetings, 40 out 

of more than 100, became the initial faculty of SOS. Furthermore, students are actively involved in 

designing and improving the SOS program (interviewee 8).    

 

Sustainability hub 

With respect to ASU and its specific sustainability initiative, an institutional structure has been created 

in 2004 that should function as the sustainability hub of ASU. This organization is the Global Institute 

of Sustainability (GIOS). The structure of GIOS has been set up to catalyze and advance 

interdisciplinary research on environmental, economic, and social sustainability, with a focus on urban 

areas. GIOS is supported by the Board of Trustees for Sustainability in which leaders in sustainability 

from around the world are gathered to give advice and assist GIOS in achieving its mission. This 

board includes members from business (e.g. Wal-Mart, and E-bay), universities (e.g. Harvard, and 

Oxford), and representatives from non-for-profit organizations (e.g. the Trust for Sustainable 

Development). The institution is charged with contributing to four cornerstones – education, research, 

campus practices, and partnerships & transformation – and its linkages. In order to do this, GIOS has 

been set-up as a horizontal organization that spans all disciplines, institutions, and campuses. This 

structure is flexible and capable in adjusting to the issue to be solved (Bentzin, 2010).  

In achieving its mission, the GIOS is assisted by supporting networks. All campus operations that 

relate to sustainability move through the sustainability practices network. This network consists of 

eight work groups and four resource groups that are charged with creating a plan that should create a 

more sustainable university. The work groups relate to specific themes (e.g. energy, water, 

transportation) and consist of operational staff, researchers, and students that cooperate with 

governments and third parties. The resource groups should support the work group in reaching their 

mission. In this way the ASU uses the sustainability practices network as a tool to transform the 

campus into a living laboratory.  

Another goal stated by ASU is to create partnerships that will contribute to sustainability. In order to 

achieve this goal, ASU has focused on connecting to universities, government (policy-makers), 

industry and community stakeholders. Over the past decade many connections have been established 

between ASU and other universities both national (e.g. Harvard, MIT, Cambridge, Stanford) and 

international (e.g. University of Tokyo, Leuphana University of Lüneburg, University of Maastricht) 

to foster sustainability. In order to bridge science and policy-makers the 'Decision Centre for a Desert 

City' has been created in which tools are developed and visualizations are made to improve interaction 

between both parties. Also students have been collaborating with the city of Phoenix through 

transdisciplinary case studies on the urban challenges of Phoenix (Lang & Wiek, 2012).  

5.2.2 Deep 

Financial resources 

At ASU there are two sources of financial investments, one is internal investment and the other is 

external. In the ASU experiment, a widely supported vision and top-level management involvement 

has been able to prioritize sustainability. Several incentive mechanisms employed at ASU indeed show 
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this dedication. Researchers that aim to research real-world problems are given more time, and internal 

funding (personal grants of 50.000 dollar) is available for those that aim to research areas that have 

trouble getting funded (interviewee 8). ASU also invests money in international conferences on 

sustainability to host them or allows members to join these conferences.
39

  

Despite ASU’s dedication, the experiment still depends on external sources of money to extend and 

nurture the experiment. Hence, one of the main tasks of the president is to communicate the vision and 

to make collaborations to support it. In 2004, ASU received 15 million dollar from sustainability 

philanthropist Ann Wingley to set-up GIOS. More recently, ASU received 27,5 million dollars to 

accelerate sustainability efforts from the Walton Family Foundation after they already contributed to 

the development of the SOS in 2006 (ASU, 2012b). These private funders feel connected to the design 

of the institution and schools and are therefore willing to support the ASU experiment. Also the close 

cooperation with the city of phoenix and Arizona State are valuable resources. These partnerships 

support ASU in its mission to improve access, conduct real-world education and research, and to 

transform society. An example of the city-university cooperation is the investment of $ 223 million 

made by citizens of Phoenix for the development of ASU’s Downtown Phoenix campus. It was seen 

beneficial to both parties because for ASU the campus location is perfect for increasing engagement 

with community partners and for the city it is a foundation of cutting-edge, use-inspired research, and 

educational opportunities that contribute to the future of the city (Friedman, 2009). This investment 

from external sources might have been benefiting from ASU’s location; as the desert area combined 

with local growth pressures for sustainable solutions.    

Funding can be generated through collaborations with other universities as well. Interviewee 8 

mentioned that not all universities have the money to conduct sustainability initiatives but close 

collaboration with other universities could deliver the necessary funding. For example, Tokyo 

University has been funding parts of research conducted at ASU.   

Human resources 

At first, it was seen that there was not enough internal knowledge that could help with designing a 

strategy. Therefore, external experts have been involved to frame a strategy that generated the set-up 

of the experiment. After this, ASU has been attracting experts to internalize necessary knowledge and 

university members are educated in the field of sustainability. For instance, most professors involved 

in setting up SOS did not have sufficient knowledge on the concept sustainability. These professors 

therefore needed to learn and acquire the necessary competences. They were willing to learn, think 

outside of the box, and put much effort into setting up the SOS (interviewee 8). Another important 

source of knowledge is linking to international networks. These international networks are not only a 

valuable source of investment but they contain a profound knowledge base as well. For the 

sustainability initiative it is seen important to link to other universities experimenting with similar 

initiatives because best practices can be shared. Therefore, ASU is involved in the STARS initiative 

and has set up close collaborations with Lüneburg and other universities to share experiences and 

knowledge related to sustainability (interviewee 8).  
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5.3 Learning 

The ASU experiment already started in 2002 and has therefore learned lessons from its route taken to 

adopt sustainability. Due to the set-up of the project most is learned through ‘learning by doing’. 

Learning by doing 

Academics from various disciplines have been grouped together to develop the SOS. Due to the 

interest of different departments to be part of the SOS most courses offered in the initial program were 

adopted from other existing academic programs. Therefore, SOS courses were still heavily influenced 

by a disciplinary background (eclectic). This has been taken as the reference point for the transition of 

the SOS towards becoming a genuine program. In self-evaluation a set of six “cornerstones” has 

emerged as defining the SOS and its aspirations (Redman & Wiek, 2012): 

- “Wicked Problems”: the problems SOS is concerned with are those that are important, urgent, 

and complex and do not yield to simple solutions or optimal trade-offs. 

- Interdisciplinarity: disciplinary methodology does not produce complete knowledge. 

- Transdisciplinarity: co-production of knowledge between scientists, practitioners, and 

stakeholders is needed for problem solving. 

- Real-world learning experiences (RWLEs): SOS seeks to find solutions for real-world 

problems and therefore transdisciplinary case studies are an essential element of the 

educational process. 

- Moving the system towards sustainability: the SOS is concerned with identifying possible 

future states through several methodological approaches such as simulation modeling, 

scenario analysis, and uncertainty analysis to support a transition. 

- Sustainability competences: graduates from SOS need to have the following series of 

additional competences: systems thinking, anticipatory, normative, strategic, and interpersonal 

competence.         

These “cornerstones” are used by SOS as a reflexive learning design to support the creation of a 

radical educational program. Assessment of the SOS experiment revealed that the inertia of traditional 

approaches is difficult to overcome and several institutional, collective, and individual obstacles have 

been identified (Wiek, Withycombe, Redman, 2012). The following three institutional barriers are 

experienced: (1) academics do not have an academic degree in sustainability and have only limited 

experience in sustainability research and teaching; (2) sustainability sciences is conceived as an 

ambiguous field; and (3) lack of formalized reward structures that provide sufficient incentives for 

academics to truly engage in sustainability science. Regarding the latter, Redman & Wiek (2012) 

argue that using only conventional quality criteria to evaluate sustainability research retains the 

transformation and that innovative teaching activities are less incentivized and rewarded than research 

excellence. The collective obstacle states that a coherent sustainability curriculum can only emerge if 

involved academics actively take part in community and identity building. The final obstacle identified 

is that faculty members need to assume responsibility and leadership despite that the career trajectory 

might be more risky than in disciplinary research. The SOS experiment also found an opportunity in 

that new, junior academics are a major stimulus for change. These were directly hired into the SOS 
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and are more inclined to consider it as fundamentally new and distinct from existing disciplines 

(Redman & Wiek, 2012).    

ASU also aims to involve students in real-life problem settings by working together with governments 

and businesses. But most real-life experiences students currently experience are through campus 

projects (interviewee 8). The campus can be seen as a small city as it has more than 70 thousand 

students that need to sleep, eat, and learn on campus. The ASU campus is very large, owns an entire 

infrastructure and is comprised of many hectares of land. Hence, the living lab approach is seen very 

important at ASU (Bentzin, 2010). There exists a natural link between study and campus operations in 

both individual assignments as in offered courses; interviewee 8 argues that it has become 

institutionalized. This is, however, not an easy task and barriers need to be overcome. Bentzin (2010) 

mentions the following three challenges that the ASU has run into while integrating sustainability in 

their practices: (1) the ASU is comprised of many silos (disciplines) that cause barriers to cooperate, 

and communicate; (2) there is a loose connection between operations and ASU’s core business (first 

responsibility is education and research); and (3) the university system runs in multiple scales of time: 

students are trained in semesters (short-term); academics are involved in long-term research; 

administrators both short and long term interest; and operations work in crisis mode. Interviewee 8 

mentioned that these barriers can be overcome by creating an open culture in which people from both 

sides – science and practitioners – are involved. These people should be open-minded and need to 

agree that something has to be changed. This indicates that flexibility is needed from both faculty and 

students, and the real-world stakeholders (operation managers, etc.). Finally it is important that there is 

a structure or person that links students and professors with all other relevant stakeholders and takes 

away any language, culture or timeline barriers. At ASU this person is called the community 

university liaison. Another remark made is that departments may be less likely to support and 

participate in community engagement initiatives if the initiatives are driven by administration without 

evidence of strong ties to teaching and research. Involvement of Deans and academic department 

heads in planning, implementation, and evaluation is essential (Fern Tiger Associates, 2006). 

5.4 Scale-up 

The vision outlined by Crow aims to break away from the dominant department-based model and 

focuses on intellectual fusion. It requires rethinking of institutional structures and practices in teach, 

research, campus operations, and outreach. The ‘New American University’ thus seeks to ‘stretch and 

transform’ the current university system.  

System innovation 

The experiment uses two different models – eclectic and genuine - to integrate sustainability in 

education and research. The eclectic approach aims to adopt sustainability in a disciplinary structure, 

whereas a genuine approach aims to fuse disciplines. The latter approach is embedded in the 

institutional structures GIOS and SOS which are part of an evolutionary approach to develop an 

environment in which sustainability can be adopted. Important to note is that these models are not seen 

as alternatives but that these should complement each other. It is therefore argued that including both 

models in the institutional system is essential (interviewee 8).  
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These structures represent a system innovation approach and in order to up-scale they should be 

enforced and become embedded in the main organizational structure of ASU. Taking this approach 

means that less trade-offs need to be made (genuine instead of eclectic) but progress is restrained by 

two challenges. On the one hand, it is important to find a balance between the new institutional 

structure and the existing disciplinary structure. It is not the intention that all academics become 

sustainability researchers because a university needs researchers that are heavily influenced by their 

discipline (interviewee 8). An example of this cooperation can be found in translating findings from 

the SOS towards sustainability courses of the disciplinary model. At the moment, several courses have 

already adopted the five key sustainability competences students need to learn as criteria for their 

program (interviewee 8). On the other hand, up-scaling a radical experiment means that the culture 

needs to be changed which triggers resistance. The president plays an important role to this end. In the 

institutional and relational context it is clear that Crow holds a powerful position but also the ‘New 

American University’ narrative has been able to bring about protection i.e. is powerful itself. 

However, despite the general enthusiasm for the overall concepts for the university’s future, the 

perception has been that the vision was created by a single individual, lacking genuine depth of 

support from a variety of stakeholders (Fern Tiger Associates, 2006). This absence of a participatory 

approach to outline the vision and the radical nature of the transformation already causes problems. 

For instance, academics who don’t agree with the new interdisciplinary paradigm say that they have 

been trampled underfoot (Macilwain, 2007). Other professors stated that they do not want to be 

embedded in the community, and that their role is limited to teaching and researching (Fern Tiger 

Associates, 2006).  

Protection of the ASU experiment rests on an entrepreneurial approach to achieve the necessary 

funding. Crow has been able to receive funding from Arizona to support enrollment growth, many 

external donors contributed to developing the ‘New American University’, and academic excellence 

has been attracted to become part of the transformation and to obtain funding for research. This 

academic excellence made a great contribution to securing national funding for research but at the 

same time it resulted in deterioration of the professor-student ratio; because of their high salary. 

Another downturn of this entrepreneurial approach is the dependence on external funding. Arizona 

State has been supporting the initiative by funding the enrollment growth but due to the financial crisis 

the State reduced its funding. This resulted in an increase in intuition fees, budget cuts in 

administrative jobs, and sparked interest in the online campus of ASU. This contradicts with ASU’s 

statement to improve access. This trade-off is made to ensure continuation of contribution to the 

vision. Also the use of private funding could interfere with academic freedom at the ASU. At this 

moment, there is no evidence but in a student newspaper Crow has been accused of pleasing Ira Fullar 

who donated more than US$160 million to various university projects (Macilwain, 2007).  

Sustainable Development 

In creating sustainable campus operations the ASU has committed itself to progressive milestones. It 

aims for 35% on site electricity generation through mostly solar power, aims to mitigate waste, engage 

60% of campus community (sustainability has become a criteria to evaluate university members), and 

wants to adopt practiced principles which uses policies to stimulate sustainability and increase the 

quality of life on campus (e.g. new buildings need to be LEED silver certified). These are used to 
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scale-up sustainability in campus operations but it is not yet clear which trade-offs will be needed to 

reach this. With respect to using the campus as a learning environment it has been argued that this is 

institutionalized at ASU. Professors, students, and practitioners work together in teams to develop 

ideas and plans to improve campus operations, and projects are adopted in courses and in individual 

assignments. All of this is facilitated through the GIOS and supporting networks (Sustainable Practice 

Network and Community University Liaison). 

5.5 Conclusion 

Vision 

In the ASU experiment, the vision is robust as it is able to voluntarily or actively link relevant 

stakeholders. The president is one of the founders of the ‘New American University’ vision and 

therefore actively engaged. Together with international experts on sustainability the vision has been 

outlined that linked university members, likeminded universities, governments, businesses and 

philanthropists to the experiment. 

The transformation is guided by eight design aspirations that since its establishment have not changed 

much. These design aspirations are translated into new institutional structures (SOS and GIOS) that 

should represent the ‘New American University’ (i.e. providing specific guidance). Despite that the 

vision rests on sustainability, it does not provide a clear working definition that is shared among all 

stakeholders. There is, however, still consensus on most elements relating to the concept SD as 

described in Brundtland.  

The ASU created new institutional structures and implemented several incentive mechanisms to 

support the adoption of sustainability in campus operations (evaluation criteria, practiced principle, 

and more), and in education and research as well (professors have more time when involved in real-

world problems, special grant program for research that lack funding by normal granting mechanisms, 

and it established criteria for hiring staff in GIOS and SOS). The vision has thus been able to provide 

room for an open search-and-learning process. 

Network 

Envisioning of the ‘New American University’ has been able to create a network dedicated to realizing 

the transformation. The president plays an important role in creating this supportive network. He has 

taken a leadership role by outlining the vision and developing strategies together with international 

sustainability experts; non-participative and little involvement of regime actors. Implementation and 

in-detail design of these strategies are the result of participatory processes in which various 

stakeholders from ASU’s broad network (university members, governments, businesses, and society)  

are included. This network is structured by GIOS which allows university-wide engagement (many 

disciplines and institutions) and external partnerships to foster ideas to support integration of 

sustainability in four cornerstones and enhances the linkages between them.  

Furthermore, the network ensured funding of the experiment by collaborating with the city of Phoenix 

and the Arizona State, developing partnerships with other universities to support research at ASU, and 

finding generous philanthropists. These resources made it possible to financially support the 

implementation of strategies and to realize the incentives mentioned above. Since the development of 
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the new institutional structures, ASU internalized knowledge by educating enthusiastic professors and 

hiring new professors. Partnerships with other universities are used as an additional source of expertise 

as well.      

Learning 

The ASU initiative learns most through ‘learning by doing’ and has a strong focus on 2
nd

 order 

learning. There are also elements of 1
st
 order learning as initiatives driven by administration find less 

support due to the lack of ownership. 

The ASU experiment is interested in establishing two complementary education and research models 

to integrate sustainability (eclectic and genuine). The SOS is aimed at developing a genuine approach 

through a trail-and-error process. In this process they learned that the inertia of traditional disciplines 

is difficult to overcome: academics are not experienced in sustainability science; there is a lack of a 

formalized reward structure (less incentives for innovative teaching than research excellence); and 

sustainability science is conceived as an ambiguous field in which evaluation is still underdeveloped. 

In order to make the SOS a success there is a need for collective identity building and academics need 

to take responsibility and leadership despite that the career trajectory might be more risky. 

Furthermore, they found that junior academics are a stimulus for change as they are less guided by a 

disciplinary focus. The ASU also identified several barriers that retain the creation of a Living 

Laboratory. These are: many silos (disciplines), loose connection between activities, and multiple 

scales of time. This can be overcome by realizing an open culture in which all actors are involved, 

creating a certain flexibility, and support interaction (community university liaison).  

‘Learning by interacting’ at ASU is reflected by the collaborations with other universities, especially 

with Leuphana University of Lüneburg which also aims to take a genuine approach to adopt 

sustainability, and by the participatory set-up of designing strategies in which students play an 

important role.  

In the ASU experiment, the learning objective for the new institutional structures relates to how they 

can become an exemplar of the ‘New American University’. The SOS uses six cornerstones for self-

evaluation and GIOS aims to learn about advancing interdisciplinary research and facilitates 

interaction between education, research, campus operations, and outreach. There are also learning 

meetings in which the sustainability committee evaluates the progress of integrating sustainability, and 

conferences are held on the subject. Furthermore, the development of the SOS is analyzed and often 

discussed in papers. The set-up of the GIOS and SOS are examples of a strategic reflection on the 

institutional barriers that retain sustainability to be adopted because it provides supportive structures 

for experimenting and learning (more time for professors, grants, conferences, and network building), 

and uses accountability systems for managers. The GIOS also monitors the experiment by using 

international assessment methods (STARS) and internal evaluation models. 

Scale-up  

Reaching the ‘New American University’ requires empowerment through a ‘stretch & transform’ 

approach. As the representative of the vision the president plays an important role in the negotiation 

processes on transforming the university.  
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Outlining the strategy and vision has been restricted to a small group. In this group most members 

were sustainability experts, while only a few regime stakeholders were involved (president). This 

resulted in the set-up of new radical institutional structures to realize a system innovation approach. 

The structures are supported by specific incentive instruments (more time for researching real-world 

problems, personal grants, and hiring criteria) which are the result of learning processes. More 

learning moments still need to be translated but not all findings can be directly embedded as they also 

depend on national and international systems.   

This approach to outline a vision (with only a few stakeholders) that seeks to realize system innovation 

results at the same time in challenges regarding up-scaling the project. There needs to be found a 

balance between disciplinary and sustainability academics, and academics not interested in inter- and 

transdisciplinarity feel trampled underfoot. Also the entrepreneurial approach taken to support the 

experiment has some implications as it resulted in a lower professor-student ratio; its dependence on 

external funding caused an increase in intuition fees after the financial crisis kicked-in; and pleasing 

donors is seen as a serious risk.  

Furthermore, the campus as a learning environment has become (partly) institutionalized as it includes 

professors, students, and practitioners in workgroups to improve operations; it offers students courses 

or individual assignments; and interaction is facilitated through the community university liaison. The 

scale-up of sustainable operations are facilitated through the principled practices in which policies and 

strategies are established that provide incentives (e.g. sustainability as criteria in evaluation of 

university members) as well. 

  

ASU Theory Indicator Score 
(max. 5) 

Remarks 

Vision 

  

  

  
  

  

  

SNM Robust 4 Voluntary and actively linked (university members, 

sustainability experts, politicians, and philanthropists) 

SNM Specific 3,5 Eight design aspirations guide the process (which still can be 

interpreted differently among stakeholders) 

SNM High Quality 3,5 The vision is in place for more than 10 years in which it has 

developed new institutional structures and incentive 
mechanisms. 

TE Open search-and-

learning 

4 The new structures GIOS and SOS allow sufficient space for 

experimentation 

TE Adjusting vision 2 Strong influence of the president that sticks to the vision as it 

is (or minor adaptions) 

SU Backed up by 

leadership 

4,5 President itself envisions the 'New American University'. 

SU Guidance by SD 3,5 No working condition, but agreement can be found on most 

aspects. 
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Table 5: Research framework completed for ASU (the abbreviation SU stands for Sustainable University literature). 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Network 
  

  

  

  

  
  

SNM Broad 3,5 Crow linked sustainability experts, philanthropists, and 
politicians to the network. GIOS has a broad internal 

network. Little involvement of regime players. Close 

cooperation with other universities. 

SNM Deep 4,5 Multimillion dollar investment from various kinds of 

stakeholders. Internal and external sustainability experts and 

partnerships. 

TE Link to other 

experiments 

4 Yes. Conferences, cooperation with single universities, and 

STARS. 

TE Include competent 

and different actors 

3,5 President is open-minded and a strong connector, professors 

are willing to learn but only a few regime players involved. 

SU Coordinated by sust. 

committee 

4 GIOS and sustainability steering committee. 

SU Leadership on all 

levels 

4 President significant leadership role, but also professors, 

students and practitioners. 

Learning 
  

  

  

  

  
  

SNM Learn about barriers 4 Experiment shows that overcoming disciplinary inertia is 
difficult and that collaborating between the activities is 

unaccustomed. Stimulus can be found in junior academics 

and the community university liaison. Also collaboration 

with other universities is essential. 'Learning by interacting' 

limited to including students in the design process of SOS 
and through partnerships.  

TE Learning 

objective/meetings/ 

reporting 

4 Learn how to become a 'New American University'. Meetings 

are held in which the committee evaluates the process, and 

conferences are held. Papers are written on the development 

of SOS and on SD by AGS. 

TE Incentives for 

learning 

4 New institutions provide the necessary incentives (more time 

for sustainability research, grants). 

TE Feedback to strategic 
actors 

3 Feedback through GIOS. 

TE Monitor experiment 3,5 STARS and an annual report (sustainability). No clear 

indicators yet for measuring the ‘New American University’. 

SU New educational 

models  

4 Two models (eclectic and genuine). 

 SU Use-inspired 

research 

4 Interdisciplinary research through GIOS. 

 SU Outreach 3,5 Partnerships (Decision Centre) and real-world learning 

experiments. 

 SU Sustainable 

operations 

3,5 Progressive goals, sustainable practices network and 

community university liaison. 

Scale-up 

  
  

  

  

  

  

SNM Empowerment 3 Stretch&Transform approach: Little trade-offs with respect to 

characteristics of the ‘sustainable university campus’ but 
more resistance to scale-up. 

TE Structural finance 3,5 Entrepreneurial approach to fund the experiment. 

Dependence on external sources and risk to please donors.  

TE Bring under 
attention of regime 

2 It is pushed upon regime players. 

TE Embed learning 4 Learning about more time, different structure, and hiring 

criteria are embedded. 

SU System optimization 

/ innovation 

4 Mainly system innovation. 

 SU Incentive structures 4 Sustainability criteria and hiring criteria. 
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6 Conclusion and recommendations 

This section proceeds by interpreting the findings from the case studies and to compare these in order 

to answer the sub- and main questions.  

Sub questions 

 How are visions and expectations negotiated and communicated at TU/e, ETHZ, and ASU? 

The ASU has a vision that is most robust, specific, and of high quality which is able to realize an open 

search-and-learning environment and is backed-up by the leadership role that the president has given 

himself. A drawback of this approach is that there is only limited space for adjusting the vision. The 

ETHZ experiment has also a vision that is relatively robust, specific and of high quality. In this 

experiment there is sufficient space for an open search-and-learning process as long as it doesn’t 

interfere with the disciplinary structure. The TU/e created a well-documented and specific top-down 

vision which is not yet shared among university-members or communicated at the level of ASU and 

ETHZ. The vision is also not yet of high quality because of the early stage the experiment is in. It 

therefore realized only limited space for an open search-and-learning process.   

What kind of network is in place and how did this network facilitate (or not) the adoption of 

sustainability at TU/e, ETHZ, and ASU? 

A vision that is communicated and shared among various stakeholders also proved out to be capable of 

providing the necessary resources. This is evident in both the ASU and ETHZ experiments. Especially 

the role of the ASU president has been able to realize a deep and broad network. The ASU and ETHZ 

also share that they have strong connections with other universities; have sustainability experts; have a 

coordinating and steering committee; have leadership on all levels; and have realized external financial 

resources. The TU/e has a less deep and broad network as it does not include sustainability experts; 

has no structured network (no sustainability committee; only Taskforce Secretary); limited links to 

other university experiments; and it lacks leadership on all levels. It does, however, have a strong 

connection with regime actors which is limited in the ASU and ETHZ experiments.  

What kind of learning processes contribute to nurturing sustainability at TU/e, ETHZ, and 

ASU and how can real-life sustainability experiments be fostered? 

It is important for universities that seek to transform to learn about barriers and opportunities, 

especially in terms of 2
nd

 order learning. Due to the space provided in the ASU and ETHZ experiment 

these have been able to realize important learning moments. They both experienced institutional 

barriers (such as the lack of incentives and that sustainability science requires specific capabilities) and 

personal barriers (risky scientific career). In response they argue that project-based learning could 

benefit from a TIM or a community university liaison that takes away interaction barriers. The ASU 

also found that young academics could act as a stimulus for change. The TU/e experiment is in an 

early phase; hence learning is only limited to financial models and innovative teaching programs. It, 

however, expects to learn about creating the synergy but there are no incentives in place (yet) that will 

support this.  
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It is also clear that structuring the learning process benefits the experiment. At both the ETHZ and 

ASU there are conferences held on creating the sustainable university; there are learning meetings and 

reports on learning (especially in ASU); and the process is monitored through assessment methods and 

annual reports. All these aspects are seen by these universities as essential. This structuring of the 

learning process at the TU/e is still under development. 

What kind of trade-offs have been made at TU/e, ETHZ, and ASU and how can they contribute 

to up-scaling the integration of sustainability? 

In attempts to scale-up both the ETHZ and TU/e take a ‘fit & conform’ approach to adopt 

sustainability and prioritize sustainability less than ASU. This approach makes it easier to become 

accepted by regime actors but as it not seeks to radically change the institutional structure it needs to 

make a trade-off (no genuine approach to adopt sustainability). At the ETHZ, scale-up is mostly 

facilitated through bottom-up approaches, whereas the TU/e has a more top-down focus. The ASU 

takes a more radical ‘stretch & transform’ approach to scale-up which has led to resistance from 

regime actors. In this, the lack of including all relevant stakeholders in outlining the vision could retain 

further scale-up. Scale-up has already been realized as in the ASU initiative important mechanisms are 

in place for research (hiring criteria, stimulus for sustainability science) but also related to campus 

operations (sustainability criteria for evaluating members, and principled practice). The ETHZ has also 

some mechanisms that realized scale-up as it translated the idea of dynamic competence centers into 

the design of the new focal area “sustainable worlds”. At the TU/e scale-up has not yet occurred, but 

the involvement of a broad range of status quo actors and connecting to current strategies (Bachelor 

College and strategic areas) would make this process easier.  

With respect to structural finance of the experiments the entrepreneurial approach taken at ASU has 

been able to attract many investments, but is currently under pressure due to the economic crisis and 

the risk of pleasing donors. The ETHZ experiment also finds it challenging to realize structural 

funding as it depends on new institutional structures (i.e. not part of the main structure). 

Furthermore, in up-scaling trade-offs need to be made with respect to SD as well. In all universities 

initiatives need to have a good narrative as education and research is the number one priority. These 

negotiation processes need to be transparent and include all stakeholders. At the ETHZ this has led to 

the focus on reducing energy need, whereas at the TU/e on-site power generation has been 

emphasized. The ASU uses workgroups that consists of professors, students and practitioners to come 

up with campus improvements.  

Main question  

All elements of the research framework have been analyzed and scaled for each of the cases (table 3 

t/m 5). An overview of all cases in a single table can be found in Appendix B and the outcome of this 

is visualized below (figure 8).  

This visualization and the discussion above are used to answer the main question of this research, 

which is:  

How can universities transform their organization into a more sustainable one?  
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Figure 8: Comparison of the three experiments (the colors on the circumference represent the different dimensions: vision = 

black, network = yellow, learning = brown, and scale-up=green).  

From the visualization and discussion it becomes clear that the pioneering universities score high on 

the elements that could explain the success of an experiment; as derived from literature. Leading 

universities have in common:  

- a vision that is robust, specific, of high quality and is communicated by (institutional) 

leadership; 

- a broad and deep network, coordinated by a single institution. The networks include 

university-members (students, faculty, and administrators), sustainability experts, and links to 

likeminded universities and other third parties.  

- a structured approach to learn about the experiment, mostly achieved through learning by 

doing. To facilitate learning a strong emphasis on new institutional structures, inter-university 

collaboration and documentation of findings can be found. 

- a strategically approach to scale-up the initiative which is able to provide incentive 

mechanisms and realize transparent and participative negotiation processes. The approaches, 

however, differ: ASU’s approach is more radical and non-participative aimed at system 

innovation, whereas ETHZ takes a more bottom-up and incremental approach to not interfere 

with the disciplinary structure (system optimization).       
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The TU/e experiment follows an incremental approach as well but depends more on a top-down 

structure than the ETHZ. The vision has been outlined by Urgenda (sustainability experts) as 

commissioned by the Board. Compared to ASU and ETHZ, the TU/e experiment lacks behind in 

developing a robust, specific, and high quality vision. Especially due to the absence of leadership and 

communication the initiative has not been able to mobilize sufficient actors to create a broad and deep 

network; the taskforce lacks close engagement of a sustainability expert, the supporting network is 

unstructured, and collaboration with likeminded universities is limited. The network is also not able to 

create space for experimenting with creating synergy (using the campus as a learning environment) as 

there are no incentives or a clear budget. Learning is even more limited due to the lack of 

responsibility and the absence of a structured learning plan. The TU/e seeks to optimize existing 

structures (Bachelor College and strategic areas) to scale-up. Even though this approach is able to 

realize political support, it is questionable whether these will provide sufficient space to realize the 

change that is needed.    

Recommendations  

The second goal of this research is to make recommendations for the TU/e in order to improve the 

university’s experiment. These recommendations are the result of combining the analysis of the TU/e 

experiment with learning moments from the ASU and ETHZ experiments. 

Create a shared vision and improve communication 

- Achieve institutional leadership to envision the ‘TU/e living Lab’ and ensure commitment 

through clear strategies. This could, as in the ETHZ and ASU experiment, also attract valuable 

resources. 

- Achieve leadership on all levels to take responsibility (students, faculty, and administration). 

In the ETHZ experiment, professors have shown that their involvement contributed much.    

- Find common ground with more institutions at the TU/e to create a university-wide shared 

vision. Link to the existing vision of the Strategic Area Energy and TU/e Innovation Lab.  

- Realize a participative approach in further developing the vision. 

- Develop a definition of sustainability that is shared between the members of the taskforce. Use 

the Brundtland definition, as it is a good starting point for further discussion on what elements 

of sustainability are important at the TU/e. Even more, include SD indicators (e.g. GRI) in 

assessing the experiment which could open up this discussion (as argued by ETHZ).      

- Make someone responsible for keeping the experiment in line with the Urgenda report; who 

communicates on the same level as professors. In the ETHZ and ASU experiments 

coordinating and supporting committees play such an essential role. It is therefore 

recommendable to rethink the decision against appointing a manager or team. 

Realize a broader and deeper network 

- Improve the network by including a sustainability expert (this could be an external actor who 

takes upon a leadership role as well, or a TU/e professor who has sustainability related 

competences such as Geert Verbong (EEI), Johan Schot (IS) or other knowledgeable 

professors) and by structuring the supporting network (create short communication lines). 
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- Provide financial resources for connecting the TU/e to other universities (budget for 

networking, conferences). Both the ETHZ and ASU argue that this is essential. Moreover, 

network partners can also provide in financial resources for research. 

Establish an environment for learning   

- Encourage learning about new educational methods and creating interaction between core and 

supporting activities (enable space for an open search-and-learning environment) through 

incentive mechanisms (budget for learning and interaction). 

- Establish a structured learning process, create incentives for learning, and monitor process to 

improve the TU/e sustainability initiative.
40

 The learning process can be structured by defining 

objectives (e.g. learn about synergy), set-up learning meetings, and report on experiences for 

internal and external use (e.g. ISCN).      

- Take into account the barriers in developing project-based learning: difficult to tutor as the 

professor-student relationship is different; professors need specific competences, and students 

face pressures from various stakeholders. 

- To stimulate interdisciplinary research the TU/e must hire young academics and needs to be 

aware of the barriers in sustainability research: scientific system lacks appreciation, it is 

difficult to obtain resources, and achieving a successful scientific career is more challenging. 

- Make use of opportunities available at the TU/e. Both KIC InnoEnergy and EEI are 

experimenting with new educational models and are interested in the subject sustainability. 

Find ways to structurally embed sustainability values and practices  

- Make the process of trade-offs transparent and include all relevant stakeholder groups in order 

to realize scale-up. Who these relevant stakeholders are depends on the initiative but in 

general it will be important to include people from all university-member groups (students, 

faculty members, and administration).   

- Create incentives (e.g. evaluation criteria for university members) and establish a clear budget 

for the entire experiment (not only separate tasks) to improve scale-up. 

- Appoint someone to take away interaction barriers (TIM / Community University Liaison / 

Seed Sustainability) to encourage on-campus projects. In these projects problems can be 

expected due to different scales of time, lack of interaction between disciplines, and loose 

connection between the core and supporting activities.  

- Include students and professors in improving campus operations by establishing workgroups 

(ASU), workshops (“unconferencing”), develop a project platform (Seed Sustainability and 

Ecoworks), or make someone responsible for collaborating (such as the university community 

liaison at ASU). 

Limitations 

The sustainable university campus is an innovation that aims to achieve institutional change. Insights 

on achieving this change within an organization is only limited in niche theories and could benefit 

                                                 
40

 Currently, efforts are taken to evaluate the STARS assessment method and to write a report for ISCN. 
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from organizational theories. This might be able to provide additional knowledge regarding the 

importance of leadership and culture in organizational change.  

Furthermore, the comparison in this research is cross-national which has therefore some limitations 

that need to be taken into account. It was not the scope of this research but it would be beneficial to 

include the national context into the research design. These could relate to various elements, but it 

already became clear that the ASU and ETHZ are supported by governments on different levels, 

whereas it is seen that in the Netherlands there little protection for sustainability experiments 

(interviewee 6). Another mediator is the university and the national system in which it is embedded. 

The latter could provide resources regarding sustainability science and the culture (status) of the 

university also influences decisions. For instance, the ETHZ is a world leading university that depends 

on its disciplinary excellence, whereas the ASU is a new university that is less retained by this. It is 

therefore easier for the ASU to aim for radical change (interviewee 8). Finally, local sustainability 

issues could also interfere with or pressure the experiment. The ASU is located in a desert in which 

make it suitable to use solar power but it also pressures research as sustainability issues are more 

visible. Both the ETHZ and the TU/e have less local sustainability issues.  

A final remark is that since the first interviews in November, progress has been made in the TU/e 

sustainability initiative of which not all has been updated in the report.   
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Appendix A: Interview protocol 

 

Vision/Expectation 

Can you introduce yourself? What is your name, function, and relation to the sustainability initiative at 

your university? 

Can you describe, in your own opinion, why it is important to integrate sustainability at a university, 

and what does such integration mean for you? 

What do you expect from integrating sustainability at your university (with respect to education, 

research, partnerships & outreach, and campus operations)? Are these in line with the vision as 

described and communicated by the university? (Expectation) 

Did this vision/expectation mobilize you towards contributing to the sustainability initiative? 

Furthermore, do you think that this vision/expectation was, or is, capable of linking and mobilizing 

other people both inside and outside the university to the project? (Robustness of vision) 

Do you think that the vision and its guidelines give guidance to the people involved in the 

sustainability initiative (is there a working definition on SD)? (Guidance)  

Can the vision be used to legitimize action (initiate projects, change curriculum), and to what extend 

can it provide protection (how ambitious can they be)? (High Quality) 

Are there supportive or accountability mechanisms in place? If yes, what kind of mechanisms and how 

do they support the experiment? (Incentives and responsibilities) 

Network 

Do you think that the vision has been able to create a network that includes all relevant groups of 

stakeholders (regime actors, university members, sustainability experts, society)? (Broad/involve 

different actors) 

Are the project partners and the people involved willing to learn, and do they think outside of the box? 

Are there people expressing leadership (on all levels)? (Characteristics) 

Is there anyone (or group of people) who ensures active involvement form university members? 

(Commitment) 

Is the network capable of sustaining the initiative by providing the necessary resources (both financial 

as human capital)? (Deep) 

Are there resources available to link to other experiments and how important is this connection for the 

initiative? (Link to other experiments) 
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Learning 

What kind of barriers have been encountered (or are expected to be encountered in the future) when 

conducting the sustainable initiative and have these been dealt with or not (disciplinary structure, 

participation with external stakeholders, institutional rewards)? (Barriers) 

Part of the sustainability initiative is the idea to use the campus as a learning environment for 

students, professors, and practitioners. Could you tell me more about the approach to turn the 

campus into a Living Lab (incentives/protection)? (Living Lab)  

Are there learning moments or expectations that relate to window of opportunities for the 

sustainability initiative? (Opportunities) 

Does the university structure the learning process by for example defining learning objectives, set up 

regular learning meetings (interaction), reporting of experiences, monitoring, or other methods? How 

important is this? (Structure learning processes)    

Scale-up 

Do you think it is possible to integrate sustainability in the current structure of the university (current 

assumptions and practices)? If not, why do think that and what implications does it have for 

sustainability? (System optimization vs. system innovation) 

Do you think that connecting to the current institutional structure is the only option at your university, 

or do you think that it is possible to create sufficient room for experimentation outside this structure or 

even to change the current structure?  

Are there stakeholders that complicate or steer this process of system optimization versus system 

innovation? (Power issues) 

If change is needed, how do you think this could be achieved (bottom-up versus top-down approaches, 

pilot projects)? 

Have trade-offs been made in the experiment with respect to sustainability (ecological, social, 

economic)? If so, is this process of trade-offs participatory and transparent? (Sustainability trade-

offs) 

With respect to the experiment, is there sufficient structural financial support (structural finance), has 

it been brought under the attention of the current regime, and are there incentive structures in place 

that apply to all university members? (Ensure commitment and scale-up)   
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Appendix B: Research framework completed (TU/e, ETHZ, and ASU) 

   Theory TUe  Remarks ETHZ  Remarks ASU  Remarks 

Vision 
  

  

  

  
  

  

Robust 2,5 No shared vision and 
limited communication 

3,5 To a certain degree: focus on SD 
and inter- and transdisciplinarity 

attracted a broad range of actors. 

4 Voluntary and actively 
linked (university 

members, sustainability 

experts, politicians, and 

philanthropists) 

Specific 3 Clear search heuristics but 

no one is responsible for 
keeping the experiment in 

line with these. 

3 Enabled through bottom-up 

approach. 

3,5 The eight design 

aspirations guide the 
process (which still can 

be interpreted differently 

among stakeholders) 

High Quality 2,5 Not yet, but already some 
Living Lab projects and in 

campus operations. 

3 Continuous development 
strategies, ETH sustainability, 

dynamic structures, and science 

city. 

3,5 The vision is in place for 
more than 10 years in 

which it has developed 

new institutional 

structures and incentive 
mechanisms. 

Open search-

and-learning 

2,5 Only for financial models 

and a little room for new 

educational models. 

3,5 Experiment with new institutional 

structures and practices as long as 

they do not interfere with the 
disciplinary structure. 

4 The new structures GIOS 

and SOS allow sufficient 

space for experimentation 

Adjusting vision 3 Vision has been adjusted 

twice, and there is room to 
develop a shared vision. 

3 Bottom-up approaches shape the 

broader vision. 

2 Strong influence of the 

president that sticks to the 
vision as it is (or minor 

adaptions) 

Backed up by 

leadership 

3 Reflector/supportive role 

of top-level management. 

3,5 Close collaboration with the 

president. 

4,5 President itself envisions 

the 'New American 

University'. 

Guiding 

Principle SD 

2 No clear definition. 4 Includes SD as guiding principle, 

but there are still debates on 

which indicators to use. 

3,5 No working condition, 

but agreement can be 

found on most aspects. 

Network 
  

  

  

  
  

Broad 2,5 Status quo actors, but no 
sustainability expert and 

an unstructured supporting 

network. 

3 Top-down involvement, internal 
networks, collaboration in ETH 

domain, external involvement 

(universities, governments, and 

businesses).  

3,5 Crow linked sustainability 
experts, philanthropists, 

and politicians to the 

network. GIOS has a 

broad internal network. 
Little involvement of 

regime players. 

Deep 3 There is no clear budget 

for the experiment 

(separate aspects of which 

campus operations most), 
internally oriented, and a 

lack of expert knowledge. 

3,5 Funding available through 

network (mostly multiple 

sources). Expert knowledge 

internal and through partnerships. 

4,5 Multimillion dollar 

investment from various 

kinds of stakeholders. 

Internal and external 
sustainability experts and 

partnerships. 

Link to other 

experiments 

2 Not yet 4 Yes (ISCN and AGS) 4 Yes (STARS and close 

cooperation with single 

universities) 

Include 

competent and 

different actors 

3 Open minded but need to 

be set in the same 

direction. Various types of 
status quo actors. No 

sustainability experts. 

3 Open-minded president and 

sustainability experts. Few 

regime players. 

3,5 President is open-minded 

and a strong connector, 

professors are willing to 
learn but only a few 

regime players involved. 

Coordinated by 

sustainability 
committee 

2 Sustainability taskforce, 

but no committee (only 
part-time function). 

4 ETH sustainability and 

sustainability committee. 

4 GIOS and sustainability 

steering committee. 

Leadership on 

all levels 

2,5 No real leadership (most 

efforts from real-estate 
management, and strategic 

area energy). No 

professors or students take 
upon this role. 

3,5 President contributes to 

communicating the vision, vice-
president, professors (Science 

City, TdCS), and students (Seed 

Sustainability and Ecoworks). 

4 President significant 

leadership role, but also 
professors, students and 

practitioners. 
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Learning 

  
  

  

  
  

  

  

  

Learn about 

barriers 

2 Most learning until now 

1th order (risky using new 
technologies, new 

initiatives should be set-up 

outside the structure) and 
2nd order (collaborations 

with business is out of 

habit). Learning about 

creating the synergy is 
expected and 'learning by 

interacting' is limited. 

3,5 Learned about the need for 

enthusiasm, pick the right 
opportunities (Climate KIC), SD 

increased awareness, and real 

commitment is needed (1th 
order). More is learned about 

difficulties of TdCS and 

competence centers (2nd order 

learning). 'Learning by 
interacting' is facilitated through 

unconferencing and co-

development of Ecoworks/Seed 

Sustainability and campus 
practitioners. 

4 Experiment shows that 

overcoming disciplinary 
inertia is difficult and that 

collaborating between the 

activities is 
unaccustomed. Stimulus 

can be found in junior 

academics and the 

community university 
liaison. Also collaboration 

with other universities is 

essential. 'Learning by 

interacting' limited to 
including students in the 

design process of SOS 

and through partnerships.  

Learning 

objective/meetin
gs/reporting 

2 Limited as the objective is 

the creation of the 'City of 
Tomorrow', taskforce 

meets three times a year, 

and progress is not yet 

documented. 

3,5 Separate learning objectives. 

There are conferences on 
sustainability and reports can be 

found on learning (related to 

these separate learning 

objectives). 

4 Learn how to become a 

'New American 
University'. Meetings are 

held in which the 

committee evaluates the 

process, and conferences 
are held. Papers are 

written on the 

development of SOS. 

Incentives for 

learning 

2,5 Limited to financial 

models (TCO and ESCO) 

and innovation fund. 

3 Competence Centers and Science 

City. 

4 New institutions provide 

the necessary incentives 

(more time for 
sustainability research). 

Feedback to 
strategic actors 

4 Direct because of the 
status quo involvement. 

3 Through ETH sustainability. 3 Feedback through GIOS. 

Monitor 

experiment 

2 No efforts yet. 4 ISCN incl. SD indicators 3,5 The project in has an 

annual report, and also 
STARS assessment is 

used. 

 Learn about 
new education 

models 

3 Project-based learning 
(USE structure). 

3,5 TdCS, Seed Sustainability, and 
Ecoworks 

4 Two models (eclectic and 
genuine). 

Learn about 

future research 

3 Through real-life 

experiments and Strategic 
Areas. 

4 Competence centers (and 

internal) 

4 Interdisciplinary research 

through GIOS. 

Learn about 
opening up the 

university 

2 Limited interaction with 
external environment. 

3,5 ETH Klimablog, co-creation of 
urban city (2000 Watt).  

3,5 Partnerships (Decision 
Centre) and real-world 

learning experiments. 

Learn about 
sustainable 

operations 

4 Focus on on-site power 
generation. 

3 Focus on reducing energy need. 3,5 Sustainable practices 
network and community 

university liaison. 

Scale-up 

  
  

  

  

  
  

Empowerment 3,5 Fit&Conform approach: 

process is driven towards 
environmental aspects, 

sustainability is not a 

priority, and it is difficult 

to achieve change. The 
involvement of status quo 

actors makes it easier to 

adopt. 

4 Fit&Conform approach: it should 

not interfere with disciplinary 
structure.  

3 Stretch&Transform 

approach: Little trade-offs 
but more resistance to 

scale-up. 

Structural 

finance 

2,5 No clear budget. 3 To find structural finance is still a 

challenge as in the case of CCES. 

3,5 Entrepreneurial approach 

to fund the experiment. 

Bring under 

attention of 
regime 

3 Through secretary, but 

strong connection already 
due to top-down approach. 

4 Through ETH sustainability. 2 It is pushed upon regime 

players. 

Embed learning 2 No one is responsible for 

coordinating and previous 

learning moment has not 

been embedded. 

3 TdCS 4 Learning about more 

time, different structure, 

and hiring criteria are 

embedded. 

System 

optimization/inn

ovation 

3 System optimization. 3 System optimization. 4 System innovation. 

Incentive 

structures 

2 Not yet established. 3 Focal areas 4 Sustainability criteria and 

hiring criteria. 

Financial 

aspects 

3,5 Sustainability is no 

priority and no 
dependence. 

3 Sustainability also no priority and 

dependence in research is 
avoided by limiting funding by 

external partners to 50%. 

3 Dependence on external 

funding and the risk to 
please donors. 


